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comed to the LeMoyne col-
lege campus recently was
Alois Sera, 21, of Salisbury.
Southern Rhodesia, Eas t
Africa, who will spend the
next four years at the col-
lage majoring in mathema-
it,411(
tics. Beta is welcomed here
by Dr. Floyd Bass. dean of
the college. The student's ed-
ucation at LeMoyne is being
sponsored by the Interna-
tional Cooperation Aminis-





Alois Hera, 21, of Salisbury,
Southern Rhodesia, is one of
the many African students
studying in American colleges
and universities this year un-
der sponsorship of the Inter-
national Cooperation Adminis-
tration.
Hera, a graduate of the Ku-
tama secondary school near
Salisbury, entered LeMoyne
as a freshman and will be on
the campus four years. He
hopes to major in mathematics
and plans to teach or do re-
search when he returns to his
donative home.
The shy young African was
amazed when reporters and
photographers confronted him
for interviews and pictures.
"Why do I demand this type
of attention?" he wanted to
know.
He is one of five children
and the family lives in a rural
area where the father is a
general worker.
CAME WITH 85
SIGNAL CALLERS for the
,m, Washington Warriors look
gur on from the sideline during
a tight game with the Doug-
lass Pad Devils. The callers
who directed the team's *1.
his ,scholastic ability, said 17
other students from Southern
Rhodesia are in American
schools this year. He was
flown to the United States in
a plane carrying approximate-
ly 85 students from all sec-
tions of Africa.
After arriving in New York,
he was flown to Atlanta
where he underwent a week of
orientation at Atlanta Uni-
versity. All of his expenses,
including tuition, fees and
quarters, are paid by the Inter-
national Cooperation Admin-
istration, the African-Ameri-
can Institute and the cooperat-
ing colleges and universities.
He will also receive $2.70 a
day for food and $9 a week for
laundry and other incidentals.
He is staying in the home of
Dr. and Mrs. N. M. Watson,
741 Walker ave.
Hera, who is beginning to
get acquainted with other stu-
dents. says he likes Memphis
sault on the Devils are. from
left Aubrey Howard, 10:
Howard Finley. 12: and Ron-
ald Ester, 11. Looking on
anxiously at extreme right is
Warrior Coach Charles Lo-
max.
THE IVEW
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Mrs. Brawner Dies Aboard Plane
Over Atlantic; Saw Daughter
Triumph At European Festival
A prominent Memphis fam-
ily's joy at one member's
achievement on the concert
stages of Europe was turned
to sorrow on last Saturday
when the mother died oar a
plane flight home over the
Atlantic ocean.
Mrs. Jewel Brawner of 899
Woodlawn at., mother of Miss
Alpha Brawner, a concert
singer, and Dr. Clara Braw-
ner, collapsed and died while
on the Geneva to New York
flight.
According to a friend of the
family, Mrs. Aretta J. Polk of
1022 Woodlawn, Mrs. Brawner
left Memphis the latter part
of August and flew to Europe
with her daughter. Miss Alpha
sent the United States at in-
trenational music festivals in
several European cities.
SAW DAUGHTER
Mrs. Brawner was with her
daughter in Munich, Germany,
when she won first place in
her category of singing and
reportedly received ten cur-
tain calls. Mrs. Brawner be-
came ill in Munich where
she reportedly suffered nose
hemorrhages because of the
high altitude.
She was said to have told
Dr. Brawner about her illness
during a telephone call, and
she advised her to return home
at once.
The mother, however, felt
MRS. MYRTLE FOX Miss MARCELLA GOODWIN
Double Mass Said For
Auto Crash Victims;
Blowout Caused Wreck
A blowout on the family car
caused the death of a Memphis
woman and her niece last
Sunday when the 19-year-old
girl lost control of the car just
inside of Coalmine county,
Miss.
A double funeral was held
on Wednesday morning for
Mrs. Marcella Goodwin and
her niece, Miss Myrtle Mae
Fox, both of 497 LaClede ave.,
at St. Augustine Catholic
church.
The victims were accompa-
nying Miss Marcella Fox, a
school teacher, to Clarksdale,
Miss., where she was employ-
VAIN PROTEST — Disa-
greeing vigorously with
Referee L. C. Dukes, center,
during game between Doug-
ed in an elementary school,
according to relatives, and
had just entered Coahoma
county when the tragedy oc-
curred.
Miss Fox, a 1960 graduate
of Father Bertrand high
school and a Baptist hospital
employee, was said to have
been driving at an estimated
speed of 80 miles an hour
when a trie blew out and
crashed into a wooded area
about 14 miles south of Tunica,
Miss., on Highway 61.
Given first aid treatment at
a Tunica hospital, Mrs. Good-
See MASS, Page 2
lass and Washington over a
call at the latter's stadium
last week is Coach A. D.
Miller, left, mentor for the
Douglass Red Devils. Look.
Brawner, who was to repre- better and decided to remain
with Miss Brawner for the
rest of the tour and went on
to Geneva.
Last Friday, according to
Mrs. Polk, Dr. Brawner re-
ceived a cablegram from her
sister informing her that their
mother would arrive in New
York City on the flight from
Geneva, Switzerland. She flew
up to International airport to
accompany her back to Mem-
phis.
LISTED ON FLIGHT
Dr. Brawner was said to




A luncheon meeting which I am suspicious. I always look
served-up a mixture of poli-
tics, busines and religion was
held at the local office of the
Atlanta Life Insurance build-
ing last Saturday.
Praises and criticisms were
expressed freely by public of-
ficials, civic leaders, business-
men and religious leaders.
The first public official to
address the estimated 150
guests was Commissioner
William "Bill" Farris. He said:
"If we are to have deace ef-
fected in this world, we must
work together." He added
"What people let divide them
is so trivial in face of the real
great danger which threats
our country."
Farris continued: "Only by
practicing Christianity can we
eradicate hatred . . . replac-
ing it with Christian, broth-
erly love."
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Next public official to speak
was County Commissioner
Dave Harsch, who will be an
incumbent during next year's
election.
George W. Lee, manager of
the local insurance company,
and chairman of the luncheon
meeting, said, while introduc-
ing Commissioner Harsch,
"Here is a man who has been
pitilessly crucified on the
journalist cross by editors'
ink. The local Chamber of
Commerce has demanded his
scalp."
Harscli said: "I don't say
that everything the Chamber
of Commerce does is bad. But
ing on at extreme right is
William Garrison, back
Judge. Devils lost the game
by • one-point shaving, 33
to 32.
to see where the little man fits
into its action."
. He went on to say that the
help of the "Lord is needed
in our efforts." He praised the
judgment of "Volunteer Com-
mittee."
Another speaker was Bert
Bates. He said "I have never,
in my life, selected a person
to befriend because of race,
religion or color. I have chosen
people as my friends because
I like them. George Lee and I
have been friends for many
years despite the fact that we
differ on our political views."
MAKING PROGRESS
He went on to say "Negroes
talk about sticking together.
If you let splits and schisms,
isms and the like divide you,
you can forget about making
progress."
Bates went on to say "I used
to get good stories in the
Commercial Appeal during the
lives of the late Senator Mc-
Kellar and E. H. Crump. I've
received most of the awards
that a poor man in Memphis
can receive. But after the
death of Mr. Crump and Sen-
ator McKellar the newspapers
started to say Bert Bates is
an evil influence." He added
See LUNCHEON, Page 2
FOOTBALL FANS — Two
loyal football fans. Dr. C. M.
Floulhac, left. and Dr. Earl
T. Pulley, a pharmacist,
corn, down to the wire to
watch t h • Douglass Red
Devils mix it up on the field
with the Washington War-
Desegregation of the Mem-
phis public school system was
accomplished on Tuesday
morning of this week when 13
Negro first graders entered
classes at four previously all-
white schools.
The pupils, divided into four
groups, were lead to school by
four local NAACP leaders.
Jesse H. Turner, president
of the local branch, appeared
at Rozelle elementary school
with E. C. Freeman, Clarence
Williams, Leandrew Wiggins
and Joyce Ann Bell.
Mrs. Vasco A. Smith, the
branch's executive secretary,
went to the Springdale Ele-
mentary school with Deborah
Ann Holt and Js cqueline
Moore.
Showing up at Gordon with
Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
were Pamela Mayes, Al-
vin Freeman and twin girls,
Shiela and Sharon Malone.
Atty. A. W. Willis, who was
scheduled to lead a group was
ill at home, but his wife, ar-
rived at Bruce with their
young son, Michael; Dwania
Kyles and Harry Williams.
All five members of the
Memphis School Board were
present when releases were
passed out to members of the
press at the conference held
in a room set up for report-
ers just across the street from
the main school board build-
ing.
The prepared statement an-
nounced that in accordance
with the Tennessee Pupil As-
signment Law, 13 Negro chil-
dren would be assigned to in-
tegrated schools.
FOUR SCHOOLS
In part, the statement read:
"The hearing and the screen-
ing process included in the
hearings have now been con-
cluded, and the Board of Edu-
cation announces that this
morning 13 first grade Negro
students will be admitted to
schools heretofore attended by
white children. Three children
will be admitted to Bruce
riors. More than these two
fans came out of their seats
to se. the Warriors barely
squeeze by the Devils 33 to
32. Dr. Pulley recently mov-








NAACP Leaders Escort Students
To School Doors On First Day
By M. L. REID School, four to Gordon School
four to Rozelle School and two
to Springdale School."
Attached to the School Board
release was a statement from
the Mayor and the City Com-
missioners stating that they
had been informed about the
desegregation of the city
schools "and we concur with
the Board's decision."
The statement said, "Many
people feel that the Decision
of the Supreme Court declar-
ing school segregation unlaw-
ful was ill timed and ill ad-
vised. At the same time, all
of the people of this City re-
cognize that they must obey
the law. Law abiding citizens
See THIRTEEN, Page 2
William E. Long of 2841
Harvard St., was recently
cited by the Memphis Regional
Post Office for "superior per-
formances of duties," as an
office machine operator.
The citation included a cer-
tificate of Award, a lapel pin
and a check for $50. A letter
accompanying the award
stated "you have maintained a
high level of cooperation with
Your superiors, fellow work-
ers, and others calling on you
for duplicating services." It
stated further, "you have ex-
hibited the ability to analyze
problems and to operate eco-
nomically and efficiently."
The letter was signed by
Haynes E. Elliott, regional di-
rector, as well as the certifi-
cate of award, along with the
signature of the postmaster
general, Edward Day.
Long has been employed by
the local Post Office four
years. He has worked in the
regional office about 16
months.
He and his wife, Mrs. Sa-
lome Long, are the parents of
a daughter, Linda, five.
EXPLOSIVE HALFBAC1C —
His team, the Carver Cobras.
has not been able to place
a mark in the winner's col-
umn this season. but Half-
back John Jackson has wen
the admiratioh of the local
fans by carrying the ball for
touchdowns in two games
played so far. During recent
game with Manassas Tigers.
Jackson took the klckoff and
romped 95 yards for s touch-
down. Cobras went down be-
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L. Williams
Say not ye, there are yet four
months, and then cometh har-
vest? Behold, I say unto you,
lift up your eyes, and look on
the fields; for they are white
already to harvest." St. John 4
Chapter, 45 Verse.
• • •
In not other countries in the
world has real estate owner-
ship advanced to the extent
that it has in the United
States and Canada.
Here the poorest workman
may, and often does, own his
own home. He is as independ-
ent as his lordliest neighbor.
He pays his taxes in propor-
tion to his holdings.
This United States and Can-
ada became great and pros-
perious countries, the homes
df millions from other conti-
nents, because of an abund-
ance of free land. Free land is
now a thing of the fabled past.
Land now must be bought on
the basis of its economic value
as represented by the use to
which it may be put or what
may be taken from its under-
lying strata.
ART OF SELLING
Is it any wonder, then, that
thousands of men and women
have been trained to sell real
estate? It is really no excuse
now for a man or woman not
having some working knowl-
edge. A person may attend
some college or university that
teaches real estate and its
many other ways of obtaining
some knowledge of real estate.
The art of selling real estate
In a trained, scientific way has
been little studied and but
seldom even considered as
something worthy of examina-
tion by thousands of Men and
women who are engaged in it.
Real estate has sold itself
very often in spite of igno-
rance of its advantages and
the manner in which to pre-
sent it.
Principles of selling real
estate are not different from
those used in the sale of any
commodity. They are simply
applied in a manner which ties
in the selling process to the
product itself.
It has been demonstrated
again and again that the real
estate man who knows the
underlying fundamentals of
salesmanship is the one most
signally succeeded. And hav-
ing knowledge of salesman-
ship is the understanding to
have, and not just to try to
deceive or "outtalk" someone.
That is no salesmanship at all.• • •
COURSES OFFERED
413-Cl. Advertising Princi-
ples and Procedures. Research
Methods and Procedures in the
Field of Marketing. Analysis of
Published Sources of Market
Data. Study of Consumer De-
mand and other marketing
factors to determine market-
ing policies and potentials.
Preparation of questionnaires
and the collection, tabulation
and interpretation of data
considered. Sixteen assign-
ments. Three hors credit.
461-CI. This is a basic
course in the fundamentals of
advertising and includes a
study of the development and
present status, social and ec-
onomic effects, scope and or-
ganization of advertising de-
partments and the research
system. Special attention -giv-
en to the use of research in
making advertising effective,
and analysis of basic principles
of copy and layout. Sixteen




ty of Tennessee Record.)
Luncheon
(Continued from Page 1)
"it is not that I'm an evil in-
fluence, those men were my
friends and the only things
that separate me from my
friends is death."
EVIL INFLUENCE
Other persons making brief
remarks were the pastors of
the churches which have had
their whole congregations in-
sured under a new insurance
program instituted by the At-
lanta Life Insurance company.
Among pastors speaking were:
Rev. "Bob" Mason, Rev. Sam-
uel A. Herring, Rev. J. W.
Williams, Rev. W. Herbert
Brewster, Rev. L. J. Peppers,
Rev. W. C. Jackson, Rev. B.
T. Higgins and Rev. Edward
Johnson.
Also speaking was Dr.
Charles Dinkins, president of
Owen college, believed to
be the first college in the
United States to insure its
entire student body.
Persons and congregations
insured under the plan endow
the institutions by making
them the beneficiary of the
insurance policy.
Dr. Dinkins was presented
with a $250 scholarship for a
student studying music, by
George W. Lee for the insur-
ance company. Other presenta-
tions were made by Lee to the
pastors participating in the
plan.
Among other persons at-
tending the luncheon was
Atty. W. K. Moody, a local
Republic leader.




The Owen College Alumni
Association will hold a regu-
lar meeting Friday, Oct. 6, at
7:30 p.m. in Room 25 of the
Owen college administration
building, according to the
president, Dover Crawford, jr.
All members and prospec-
tive members are urged to be
present and on time
Mass
(Continued from Page 1)
win was dead on arrival at
John Gaston hospital.
Miss Myrtle Fox was in poor
condition when brought to
the hospital and died early
Monday morning.
Riding in the car, but unin-
jured, was Miss Leott Ying
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B.
T. Ying of Clarksdale. She is
a Tennessee State student.
Miss Marcella Fox, who
teaches first grade in a Cath-
olic school at Clarksdale, was
treated for small bruises and
released.
A rosary was said for the
victims at T. H. Hayes Fu-
neral home on Tuesday night,
and a requiem mass said at
St. Augustine Catholic church
on Wednesday morning at 9
a.m.
Mrs. Goodwin is survived
by her husband, DeWitt Good-
win, a niece, Miss Marcella
Fox, a nephew, DeWitt Good-
win, jr., and a host of other
relatives and friends.
Aside from her sister Miss
Fox is survived by her pa-
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Elzie Fox
of Chicago, Ills a brother,
DeWitt Goodwin, jr., and her
uncle, DeWitt Goodwin.
Burial was in Calvary ce-
metery.
Plane
(Continued from Page 1)
have met the flight when it
landed at the giant terminal,
and when her mother did not
walk off the plane with the
other passengers she checked
to see if there had been any
change in her mother's sched-
ule. She was told that a Mrs.
Jewel Brawner was on the
flight list and that a check
would be made to see what
had happened.
About an hour later, she
was informed that her mother
had collapsed and died on the
plane while it was over the
Atlantic.
Miss, Brawner was notified
of her mother's death and at
press time was headed back
to the United States.
At deadline, no funeral ar-
rangements had been made,
but Taylor Hayes, manager
of T. H. Hayes and Sons Fu-
neral home, said the body was
scheduled to arrive in Mem-
phis on the Monday after-
noon jet from New York City.
WAS A NURSE
Mrs. Brawner was the wid-
ow of the late Dr. Jeff Braw-
ner and a registered nurse
who assisted her doctor-daugh-
ter in the office at 1088 Thom-
as st.. which had been used
by her late husband, and ac-
companied her on calls.
A member of Gospel Temple
Baptist church, Mrs. Brawner
belonged to the Bluff City
Medical .Auxihary.
AWARDED CERTIFICATE
— Dr. S a m u•1 Diamond,
second from right, of Har-
risburg, Pa., was awarded a
Mead Johnson Residency
certificate after completing
one year of medical residen-
cy in general practice at the
St. Joseph hospital in Flint.
Mich.. recently. Dr. Dia-
mond's residency was sup-
ported by funds from Mead
Johnson and Company of
Evansville. Ind., through a
scholarship awarded the
young physician by the
American Academy of Gen-
eral Practice. Shown from
left are Dr. J. E. Livesay,
the hospital's chief oi staff;
Dr. W. L. Eaton. director of
medical education( Dr. E. C.
Long, executive secretary of
the Michigan Academy of
General Practice: Dr. Dia-
mond and Henry Fischer,
representative of Mead
Johnson. Dr. Diamond is a
graduate of Lincoln univer-





To Be Presented Oct.24
At Abe Scharff Branch Y
One of the most spectacular
water shows ever staged in




The local Branch of the
NAACP announces plans for a
one-month "Fall Membership
Campaign" scheduled to run
from Oct. 5 through Nov. 5.
A kick-off meeting for all
campaign workers is planned
for 7:30 p.m. on Thursday at
Mt. Olive CME Church. Ma-
terial will be issued and cam-
paign instructions will be
given.
Rev. B. L. Hooks will be the
inspirational speaker. "Many
more campaign workers are
needed in order to make our
goal of 2,500 members a cer-
tainty, said the chairman.
Everyone can help by volun-
teering as a campaign worker;
taking out or renewing his
membership. Melvin Robinson
of North Carolina Mutual In-
surance Co., newly elected
membership chairman, will di-
rect the Campaign.
INIeW DAISY STARTS SUNDAY OCTOBER 8MID-SOUTH EXCLUSIVE SHOW/NG
There is somethin new under the sun!
A motion picture so honest
...so real...so very different
...so full of the warmth and
wonder of life that you'll hug
it to your heart and





wCLAUDIA *NEIL RUBY DEE
'I see stars gleaming...and,I uant
to reach out and grab. I got to take
hold of this here world!"
'There ain't nothing but taking in




the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA for Tuesday, Oct. 24,
for one hour. The show, en-
titled "Aquatic Efflorescences"
is scheduled to start at 8 p.m.
Some of Memphis' most out-
standing swimmers will be
featured in the show which
portrays the "History of
Swimming." It is expected to
demonstrate the "marked sim-
plicity of an aquatic presenta-
tion as well as the great acro-
batic skill which can be pre-




will be Jerry Johnson, head
coach at LeMoyne college.
The show will mark the
start of the Branch YMCA's
year-round swimming pro-
gram of which Frank J. Lewis,
principal of Grant School, is
general chairman. Assistant
chairman is James Smith, an
:instructor at Porter Junior
high school. Both men are
well qualified as swimming
Instructors.
Chairman Lewis said "the
swim program is designed to
meet the physical social and
educational needs of boys and
girls as well as young and old
adults." He went on to say
SANTA CLAUS
May need a ,little help at
your house. If so, give
him a big boost. For Ap-




Open I suer 'sea
Management
1140 College • WH 8.3690
Peter CF.:omen - Owner
"we can teach anybody who is
willing to learn to swim, re-
gardless of age. There will be
courses for beginners, inter-
mediates and advanced stu-
dents. Certificates will be
awarded to every swimmer
who successfully completes a
course. Classes will be divided
according to levels of skill."
The chairman stated further,
"Memphis has never produced
an outstanding swimmer. We
want to develop some girl or
boy to the point where she or
he will be able to compete in
an Olympic meet." However
before that, we hope to estab-
lish an AAU program. By that
time we will be awarding cer-
tificates for junior and senior
life guard courses as well as
instructor certificates. For
adults, women and men, and
professional workers, we will
be prepared to offer an overall
keep-fit physical program
geared around swimming, one
of the most healthful recrea-
tional sports in which a per-
son can engage. It would also
tie-in with the national
"Physical Fit" program being
urged by President John Ken-
nedy," said Chairman Lewis.
Also participating in the
Branch YMCA's year-round
swimming program are: Dan
Partee, physical director and
swimming instructor at the
Branch Y; Clifton Stockton,
an instructor at Carver school;
Fred R. Joseph, executive sec-
retary of the Branch Y; J. H.







10 cm. • 10 is is. Week Days
8 a.m. • 10 pin Sunday.
When Better Service is






•WHIRE 101K5 USE YOU
GET P.MIRINIIAL
SERVICE'•
YMCA's board of managers;
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
the Tri-State Defender, and
member of the board of man-
agers.
The water show, "Aquatic
Efflorescences," is open to the
public. Admission is free.
FRANK J. LEWIS
Thirteen
(Continued From Page 1)
do not resort to violence be-
cause they disapprove of a
law "
FREE OF UNREST
After stating that some ci-
ties had ben disgraced by re-
sistance to the law and com-
menting that others had ex-
perienced the transition free
of violence, they ended the
statement by declaring. "The
Mayor and Commissioners of
the City of Memphis emphasize
that desegregation of our
schools must be and will be
accomplished completely free
of unrest or violence. No other
course will be tolerated."
Presiding at the co iference
was William Galbreath, presi-
dent of the Board. Reporters
asked questions after reseiving
the printed releases, and most
of them were answered by
Jack Petree, the scnool board
attorney.
Members of the press weigh
assured that the police would,/
be on hand to take control of
any situation that might crop
up unexpectedly.
Asked what would happen if
some white parents decided to
withdraw their child from an
integrated school, one board
member said, "The deadline
for transfers is already past."
LAST SPRING
Members of the Board indi-
cated they would not consider
the boycotting of a school by
white parents sufficient rea-
son to stay integration.
The first attempt to integrate
an elementary school occurred
in 1958 when a young mother
tried to enroll her son in the
first grade at the Vollentine
Elementary school.
The refusal of the school
Board to admit the youngster
was the basis of a suit filed i
the Federal District Court a




3. Years Played Football 
4. NAME of School 
5. Position Played 
Mail Coupon To
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Wellington St. Memphis 5, Tenn.





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
S W YORK JOBSMAID NE - 560 Per Week
Best Homes. Free Room & Board. Fast Service
COME, CALL OR WRITE
ABC MAIDS JA 5-3131
1.1 & M Bldg. 198 So. Main., Room 306, Memphis
*LICENSED *BONDED *INSURED









CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EACH JQB
We Rid Homes Of Roach•s, Woterbugs,
Termites, Ants, Silverfish,
Rats, Mice, and Other Pest
Ph. FA 7-6033 3018 Crystal Ave.
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License
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Left Side
DOWNFRO
A REPORT ON THE RE-
PORTER. . . Lewis 0. Swing-
ler has taken a job teaching
in a public school in Missis-
sippi, according to the report
on the reporter. Swingler, who
has had sundry of jobs, is re-
membered best for his love of
journalism. He has spent many
years as the editor of the
Memphis World, this newspa-
per, his own paper, and sever-
al others.
ANOTHER EXTRA CHORE
has been added to the duty of
teachers since principals no-
ticed the table manners of
some of the youngsters are
not up to par. Generally,
teachers have looked on and
attended to their own lunches
while some of the children
have made away with a sand-
wich in three bites. So the
word has been passed on to
the teachers: "Show your pu-
pils how to eat." The day may
come when a child goes home
and tells his mother, "Mama, I
got 'F' in eating today."
DOOR-TO-DOOR and room-
to-room campaigns are being
carried on by the will-be-
candidates in next year's elec-
tion. Participating in the Vic-
torian-Parlor-Like politics are
Lewis J. Taliaferro, state sen-
ator; who aspires to kick 65-
year-old, incumbent Cliff Dav-
is out of his U. S. Congress
seat.
Erudite Prof. Ross Pritchard
is after both Taliaferro and
Davis' scalps. Oh yes, there's
some talk about a now-undis-
closed dark horse rushing into
the political arena at an op-
•portune time to, thrsist a lanceinto the heart of rise of the
three already-mentioned of-
fice aspirants.
• ON A HIGH PLANE, city
commissioner William "Bill"
'Farris and County Commis-
'sioner Dave Harsh are poli-
ticking like mad. Other city
commissioners aren't exactly
. standing by twittling their
• fingers . . . that is Misters
'Buddy Dwyer and Claud
'Armour.
MEANWHILE Mayor Henry
Loeb is still busy trying to as-
semble his do-it-yourself po-
litical machine. It appears he
is using nuts where he should
be using screws. Consequent-
ly he comes up with too many
bolts.
HIGH SCHOOL FOOT-
BALL GAMES are still seri-
ously afflicted with a string
of thugs and hoodlums in and
near the stadiums before, dur-
ing and after games.
"AQUATIC EFFLO-
RESCENCES" is the name
that the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA has christened the wa-
ter show it is about to put on
at its $90,000 pool. The name
is real fancy—some beautiful
gals, who really know how to
swim, are supposed to be in
the show—and its free. So
we'll be at that show on Oct.
24.
ONE OF THE GREAT par-
ty-givers returned to town re-
cently unannounced . . . how-
ever more learned, as far as
degrees go. We expect to see
him on every occasion of the
Social Season as well as hear
about him making occasions.
WILLIAM TOWNSEND is
not at Hampton Institute as we
were lead to believe after an
official announcement from
Hampton But, he is counseling
at Rust College, according to
our latest report.
WHAT SOME FATHERS
WON'T DO with their first
born. This is a story about a
young father who is trying to
teach his six-month-old son to
read "so he will have a well
developed vocabulary when he
starts to speak. Geniuses are
born and not made .. . daddy.
A MEMBER OF A MEN'S
ORGANIZATION asked to be
excused immediately after eat-
ing al a dinner-meeting. He
advanced this reason for his
hasty departure "I have a
guest at home." Retorted an-
other member "Yes — those
dogs at the track in West
Memphis are his nightly
guests."
TWO MORE NEGRO MEN
will soon become bus drivers
for MTA. This will bring the
number to three. The wind is
blowing in the right direction.
Owen College To Have
Open House On Campus
• An Open House will be held
at Owen college on Monday,
Oct. 16, from 12 noon to 5
p.m., sponsored by the Baptist
Educational Fund Commission
of the Tennessee Baptist Mis-
sionary and Educational Con-
vention, Inc.
There will be a public pro-
gram at 2 p.m., in the Roger
Williams Hall auditorium with
Lt. George W. Lee, insurance
executive, political leader and
Owen eollege trustee as speak-
-et.
Dinner will be served in the
college cafeteria at 3 p.m. with
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West Tennessee churches and
prepared with the help of wo-
men from local churches.
Guided tours of the college
facilities will be held.
ATTRACT VISITORS
The Open House is planned
to attract persons from other
parts of the state as well as
Memphians who are attend-
ing the annual Tennessee
BM&E Convention at Castalia
Baptist church.
The Rev. H. H. Harper, pas-
tor of St. Matthews Baptist
church, is president of the
B.E.F., which is authorized by
the Convention to coordinate
and promote the educational
interests of the Convention and
to supervise activities in the
interest of the Fund. The Fund
is an educational chest through
which Baptist groups and in-
dividuals, and other friends of
Christian education, may give
to Owen college and the cause
of education.
Other officers of the sponsor-
ing committee are the Revs. A.
Terrell, chairman of the Pro-
motion Committee, and J. H
Porter, co-chairman; L. Nelson
chairman of the food corn
mittee; and A. M. Williams.
chairman of the program com-
mitee.
In Fourth Class Here
Five nurses received their
pins when graduation exercises
for the fourth class of the City
of Memphis Hospitals School
of Nursing were held at Collins
Chapel CME church last Fri-
day night.
Delivering the address for
the nurses was Dr. C L.
Dinkins. president of Owen
college.




A year and a half of stu
dent sit-ins, have desegregated
one or more eating establish-
ments in over 100 southern
and border state cities; at-
tracted outspoken white sup-
port; and aroused American
college students more than
any issue since New Deal and
world peace controversies of
the 30's, stated the Southern
Regional Council in a special
report released today titled,
The Student Protest Move-
ment: A Recapitulation.
The 20-page review and ap-
praisal of Negro sit-ins begun
in February of 1960 in Greens-
boro, N. C. and since spread
to 22 states, says the report:
The protest has "become a
movement of truly massive
proportions which has stirred
the conscience of the South
and the nation."
(The report does not cover
last summer's Freedom Rides
into Alabama and Mississippi,
which culminated in the In-
terstate Commerce Commis-





lunch counter and restaurant
sit-ins in department, dime
and drugstores, "first begun
(in) . . . reluctance to buy
where not served, soon emerg-
ed as a powerful . . . means
of achieving equal facilities
and equal treatment." the re-
port says.
The Council estimates "at
least" 70,000 Negroes and
whites have participated in
the protests, sitting-in, picket-
ing, marching and mass-meet-
in, often despite intimidation,
and that "at least" 3600 have
been subjected to arrest.
The "Recapitulation" also
notes a unification of Negro
communities, with "profes-
sional men and women, stu-
dents, working people, clergy
and businessmen" falling in
line behind demonstrating stu-
dents, and that "the greatest
achievement took place where
there was the greatest, and
most enduring, unity among
all elements of the Negro com-
munity."
NOT DIE OUT
The study makes state-by-
state reports of student action,
arrests, adult support. occas-
ional opposing violence, and
desegregation results.
"The year and a half of
sit-in activity has penetrated
racial barriers . . . with un-
precedented speed," the "Re-
capitulation" says. "The en-
thusiasm generated by the
student movement will not
die out. Students and adults
supporting it will undoubtedly
continue their campaign to
help the South overcome in-
justice in public accommoda-
tions, in voter registration, in
employment, and in churches."
Mrs. Yvonne Shaw Riley o
Memphis; Misses Clara V
Burton, Shreveport, La.; Doro-
thy McAdory, Bessemer, Ala.;
Patricia Oates. Florence, Ala.;
and Hazel Pegues, Taylor,
Miss.
Music for the occasion was
provided by the Owen college
choir under the direction of
Mrs Dorothy T Graham.
TAKE PLEDGE
The guest speaker was in-
troduced by W. F. Bowld, chair-
man of the Board of Trustees
of the City of Memphis Hos-
pitals, and presentation of
awards made by Robert Hardy,
hospital administrator.
Before taking the Florence
Nightingale pledge, the class
was presented by Mrs. Arlene
Norton, director of nursing
education. Diplomas were
awarded by Bowld, and pins
given the new graduates by
Mrs. Tabitha J. Reeves, director
of the Department of Nursing
for City of Memphis Hospitals.
The invocation and the bene-
diction were said by Rev D. S
runnineham. pastor of the
church.
A recention honoring the new
nurses was given in the Fellow.




Funeral rites for Mrs. Lola
Halley, long time resident, re-
ligious, and civic worker of
Memphis, were held last Tues-
day at Centenary Methodist
church. The Eulogy was said
by the pastor, Rev. D. M. Gris-
ham, Rev. H. H. Jones former
pastor of the church; Rev.
Blair T. Hunt and Rev. W. M.
Brown offered comforting re-
marks to the bereaved family.
The selected 23rd Psalm by
which her life was patterned
wrote a beautiful and final
note to her memory.
Mrs. Bailey was born in
Sherveport, La., but moved to
Vicksburg. Miss., where she
spent her early years. She was
married to the late Mr. Perry
L. Murdock. To this union
was born one daughter, Mrs.
Eleanor M. Oglesby, now prin-
cipal of Riverview Elementary
School.
Mrs. Haney was an ardent
religious worker in Centenary
Methodist Church. She also
held membership in the
YWCA and the Order of the
Eastern Star.
Surviving relatives are a
devoted daughter and son-in-
law, Eleanor and Charles
Oglesby; out of town relatives,
Miss Bettie Jackson, Robert
Jackson, Joe Green, cousins
all of Louisiana and a life
long friend Mrs. Annie E. Pet-
tebone, of Detroit. Mrs. Pette-
opening the university's 95thbone was the first acquain-
tance acae of Mrs. Hailey when she mic year
The convocation also gavemoved to Memphis. All at-
tended the funeral.
Interment was in Elmwood
Cemetery. R. S. Lewis Funeral
Home was in charge of ar-
rangements.
Dr. S. A. Owen is president
of the Tennessee BM&E Con-
vention. Dr. C. L. Dinkins, is
president of Owen college,
which operates under the aus-
pices of the Convention.
Chelsea and hyde Pork N•gro Business is Ci•an Busin•s•
''Done Ain't No Dirty Busin•ss'.
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1:30 p.m. Post Time
NURSES PINNED—Dr. C.
L. Dinkins, pr•sid•nt of
Owen college, was guest
speaker at Collins Chapel
CME church last Friday




LACKLAND AFB. Texas —
A 1961 graduate of George
Washington Carver high
school in Memphis recently
completed his basic training
here and has been assigned to
Holloman AFB, New Mexico,
for training and duty as a ve-
hicle repair specialist.
He is Airman Henry Bell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Bell. Sr., of 105 W. Davant st.
Like other trainees, Airman
Bell was assigned directly to
a duty station after complet-
ing his basic training at Lack-
land, and will receive on-duty
training under highly qualified
technical specialists.
Airmen are selected for as-
signments on the basis of in-
terests, aptitudes and needs of
the Air Force.
Personnel assigned to a duty
station are immediately inte-
grated into operational or






ple everywhere arc sick and
tired of being denied the sim-
ple right to live in dignity as
human beings," Dr. Stephen J.
Wright, Fisk University presi-
ident has told the convocation
AKINS IN 'SURFSIDE'
HOLLYWOOD — Claude
Akins, featured in two soon-to-
be-released Warner Bros. mo-
tion pictures, "Claudette Ing-
lish," and "Merrill's Maraud-
ers," has been signed for a
pivotal role in "A Matter of
Seconds," a "SurfSide' 6'
drama for ABC-TV.
recognition to 10 ranking Fisk
students and heard traditional
greetings from neighbor institu-
tions, Meharry Medical College,
Tennessee A&I State Univer-
sity, and American Baptist
Theological Seminary.
Speaking on "Education for
Survival and Freedom." Dr.
Wright said "the ferment tak-
ing place in Africa and Asia
and Latin America is not going
to stop until the peoples of
these countries find some relief
f r om their unspeakable pov-
erty, ignorance and humilia-
tion,"





Bo SPEASific—. Always Ask for SPEAS
night during graduation
exercises for nurses who
recently completed their
courses in School of Nurs-
ing of the City of Memphis
4
Hospitals. Graduates with
Dr. Dinkins. from left, are
Miss Patricia Oates. Flor-
ence. Ala.; Miss Hasel Pe-
gues, Taylor. M s s.; Miss
Some Korean Vets To
Get Special Payments
Korea veterans who have
converted or exchanged their
"RS" insurance policies for
"W" insurance will receive a
special dividend as a result of
a law that became effective
Sept. 13, Harry G. Phillips,
officer-in-charge of the VA
Office in Memphis, said this
week.
Those Korean veterans who
have not yet changed from
"RS" to "W" insurance may
become eligible for the divi-
dend if they convert or ex-
change their policies for the
new type "W" insurance with-
in two years from the date
the law was signed.
Some $65 million is avail-
able for distribution nation-
wide in this special dividend,
Phillips said, to liquidate a
surplus built up in this non•
participating "RS" insurance.
About $35 million of this
amount will go to the policy-
holders who have already
changed' to "W" insurance.
The payments are expected to
average approximately $90 for
each policyholder, depending
on the size of his "RS" policy
and the number of months it
was in force.
"RS" insurance was issued
as five-year term policies to
Korea veterans discharged
between April 25, 1951 and
Dec. 31, 1956. They could not
be converted to a permanent
plan of insurance and were
not eligible for dividends. A
new law, effective Jan. 1, 1959,
established the new type "W"
insurance and made "RS" po-
licies eligible for conversion
or eschange for this insurance
on either a permanent or five-
year plan.
NO NEED TO FILE
Payment of the dividend is
automatic and application for
payment is not necessary,
Phillips stressed. Policyholders
who have already converted to
the "W" insurance will re-
ceive their dividends early in
Dorothy McAdory. Bessem-
er, Ala.: Miss Clara V. Bur-
ton, Shreveport, La.; and
Mrs. Y vonne Shaw Riley
of Memphis. Withers Photo.
— —
December. At the same time.
Korea veterans who still hold
"RS" policies will receive ap-
plication blanks for conversion
or exchange for "W" insur-
ance and notices advising them
of the amount of their divi-
dends should they elect to
make the change.
Phillips urged those eligible
for the dividends, as well as
those who may become eligi-
ble by converting to "W" in-
surance, not to write or call
the VA with individual in-
quiries. Such requests will
only delay payment of the div-
idends, he pointed out.
This is a "one-time only"
dividend payment, Phillips ex-
plained. It is not a regular an-
nual dividend. "W" insurance
is non-participating and not
eligible for regular dividends.
JO JONES. ELDRIDGE
In "Good Night, Sweet
Blues," the "Route 66" story
for Friday, Oct. 6 on CBS-TV.
Jazz Trumpet star Roy Eldridge
will play the part of a drum-
mer and Jo Jones will be a
trumpet player. The director
says he matte the switch "for
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"And hi will show you a
largo upper room; theta
maks toady for us!"
Mark 14:15
What is the far-reaching
impact of the Lord's Supper?
Oftimes people take it with
no real meaning whatsoever.
Today churches throughout
the world are observing
World-Wide Communion Sun-
day. Someone would wonder
just why observe this day—
only because to so many peo-
ple communion means so lit-
tle. We must be brought to an
awareness that this act of
every church is the signific-
ance of the suffering and death
of Jesus.
Many times to bring us to
real meaning of some of the
things of life we must go off
to some secluded place and
there commune with the best
that there is to offer. These
poor disheartened apostles
were disillusioned with the
fact that in keeping with much
of their thinking there would
be no earthly kingdom. Now
as they ascended the steps
to the upper room not only
were they going to a higher
level but also to a deeper
reality. So it must be with
each of us. Life eventually gets
to the place where each one
of us must go off to some
lonely place and there re-
think our destinies.
Not only is it necessary to
replace parts of our machines
pedriodicaly but every now and
periodically but every now and
then we must stop and refuel
ourselves, morally and spirit-
ually.
MUST FORTIFY SELVES
Life is so designed with all
of the harassments ' of trials
and tribulations we must cons-
tantly fortify ourselves. There
must be some upper rooms in
each of our lives to which we
can go and there get the truest
perspective of life. This is
just what Jesus wanted to do
for these disciples. He wanted
them to see life as they had
never sen it before. In a
like manner we must see all
of the demands of life in the
most wholesome circumstan-
ces.
In this room surrounded by
friends something new must
burst forth. There must be a
renewed enthusiasm on the
part of everyone involved that
self is forgotten and the cause
be the foremost thing in the
mind of each of them. On the
part of each of us there must
be periods of seclusion where
we might regather our forces
and use the best that we have
for the extension of God's
program.
Life's design carries with it
hardships that only periodic
fortifications can enable us to
cope with them. It was with
this in mind that Jesus admon-
ishes us to stop and remind our-
selves of the suffering and
sacrificing that go along with
life. Any life minus these two
forces never amounts to very
much. If our lives are going
to ever amount to anything
we must hold on to and keep
in contact with that which of-
fers most in terms of moral
and spiritual fortification.
MUST DEVELOP
We can never think in terms
of a life abstract of those
forces but these forces can
be realized only when we
pause long enough to develop
our fullest potential. Whatever
area a man f inds himself,
sometimes he must stop and
gather his direction. Not only
is this true in other areas but
it is equally true in the area
of religion. In life we must
fortify ourselves with that
element that will cause us ti
operate with the greatest ef-
ficiency. Had there been no
upper room there would have
been no rallying point around
which each of us might work
as we have never worked be-
fore.
A communion takes on rea-
son because it is here that
each one of us examines him-
self and decides if it is pos-
sible or expedient for us to
continue to go on at our present
pace. Many times after ex-
amination we decide that it
would be better for us to
change pace and cArections.
All excessive weights and
ideas must be discarded. The
atmosphere became ,so filled
with righteousness that Judas
could not remain. So it is with
our lives in an atmosphere of
righteousness sin can find no
real place of abode. In the area
of real righteousness each one
of us eventually learns that
survival is predicted upon
changing our way to the ex-
tent that we conform to the
best that is within us.
MUST GROW
Life for all of us must be
bent on the best of which we
are capable. This is what
Jesus sought to do with the
disciples. There had to be
something in them to provoke
them to become a part of
something bigger than them-
selves.
This muat happen to each
of us as we partake of the
communion time after time.
There should be some meas-
urement of growth. There must
be a motivating force that will
make each of us want to be
better. This is the basic factor
behind having communion.
Nine licensed practical
nurses, two practical nursing
students and a nursing ins-
tructor are attending the Na-
tional Federation for Licensed
Practical Nurses Convention
being held in St. Paul, Minn.,
from Oct. 2-7.
Officers' Day will be observ
ad at Cummings St. Baptist
church on Sunday, Oct. 8, and
church officers, members of
choirs, ushers a n d regular
members of Friendship Baptist
church will be the guests of
the congregation.
Delivering the morning mes-
sage will be Rev. William A.
Suggs, pastor of the guest
church.
Breakfast and dinner will be
served, and the public is invit-
ed to be present for all ear-
vices of the day. The is
located at 1226 Cummings at.
Mrs. Kary Worrell is publi-
city. chairman. Mrs. Helen
Houston, program chairman.
and Rev. W. L. Varnado pastor
of the church.
Attending the convention
with expenses paid by the
Licensed Practical Nurses of
Memphis are Miss Selena Wat-
son. R. N., instructor of prac-
tical nurses; Miss Barbara
Jean Jones, queen of Stu-
dent Practical Nurses; Miss
Geraldine Woodall, class
president: and Miss Casa,
Brooks, a graduate practical
nurse.
Other practical nurses from
this city attending the meet-
ing in St. Paul are Mrs. Leota
B. Ellis, Irma G. Moore, Lu-
cille Gist, Eddie Mae Boyd.
Viola Boyce, Jeffery Hart,
Lavonia Malone and Earline
Reid.
All participants are spend-
ing the week at the St. Paul
hotel, headquarters for the
convention. This makes the
first year that instructors and
practical nursing students
have attended the meeting.
Miss Watson and Mrs. Ellis
left here on last Saturday by
air, while the other members





JACKSON, Tenn. — Mrs.
Daisy Trotter Shaw, a noted
speaker for this area, is quite
in demand for appearances
during the month of October.
Last Sunday, Mrs. Shaw
was the guest speaker for the
Woman's Day program at the
J. F. Baptist church in Hen-
derson, Tenn.
She will be the guest speak-
er at Mt. Moriah Baptist
church on Oct. 15, will appear
at New Hope Baptist church
n Sunday, Oct. 22.
Mrs. Shaw is assistant funer-
al director and a lady attend-
ant at Stephenson-Shaw Fu-
neral home and a teacher at
Washington - Douglas elemen-
tary school.
She is affiliated with Delta
Sigma Theta sorority. J a ck
and Jill of America, Inc., Ord-
er of the Eastern Star No. 267.
Court of Cathelina. City Fed-
eration of Colored Women's
Clubs, and a member of Mace-
sionia Baptist church. where
she is supervisor of the Youth
nassartment.
mse noble- is invited to hear
11”,. Sh 1W at theab ove
-,meases
Women Al Avery To
Observe Their Day
Mrs. Hattie Culpepper will
speak during the morning
services and Mrs. Sadie N.
Miller will give an address at
3 p.m. when Avery Chapel
AME church observes Wom-
en's Day on next Sunday.
Oct. 8.
Music will be furnished by
a women's chorus, and Mrs.
Alberta Mickens Peeples is
chairman. Mrs. E. T. John-
son, a member of Centenary
Methodist church, will senvs
as mistress of ceremony.
Dinner will be served at the
church following the morn-
me service. •
Mrs. Hattie Harrison is gen-
eral chairman for the observ-
ance. and Mrs. Nellie L. Counts
program chairman.
Rev. J. C. Miller is pastor
of the church.
The Field Foundation. Inc.,
of New York City has made a
grant of $5,000 to Tougaloo
Southern Christian college to
assist in bringing nationally-
known figures to lecture at
Tougaloo and to provide funds
for student conference travel,
periodicals and newspapers
for the social science division.
The Fund will be adminis-
tered under the direction of Dr.
Ernst Borinski, head of the
Department of Social Science.
Words of the Wise
It is my belief that the
only power which can resist






service was concluded in
Jackson, Tenn., recently, and
so far it has resulted in the
addition of 25 new members
to the Lane Avenue Seventh-
Day Adventist church.
Leading out in the service
was Elder Charles R. Graham,
pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Sev-
enth Day Adventist church,
located at 1051 Miss.
in Memphis.
He was assisted this year
by Evangelist E. 0. Jones of
Selma, Ala. Bible workers
who called on persons during
the day to teach them more
about the doctrines of the Bi-
ble were Mrs. Rosa Clayborn
of Montgomery, Ala.; Mrs. El-
len Anderson of Brent, Ala.,
and Miss Maxine Norman of
Chowchilla, Calif. and Mem-
phis.
SPACIOUS TENT
Mrs. Martha Graham, wife
of Elder Graham, served as
pianist during the meetings
held under a spacious tent on
a grass plot at Monroe and
Short streets.
Sermons each night, accord-
ing to Elder Graham, stressed
the second coming of Christ,
and the audience was told
that one of the prerequisites
for heaven was living present-
The ninth annual Leader-
ship Training School of the
Pleasant Grove District Associ-
ation will be held Oct. 9-13 at
the elementary school in Grand
Junction, Tenn., starting at
7:45 each night.
The school is held for the pur-
pose of providing churches with
better trained workers at a min-
imum of cost to the local con-
creeation, and to allow a larger
number of people to assemble
and exchange ideas about solu-
tions to problems confronting
churches.
Leading out in the training
school this year will be Rev.
W. E. Scott, who will be serv-
ing as dean for his eleventh
year.
Courses and instructors are
"Church Membership," A. A.
King; "Worship," R. H. Scott;
"Improving the Sunday School,"
E. Z. Shaw; "Baptist Training
Unio n," Mrs. Mauddean
Thompson Seward; "Music,"
Mrs. Julia Barbee; and "Evan-
gelism," Revs. J. Dowdy and S.
Townsend.
By popular demand, the dean
has offered to hold a class in
parliamentary law for those
interested in the course.
A tasty menu will be served
when the school is concluded
on Friday night, Oct. 13.
CLASS FEES
Cost of courses is either one
dollar a person, or $10 a church,
with congregations entitled to
enroll as many members as
each can interest.
Aside from Dean Scott, other
officers of the school are Rev.
Townsond, chairman of the
school board: and Miss Eliza-
beth Jones, secretary.
I School workers with perfect
attendance records since the
school was founded will be
honored this year.
CME Men To Sponsor
'Expansion' Banquet
The third annual Expansion
Fund banquet sponsored by
the CME Methodist men of
Tennessee will be given Thurs-
day evening, Oct. 5, at the
Hippodrome, 500 Beale st.,
starting at 8 p.m., and the
public is invited.
Funds raised by the ban-
quet will go to improve and
build churches in the state,
and this year's proceeds are
expected to supply an urgent
need at Chattanooga.
Bishop B. Julian Smith, pre-
siding bishop for the state, has
issued an invitation to all
CME members and friends of
the church from all parts of
the state to come to the annual
feast.
The guest speaker for this
week's banquet will be J. Ter-




Serving as chairman and
co-chairman of this year's
ml NI.intim
tllliiui
3 r---1 CART HOME SAVINGS!
banquet are Leroy Cunning-
ham of Jackson and 011ie C.
Suttles of Memphis.
Rev. Henry C. Bunton is ar-
rangement chairman, 0. T.
Peeples ticket chairman; Rev.
D. T. Alcorn, publicity chair-
man; and John Cox, courtesy
chairman.
Funds obtained in banquets
of the past two years have
gone for the improvement of
churches in Bolivar, Chatta-
nooga and Memphis.
Tickets for the banquet may
be purchased from presiding
elders and pastors, at CME
churches or at the First Epis-
copal District headquarters at
664 Vance ave.
Rev. Roy Lee Davis
and Son's Barber Shop
Mahouts—V.00 0.1Idnen..• 75e
She..501 Expoeloncod Barbers
1291 Vollentin• •BR 2.9526
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
ly in a manner which would
entitle one for citizenship in
a "heavenly kingdom," one of
the 'central doctrines of the
Seventh Day Adventist
church. '
The audience was also told
that present world conditions
—the inability of man to find
peace—are omens mentioned
in the Bible which, are to be
evident just before the "end
of the present world."
BAPTIZED 30
The recent tent meetings
were the second in two years
presented by Elder Graham
in Jackson. During the sum-
mer of 1960, he and his as-
sociates pitched a tent at
Lane and Stonewall streets,
and after hearing the nightly
sermons and receiving further
instructions, some 30 persons
requested baptism into the
church.
The recent baptisms will
bring the membership of the
Seventh-Day Adventist church
in Jackson up to nearly 80.
Elder Graham has been the
pastor of the Miss. Blvd. Sev-
enth Day Adventist church
here for six and one-half
years. He is a graduate of
Oakwood college at Hunts-
ville, Ala., and a native of
Chicago.
Mrs. Graham is a member of
the faculty of Manassas high
school and teaches commercial
subjects.
The Grahams live at 2142




The first annual Women's
Day will be observed at the
Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day
Adventist church on Saturday,
Oct. 8, with the women in
charge of all services for the
day.
Speaking at the morning
service will be Mrs. Audrey
Noel, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin
and Mrs. Martha Graham.
Mrs. Lillian Jones will act as
superintendent of the Sab-
bath school.
A 'Twilight Service," fea-
turing talent of the church
will be presented during the
vesper hour, with. Mrs. Queen
Esther Tate in charge of the
program. She will be assisted
by Miss Lucy Tompkins.
The program is being spon-
sored by the women of the
church to raise funds for the
educational purposes.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Members of the program
committee are Mrs. M. B.
Branch, Mrs. A. Noel and Mrs.
Q. E. Tate.
Serving on the food com-
mittee are Mrs. Catherine
Dean, Mrs. Beatrice, Davis,
Mrs. Leora Luckett and Mrs.
Mary Johnson.
Mrs. Vashti Harvey, Mrs.
Mable Montgomery and Mrs.
Lois Pointer are on the dec-
orating committee and Mrs. M.
Blanchard and Mrs. Rita
Jones are in charge of pub-
licity.
Mrs. Dollie M. Ford is gen-
eral chairman of the program
rents of one daughter, Avice and Elder C. R. Graham pas-
Jean, eight. tor of the church.
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BIG STAR Quality Controlled
CHUCK ROAST
With coupon & $5 00 additional purchase
JACK SPRAT Kosher Dill or
DILL PICKLES
The Ministers' Wives .AIli- Rheola Jackson, Lillie James
once of the African Methodist Evelyn McRae, Sadie Miller
Episcopal church held its first Edwina Patrick, Alma Starks
fall meeting recently at the Mamie Todd and Cora L
home of Rev. and Mrs. I. T. Gleese, reporter for the group.
Jefferson of East Essex ave. Ministers attending included:
Highlighting the meeting was Reverends J. E. James, J. C.
a report by the chairman of the Miller, Loyce Patrick and I. T.
yearbook committee, Mrs. Mary Jefferson.
Martin. The report was climax- Hostesses for the next meet-
ed by distribution of the book ing are expected to be Mes-
among members. dames Elizabeth Johnson, Leroy
Members of the Alliance ex- Mack and Mattie Marion.
pressed pleasure at seeing the
president. Mrs. Evelyn McRae,
attend the meeting. She had
been ill most of last spring.
Following the business ses-
sion, refreshments were served The West Side Civic club is
by the hostesses, Mrs. Jefferson. scheduled to meet at 5 p. m.,
Mrs. Bertha Jones and Mrs. Sunday, Oct. 8, at 70 W. Illinois
Mary Martin. ave. The psesident, James
Among those attending were Ballard. said "all members are
Mesdames Lucivda J. Bailey, urged to attend. Some very
Katherine Bryant, Dora Cooper, important business needs our
Mary Daniels, Thelma Hooks, immediate attention."
West Side Club To
Meet Sunday At 5
TRUMPETS • TROMBONES • CORNETS
CLARINETS • FLUTES • DRUMS
Used Instruments  $1.00 Weekly
New Instruments 2.00 Weekly
10 Weeks Payable In Advance
SAXOPHONES • FRENCH HORNS
Used Instruments $2.00 Weekly
New Instruments 3.00 Weekly
CALL US  WE DELIVER
BOND MUSIC COMPANY
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ht for the enrichment of
their values.
Principal E. S. Bishop feels
that he has the faculty to
motivate each child for the
total development of his po-
tentials.
Those who have joined the
faculty are Mrs. Evans, Miss
Bobbitt, Mr. Dorsey, Miss
Gonia, Miss Bridges.
Mrs. E. S. Bishop was
Woman's Day speaker, Sun-
day at the St. Rest Baptist
Church, Rev. Warren minister
and Miss Lois Avery general at the Second Baptist Church
chairman. Both Revivals were held Mon-
day through Friday Sept. 18th.
Rev. J. H. Robinson, pastor
of Second Baptist.
Mrs: Laura Boyd, of the
Mohon Farm Community died
seddenly Thursday Sept. 21st.
Members of Cedar RhodesBrinkley Grayson assist Mr.CME church, Corinth renderedand Mrs. Harry L. Grayson
direct the arrangements with
proficiency. The crystal ba I
predicts for "Brink" an eft-
eient funeral director.
The Parson family appre-
ciates the services rendered.
He leaves a wife, Mrs. Par-
son; three sons, one daugther,
one brother, two sisters and
a host of relatives and friends.
The sons are: Rev. Warren G.
arson, Gainsville, Georgia:
v. Adolph Parson, Forsyth,
eorgia; Mr. J. B. Parson,
Tupelo, Mississippi; and
daughter Mrs. Prince Simond,
Los Angeles, California. He
will live in the hearts of the
members of the Progressive
Baptist State Convention of
which he was President
and members of the New
, Hebron and Zion Spring Bap
tist Church. He was their
shepherd when called. A
spirit has gone!
September denies with it
many events of significance
the school bells are ringing
telling thousands of young
people that within those wall
they will find the greatest
industry in action for their
benefit. Will you accept the
challenge? For the first time
thousands are embarking upon
Mississippi
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
A Caravan of Corinthians
accompanied Mrs. Eva Bank-
head to Tupelo, Mississippi for
he funeral and burial of her
Other Rev. J. A. Parson
The funeral was held at
Spring Hill Baptist Church,
Tupelo, Mississippi. Rev. C.
J. Lowe gave the eulogy and
interment was at Zion Spring
Baptist Church, Egypt.
Porter's Mortuary was in
CORINTH - .. fourth Sunday afternoon.
Mr. J. B. Taver of Yazoo
City was guest speaker. Sev-
eral churches participated. The
sum of $43.00 was collected
Your reporter is president;
Mrs. Lois Garland, vice pres-
ident.
Miss R. B. Dixon and Isiah
Homes were married at the
home of Rev. 0. B. Davis.
• . •
HOLLY SPRINGS
Miss Franzell Boyd, daugh-
ter.of Professor and Mrs. Henry
• S. Boyd was married to Rob-liarge of arrangements. We ert Peagues.were happy to see Robert
a fine program at Anderson
Chapel last Sunday. Rev, Mc-
Claud is pastor.
The Alumni Club of M. I.
College met Sunday in Wash-
ington Hall.
The M. I. College Tigers
nipped Jarvis College with a
score of 46-8. The Sims
Junior Tigers downed Oliver
Branch high school with a
score of 37-0. The recent re-
vival held at Asbury was a
great success. Rev. M. Lind-
sey is pastor.
Students of Rust and M. I.
Colleges attended church last
Sunday.
Rev. Grissem was guest
speaker at Asbury during the
revival.
• • •
STARK VILLE .... .
By FANNIE MOORE,
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Lovely
and Mr. Eugene Bardwell
motored down from Chicago
last week to spend a week with
their parents, Mrs. Amanda
Lovely, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Hamilton, and Mrs. Lula
Bardwell.
Mrs. Mary Alice Brown, of
St. Louis, Mo. formerly of
Starkville died Sept. 14th. The
their professions. We admonish body was brought home for
th groups to set the sails burial last Tuesday and the
funeral was held at Antioch
at the Second Baptist Church.
afternoon with the pastor,
Rev. J. E. Stewart, officiating.
Mrs. Brown was the daugther
of Mrs. Mary Lee Logan and
the late Andrew Logan.
Rev. A. W. Crump, of Meri-
dian, Mississippi was guest
minister at Griffin Chapel
Methodist Church last week
for the revival. Rev. W. G.
Pruitt, is pastor.
The Rev. Brown of Jackson,
Mississippi was guest minister
•
Mrs. Ora Beaver, president
of the Saint Mark Baptist
Church's Missionary Society
has returned from Kansas
City, Missouri where she was
in attendance at the National
Baptist Convention Inc. She
made a report of the meeting,
geigd we were happy to know
IIPlat one of Mississippi's favor- Walter Lewis Skinner, 7
ite sons was re-elected to head son of Mr. Tommy Skinner
the convention. We pray for
Dr. Joseph Jackson as he con-
tinues a great work.
Mrs. W. D. Webb has re-
turned home from Minn. where
she attended her brother's
funeral, Mr. Harold Combs.
Mrs. Ella Mae Fowler has
resumed her work at Lane
College as an advanced junior.
Mrs. Henrye B. Williams has
joined the facutly at Dunbar
High School in Savannah,
Tennessee.
On Monday evening the New
Light Chapter No. 77 of the
Order of the Eastern Star in-
stalled Mrs. Henrye B. Wil-
liams as the Worthy Matron
for the ensuing year. Mrs. Rose
iip
wden, associated matron;
. Susie Yarbough, conduc-
teas and Mrs. Mildred Hunt-
er, associated conductrees, Mrs.
Leola Tabor, secretary.
Officers were installed by




By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
Rev. G. D. Reddick, presid-
ing elder of the Water Valley
district held 4th quarterly con-
ference last Saturday !sir Miles
Memorial and Oakgrove CME
churches. The conference was
held at Oakgrove. Elder Red-
dick delivered a wonderful
sermon to a large crowd. Rev.
C. 0. Wilkins is pastor.
Visitors present were Mollie
Gillard of Memphis, Mrs. Mat-
tis Ragland of Blythville, Ark.
and Mrs. Aria Ivy of Cotton
nt, Ark.
Mrs. Aria Ivy is visiting
. and Mrs. N. H. Reese and
other relatives here.
Mrs. Elie Miller suffered
a broken arm When she fell
while walking to church.
Mrs. Vester Freeman re-
turned to her home in Mem-
phis after spending 3 weeks
with her daughter, Mrs. Q. D.
Hawkins following the death
of her husband, Rufus Free-
mon.
Herman Ragland of Spring-
dale CME church taught the
• • •
SOUTHEAST STARKVILLE
was struck by a car driven
by Mrs. -Willie M. Adams. A
formal charge of manslaughter
was filed by justice of the
peace against Mrs. Adams, a
teacher at Alexander Elemen-
tary School. She waived pre-
liminary hearing and was
bound over to grand jury, She
was released on a $1,000 ap-
pearance bond. Manslaughter
charges are mandatory in Mis-
sissippi in cases of traffic fa-
talities. Mrs. Adams was hos-
pitalized due to the accident.
Mrs. Alice Moody died last
Thursday night.
Mrs. Estella Williams has
returned home after attending
the funeral of her mather, Mr.
Dink Stallion in Zenia Ohio.
Mrs. Williams sister, Miss Re-
becca Stallion of Los Angeles
returned here with her.
Mrs. Mary Sugar Logan cal-
led from St. Louis to say that
her daugther Mandy died sud-
denly. Remains were sent to
Starkville for burial.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jones
are proud parerts of a baby
girl Cleste. Mr. Jones is a
member of the Starkville Ju-
bilee quartette.
Robert Williams and sister.
Miss Nellie Williams motored
down from St. Louis. They
were guests of Mrs. Dora
Zuber.
Mrs. Letha Williams, form-
erly of Vine street visited her
children last week.
Mr. J. D. Harris and Mrs.
Annie L. Robinson of St. Louis
attended the funeral of their
uncle, Mr. Arthur Harris.
Miss Annie Pearl Jones,
graduate of Moore high school
entered junior college in Chi-
cago. Miss Jones is the sister
of Mrs. Earline Randle and
Miss Betty Jones.
Mrs. Mell Bell died in Birm-
ingham. Her body was ship-
ped to Starkville for burial.
Sons, John and Alex and other
relatives and friends survive.
Mrs. Dell Lockett sponsored
a singing program at Antioch
M. B. church. Rev. H. E.
Stewart, pastor.
Get your weekly Defender
at Dockins Grocery or call
'.498.
adult Sunday School Mass at • .• •
Oakgrove CUE church last
Sunday and made a big im- PICKENS
pression. By GRACE B. STIGLER6.. •
GOODMAN
By P. SILLINGSLEA
likotioter Day was held at, man Baptist church the
Sunday school was well at-
tended It Sunday.
Pastoral Day was held Sept.
24. Rev. Sato, pastor, deliver..
ed the message. Collection am-
ounted to $411.80.
NEW MOUNT ZION Baptist
church. 1937 S. Sangamon it..
celebrated their 41st anni-
versary and the 11th reef
for their pastor the Rev.
Charles B. Campbell, with
a week-long service that be.
gin Sept. 25, with a gala
banquet attended by all the
heads of auxiliaries of the
church. Photo left: Mrs.
Wyneda Mackey, Mrs. Pinkie
Harrington, Mrs. Blanche
Crawlers, Miss Louvonia
Crawford. the pastor. Rev.
Campbell and his wife. An-
'bony Campbell, son of the
minister, Miss Rosa Cunning-
ham, Mrs. Elisabeth Bynum,
Mrs. Carrie Pilate. Second
row left: Mrs. Olivia Jones,
Mrs. Amanda Phillips, Mrs.
Gladys Conner, Mrs. Willis
Spencer. Mrs. Irian. Moss,
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Miss JacQue Carolyn, 1961
graduate of Merry High
School, has been awarded a
music scholarship to Knoxville
College in Knoxville, Tenn.
She is the beautiful daughter
of Prof. and Mrs. 0. C. Cole,
151 Pine St. She was selected
to appear in the publication,
Who's Who Among Student
Leaders in High Schools of
America and received the per
feet attendance award for not
having missed a day in her
twelve years in the Jackson
city schools. She is a mem
ber of Mother Liberty C. M. E
Church, she participated in the
Youth Choir and other youth
organizations.
Services for Mrs. Mary
Graves Ballard were held last
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Wesley
Methodist Church on First St.
the Rev. M. L. Easley officiat
ing. Burial was in Beach Grove
Cemetery at Pinson, Tenn. with
Stephenson & Shaw Funeral
Home in charge. Survivors are
a daughter, Mrs. Pearlie M.
Lee of Memphis; one son,
Robert Graves of Jackson; a
brother, Jesse Graves of Chi-
cago; three step-sons, Atty. J
Emmitt Ballard, Loinell and
J. W. Ballard all of Jackson.
Mrs. Jamie Smith and son,
Leonard Smith, returned home
recently from Gary, Indiana
and Cleveland, Ohio where
they visited relatives and
friends. Leonard Smith is a
valued employee of the Agnew
News Agency.
Services for Mrs. Katie
Estes were held last Wed. at
1 p.m. at Berrizion C.M.E.
Church, the Revs. E. Davis
and H. Donalson officiating.
Burial was in the church cem-
etery with Bledsoe Funeral
Home in charge.
Services for M. Lee Jones
were held last Sunday at 12:30
p.m. at Mt. Pleasant C.M.E.
Church with Rev. Charles
Winfrey officiating. Burial was
in Montgomery Cemetery with
Stephenson & Shaw Funeral
Home in charge.
Dr. C. E. Chattman return-
ed home last week from his
vacation in Louisville, Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Toledo, De-
troit, Mich, Flint, Mich., Sagi-
naw, Mich., and Chicago, Ill
He visited many of his rela-
tives and friends and reported
a nice trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Gilstrap
of 194 Eastern Ave. are spend-
ing their vacation in Denver,
Colorado and other points
north. A recent card from
them reveals that they are
having a nice time.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mays
of Nashville, Tenn., were
weekend guests of their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ephram
Jones at 305 Aralds Alley. Mr
and Mrs. Mays were recipients
of many social courtesies.
Mrs., Virginia Fly Spencer
of Chicago, 5716 Calumet, was
guest last week in the home
of her uncle and aunt, Mrs.
Savanah Croom and Mr. He-
man Fly. She also visited her
daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Mac
ling and grandson, David
Macklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray H. Seets
of Chicago, Ill., and Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. 0. Sects of Dayton,
Ohio were house guest of Mrs.
L. Sects Avant for one week
during their extensive vaca-
tion visit to Tennessee.
Cumberland Streeet Baptist
Church observed it's Home
Coming Day on last Sunday at
3 p.m. The Rev. Overder Bill
and Zion Hill Baptist Church
were special guests. Dinner was
served on the grounds. The
Rev. W. M. Monroe is pastor
A Come and Go Tea was
given at the Recreation Cen-
ter on Sunday from 4-8 spon-
sored by the Jackson Cosmo-
tology Chapter, No. 23. Mrs.
Mary F. Davis, Pres.
The Choirs of Rock Temple
observed their Annual Night
last Sunday at 8 p.m. Those
Participating were Mt. Moriah.
Youth Ensembles, United Gos-
pel Singers and Soloist of the
city. Elder J. E. Poindexter,
pastor.
Mr. Charles Jordan was a
recent visitor with his mother,
Mrs. Louana Jordan at 455
Tennessee
Market Street. Mr. Jordan is
recently from Japan where
was with the armed forces
of the United State's Army.
He is presently stationed in
San Diego, California. Mr.
Jordan was recipient of many
social courtesies during his
stay here,
Mrs. Bessie Smith of 408 So.
Liberty Street returned last
week from Milwaukee, Wis.
where she visited in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ezzie Eisom.
Mrs. Smith reported a very
pleasant trip.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Sula Keys of 484 Tanyard
Street were held last Saturday
at Liberty C.M.E. Church of
which she was a member; the
Rev. C. F. Odom officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Olive Cem-
etery with Stephenson & Shaw
Funeral Home in charge. Mrs.
Keys was born and reared in
Tupelo, Miss, but moved to
Jackson in 1995. She was a
faithful member of Mother Li-
berty C.M.E. Church until she
became ill several years ago.
She was a member of Ste-
wardess Board No. 1 and a
members of the Court of Ca-
lanthe of the Knights of Py-
thias. Survivors include her
mother, Mrs. Barcelona Led-
better, one sister, Mrs. Alfret-
ter Meachem of Jackson: two
brothers, David L. and Frank
Ledbetter of St. Louis and
other relatives and friends.
Miss Cleo Thomas, attrac-
tive and talented daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Thomas,
left recently ,for Knoxville,
Tenn. where she will enter the
University of Tennessee. She
will major in accounts.
Mrs. James Milker of St.
Louis, Mo. was the very plea-
sant guest of her Mother, Mrs.
Emma Payton recently at 445
South Liberty Street.
Mrs. Carrie Fuller of 114 N.
Day St. is at home again and
doing nicely after having tin-





By COURTLAND R. RHEA
Mr. John H. Love, 60, died
in Holston Valley Community
Hospital, Kingsport, on Sept.
14. The deceased was an em-
ployee of the Clinchfield Rail-
road Company for 19 years.
Final rites were held from the
Ledford Funeral Home on
September 17, with Rev. W.
R. Williams officiating, assist-
ed by other ministers.
He is survived by the
widow, Mrs. Maude Love of
the home, two sons, John
Love, also of the Home, and
Charles Love, City, one
daughter, Mrs. Wynona Simp-
son of the City, eight grand-
children, several neices and
nephews Interment was in
West Lawn Cemetery, with J
Ledford Funeral Horne in
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hale
have returned to New York,
N. Y. after spending several
days in the city with relatives
and friends.
The Rev. J. F. Birchette, Jr.
Minister, Thankful Baptist
Churce has returned from
Kansas City, Mo. where he
attended the 81st session of
the National Baptist Conven-
tion.
•
A youth fellowship program
was held at the St. Paul A.
M. E. Zion Conference. Rev.
W. R. Williams is pastor.
The men of the West
Market Street Methodist
Church observed Men's Day
on Sunday. Sept. 17. The ob-
servance began with break-
fast at Pro To Lounge 8-10
a.m. Ernest L. McKinney,
Teacher at Langston High
School was guest speaker for
the morning service. He used
as his topic "Two Men Meet,
After Death." The Rev. J. F.
Birchette, Jr. and the Mens
Chorus of Thankful Baptist
Church presented the after-
noon program. Rev. James Hill
is Pastor of the Church, Mr.
Alex Jackson was program
Chairman.
Mr. Harold Thomas spent
the weekend in Statesville, N.
C. recently.
Mrs. Willoda Bolden and
daughter of Florence, Ala.
spent. several days in the city.
Constance Alexander,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Alexander of 402 11th
Avenue and James Nathan
Horton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Horton of 400 Wilson
were announced winners of
the "Back-to-School Contest"
recently held.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley D. Boyd
have returned to Washington,
D. C. after spending a few
days in the city with relatives
and friends.
The Langston High School
"Golden Tigers" football team
defeated the George Clem High
School eleven in Greenville
on Sept. 14, by a score of 7-6.
The Royal Crown Vikings
baseball team defeated the
Greeneville, Tennessee nine in
a Labor Day game played here
by the score of 20-7.
The local team defeated the
Morristown, Tenn. team in a
game played in Cardinal
Park on the afternoon of Sept,
10, by the score of 10-2. This
game marked the close of the
diamond season here.
The Carver League softball
tournament (boys) was won




During the Alabama Elks
Convention, Mrs. Irene Wim-
ley was crowned queen after
reporting the largest amount
of money over $200,
Mrs. Hattie Hall brought
echoes from the Elks National
Convention recently held in
New York City. She was pre-
sented by Mrs. Otelia Thom-
mas, daughter ruler of Dothan
Lodge.
Mr. Dave Hall is visiting his
daughter in Newark, N.J.
Mrs. Irma Smith was re-
cently bkeaved by the death
of her husband, James.
Rev. L. A. Billups is con-
ducting revival services in
Thorosville for Rev. J. A.
Golden at the CME church.
• • •
EMPIRE
By DONALD E. PENDLETON
Rev. Finley held Women's
Day last Sunday. Mr. Turner
was guest speaker.




By W.. L WILLIAMS
Mrs. Mattie Fluker and Mrs.
Sarah Chess are visiting their
daughters in Chicago. We
wish them a happy trip.
Welsey Chapel CME church
has meetings every first and
third Sunday. All .are wel-
comed. Rev. C. C. Dumas.r
presiding elder.
Masonic Lodge No. 642 meets
every first and  third Fridays.. .
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Rev. Devine of Ishkooda was
the evangelist who conducted
a successful revival at Mt.
Joy Baptist Church. Five
members were added.
Mrs. Ruth Miller is on the
sick list.
Services held at Mt. Cana-
an Baptist church last Sunday
were highly enjoyed. Rev. T.
C. Williams delivered an in-
spiring message to his con-
gregation.
After spending several days
here as guest of her parents
the Edd Freemans, Mrs. Louis
Collins has returned to her




Funeral services for Mrs.
Pation Stewart was held at
Mt. Zion Baptist church. Rev.
Lewis officiated. ,
Mrs. Edna Mae Dorsey died
at a local hospital.
Mr. Zenar Jayvine, Jr: of
Praco, Ala. was the guest of
his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Summerville last week.
Mrs. Rosie Cunningham, Joe
Crawford. Mrs. Josephine
Berry. and special guest M.
Bailey. Rear left: Thomas
Crawford. William Wilson.
George Conner and Mrs.
Marie Mack.
and the girls title was won
by the Gray Station team.
The G. U. of 0. F. Lodge
2622 presented a religious
movie in the Carver Recrea-
tion Center Building on the
night of Sept. 14.
The Rev. R. C. Maloy,. Mi-
nister of the Almeda Street
Christian Church, Nashville,
was speaker for revival serv-
ices held at the Bethel Christ-




Rev. C. Bryant; pastor of
Mt. Olive Baptist church of
this city delivered an interest-
ing message at Salters Chapel
AME church last Sunday. Rev.
I. Ewing, Jr., is pastor.
Mr. Mrs. D. H. Goodrich
and sin of Indianapolis and
Mrs. Lillian Gardner are here
to visit their father, E. D.
Goodrich who is ill. Mr. Good-
rich underwent surgery re-
cently at Waverly hospital.
Mrs. Francis Gardner and
Thurman Hogan enjoyed
themselves at the "4 Tables."
Leonard Coleman of Nash-
ville spent the weekend here.
Mrs. Gloria G. Watkins of
Nashville Pearl high spent the
weekend here with her par-




Thomas Earl Motley, II, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Motley
of Whiteville, Tenn. Is attend-
ing the school of medicine at
Howard University, Washing-
ton. He finished college in
June 1960. Mr. Motley is a
member of the Omega Psi
Phi fraternity and recently
became an officer in the U.S.
Naval Reserve. He finished
high school at Palmer Mem-
orial Inst., Sedalia, N.C. where
he was outstanding in athle-
tics, music and at one time
wes named the most outstand-
ing student.
Mr. Motley was married
June 10, 1961 to Miss Comore
Ann Carter who is now em-
ployed as statistician in one
of the colleges in Washington.
She is a graduate of Morgan




The Silver Light Gospel
Singers of Cedar Rapids sang
beautifully on a program re-
cently held at Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church. Visitors came
from nearby' cities.
Mrs. Bernice Noble of Mil-
waukee spent several days in
the city visiting relatives and
friends.
The NAACP conference will
Louisiana
BATON ROUGE
By M. N. RINGGOLD
BATON ROUGE, Louisiana,
Sept. 15-Promotion in rank
of Southern University faculty
members for outstanding per-
formance in the classroom and
in academic research as well
as professioncl experience
have been announced by Dr
F. G. Clark, president of
Southern.
Names of the faculty mem-
bers, their promotion in rank
and area of instruction are
Dr. William R. Hicks, profes-
sor, Education; Dr. Asa C.
Sims, professor, Agriculture;
Dr. Herman Smith, professor.
Education; Dr. Wardell Thomp-
son, professor, Education; Dr.
T. T. Williams, professor of
Agriculture and Dr. Willis
Wright, professor of Educa-
tion.
Promoted to Associate Pro-
fessor were Dr. Jacqueline
Clarke, sociology; Dr. Wilbur
J. Clark, chemistry; Dr. James
Kelsaw, sociology; Dr. McKin-
ley Mayes, agriculture and Dr
Maudcrie Saunders, special
education. Mrs. Dorothy Young
was promoted to assistant pro-
fessor, in reading.
Dr. Clark said, "Southern
University has some 300 facul-




Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services at New Ark
last Sunday.
Mrs. Ray Harris who re-
cently visited in Kansas City
returned home,
Frank Miller is ill at his
home.
Kennard Kandrey of La-
Cross visited his sister and
brother in law, Mr. and Mrs.
Carroll Rucker.
Prayer meeting is held at
Bethel AME chuch every
Wednesday night. Rev. W. J.
Daniel, pastor.
Mrs. Brenda Sherrill is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Meech Brown
and son, Gene have returned
to their home .in .Los An-
geles.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair and Mrs. Carroll Rucker
attended, services in LaCross
last Sunday.
Cradford Brown is ill in
the hospital.
Genipher Watkins is im-
proving at his home.
achleot hosch nevem
caionnionpiet• norado r.; 49115
schools moiooktiro•el nisch
end ollibeted pensions lost rem.
 Inisei. Edocertie• Amoebae.
be held Oct. 7 and 8 at the
Baptist church.
Many visitors and members
turned out to hear Rev W H
Holms at Bethel AME church
last Sunday.
BUSINESS AS USUAL
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
U. S. merchandise licensed for
shipment to communist coun-
tries jumped 800 per cent, a
66.3 million increase in recent
weeks despite the Berlin
crisis.
' GOING SOMEWHERE?
in expert  details kande I
It's easier -Foster-more convenient --
when you leave the
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or India,
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
!!" 
right planes, trains, busses, boats to fit your convenience best
---and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time-and
you're sure.
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business and professional leaders men
whose names you know-have been "leaving the details to
WELCOME." for the past four years.
We've arranged round-the-world personal tours- and delivered the
tickets for a two-hour trip to Detroit We've taken happy hundred' on
WELCOME-arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
convenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure- - not a task.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
and resorts all over the world- -know where yeu can go for the most
fun, with the least bother, on your budget. Check this hot of our
regular services:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • AUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL 4 RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP IL TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
Don't fight Loop parking and traffic congestion drop in at our
Sutherlend Betel lobby office, or phone, -for all the facto and counsel
you need. Then pick up your tickets just u handily. Let WELCOME




2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
goommill1111t Coil DAnube 6-1800
from the leading institutions
of this country and abroad.
They are engaged in consis-
tent research to add to the
data of their specialties and
are noted for their deep con-
cern in the challenge to awak-
en etudents to measure up to
the limits of their academic
capacities."
-Southern University officials
in the area of testing are
going on record compliment-
ing high school principals and
teachers for the impressive
potential academic records be-
ing compiled on this year's
vfreersshitmyen students at the Uni-
Significant areas of over-all
improvement seem to come in
total english performance and
mathematics. According to test
scores over the past two years
with those made by the new-
comers this year, the upper
limits of the range of scores
in english, which includes
speed, comprehension and ef-
fectiveness of expression
were raised considerably.
In the area of mathematics,
there was a decided increase
in a much larger number cen-
tering in the higher ranges of
scores, which was reflected in




better on all tests adminia-
tered during orientation.
In critical areas of instruction
such as engineering, which re-
quires some three and one
half units of algebra, plane
geometry and trigonometry
with high academic perform-
ance to enter, more freshmen
qualified. for the beginning
engineering mathematics this
year than for any previous
year even though the fresh-
man lass is no larger than
previous freshmen engineering
classes.
The same situation holds
true in a number of depart-
ments of the College of Arts
and Sciences, indicating that
the aggressive program at
Southern and the stepped up
emphasis placed on science
and mathematics as well as
the total upgrading of instruc-
tion in the schools, by the state
and nation, is revealing good
results.
S programs come in the
•
form of workshops, institutes
and field work with 'in-service
teachers, principals, and super-
visors. These special programs
in a large measure are sup-
plemented through grants and
research awards from the Na-
tional Science Foundation,
Southern Education Founda-
tion, National Institute of
Health, The National 'Educa-
tion Defense Act and the State
Department of Education.
This year's crop of neophytes
on the campus already are
demonstrating a noticeable
serious attitude for what will




SPIRTTU l JSXLP,, OVERCOME
Problems. Be healed, blessed, and
guided. Let me help you through my
spirituel gilt Send $1.00 donation,
4 cents stamp, special message of
• Write Wider M J. Person, 2265
Z. 40th at., Cleveland 3, Ohl°.
Educational Assistance
Consult us an any educational sub-
ject pertaining to spiritual, economic
Improvemeet. and how to select a good
wife or husband. Send free will offer-
ing to sever cost of handling. Counsel
of the Ancients. P. 0. Box HA Beat-
tle 11, Washington.
IN NIKIWORIUM
AIRS. I.XLA DAVIS, In memory of our
Sister who passed. September 1947.
Daisy Harrell, Eugene Poole.
12. Correspnndence Clubs b Aid CC
LONELY? POND LOVE - ROMANCE 
iS
Warrlege. Send stamp for er.
Dixie Club, Box 1273, Ocala, PS 
LONELY, BE HAPPY. JOIN TH11
American Club, Bolt 757. Clary, I13-
dIana. Beryl 10c for Infarmation.
'A
Detective 'entitling
DETPUI (YE TRaiNiNO. We HAVE A
mignifloent book on automobile
surveillance. 'The cost of same Is 63.18
Phillips Secret Servile System. telt.
CD North Reineth Ave., Chien*
Moots,
Nelp Wasted
MAIDS - NEW YORK - re eis
Ass WAIIIMO - TICKtfil SIN?
AVLANIIC AGCY.. PO sox in
1..1.. NEW YORK




MAS CARDS 1N YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL-
ING Krr. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. COST YOU
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE
TO-
Fashion Greeting Cards
Post Office Box $II
Memphis, Tennessee
WILL YOU Hi-jai- RETY SUITS
SPORT COATS WITHOUT LINZ PEN.
or vest and agree to shoW then) to
friends? YOU can make up to $40.20 in
a say even to spare time, 'Nihon
canvassisig. Stone Field, 533 IS Throne
It. Dept. C420, Meat° 7 III:
ODSPAL ureic warrea DESIRES
Male group who wants new lyrle me
Mils' for recording. Need financia.
backing for arrentemt a pubis. Mimi
know gospel music Over sixty writ-
ten lyrics
tr 
. Write 11 C. oir. •
Cilenped Aye N Minnsta s 3
Minn Prderal 2-0404 All sterlai
copyrighted
59-11.•1 Mamie Par 11•30
SPACIOUS P1 ORE 1MPIACUL4TI
ma. Four & nee or mere mss..
thatch-my hying rooms. CAC. :SI
CO Meters $10,500 Wake offer,
UNITED REALTY, sseirig
Ositt ANTI 12. CALIF.
- -
A.B.C. The NewTr;-ctro-r. DefPncier
"Th. South's Ind•p•nahnt Weekly'
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More Action—Less Talk
Great concern is being ex- expressed by voice ...only. Not
pressed by faculty members, enough positive concern has
fans and students at various been expressed in action. This
high schools about the fact is a deplorable situation which
that hoodlums mar most of tends to grow worse.
the football games held at
It is time faculty mem-Booker T. Washington and Mel-
bers, civic leaders and policerose stadiums. officials come up with a solution
Too much concern is being to the ever-growing threats of
Physical Fitness
The Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA is preparing to offer
a great opportunity to boys
and girls—men and women—
who want to learn to swim.
The pool at the Branch
YMCA is new. Instructors are
some of the best in town.
And the program is geared—
as Chairman Frank J. Lewis
states--to meet the emotional,
physical and social needs of
all age levels."
Moreover the swimming
program will adhere to the
call our President John F.
Kennedy has made for a na-
tion-wide physical fitness pro-
gram. The president has in-
dicated that we Americans
are becoming "cream-puffs."
Begging For Trouble
Several weeks ago a social worker from
- the Memphis office of the Tennessee
State Department of Public Welfare
found it necessary to walk down Beale
street in the course of her duties. Several
thugs spoiling the sport of
attending football games. The
fear of becoming a victim of
hoodlums' tactic enroute to
and from games — is ever
present.
We call for a clean bill of
health concerning this situation
immediately . .with action
and less talk.
We urge Memphians to en-
roll for the swimming pro-
gram at the Abe Scharff
BRANCH YMCA. The lessons
are being geared to meet all
needs of students from be-
ginners to junior and senior
life guards.
There is not any better ex-
ercise to keep the body phy-
sically fit than swimming.
DARK
eftiENCIIEMIna
1 by NAT D WILLIAMS .41
MORE THAN YOU KNOW does not apply himself to the
More white Americans than best of his ability, he does not
many Negroes suspect have a choose a course that would en-
clear, and deep insight into able him to enter college, or
much of the plight of the he drops out of school corn-
darker citizens of this nation. pletely.
Following is 'an editorial ''To combat this situation
which was written by a white the Erie Community Relations
college newspaper editor. The Commission began a three.
young man, Paul Grosser, is a pronged program in Septem-
student at Gannon College, ber, 1960. Through the Book -
Erie, Pa. While doing an Army er T. Washington Center, the
stint recently he met a young Commission attempts to reach
Negro Memphian, J. B. Trot- the youth personally and
ter, who had to interrupt his through movies, and litera-
studies at A. di I. State Uni- ture emphasize the need for
versa)+, to serve an Army advance training and the op-
stretch. The two youths be_ portunities available.
came good friends. The friend- "The most important phase
ship has persisted sinee Arm y of the Commission's program
days. Prosser sent Trotter the is in working directly with the
following editorial which he Negro community. Each Ne-
(Prosser) wrote for the Gan_ gro organization has been con-
non College newspaper: tacted with the purpose of re-
THE POSITIVE APPROACH cruiting interested volunteers
"Did you have any trouble willing to cooperate with his
getting into college? Imagine whole program. These volun-
yourself in this situation. Your teers would contact the youths
family income is less than $3,- and encourage them to at-
000 a year; without a college tempt going to college. This
education, your only employ- approach will be more effec-
ment would be unskilled or tive because there will be no
semi-skilled labor and then 'do good' attitude on the part
only when the economic situ- of a white man to cause ten-
ation is in good shape; you sion. These Negro organiza-
live in a ghetto; you have no bons by supporting such a
real hopes for attaining a col- program will help to change
the present attitude of the Ne- ••••••••••••••••••••••••lege education or of putting it
.40
•
to use if you did achieve this gro ghetto toward education •
is not a fantasy. This is the ,LEAD THE WAY • Notwithstandinggoal. What would you do? This 
to one that is more positive.
predicament which Negro 'The community is begin-
youths are faced with. Not in ning to meet its responsibility, By
wearing them tight-like-that.
No. That model is not wear-
ing a dress from her daugh-
ter's wardrobe. You see, they
have a lot of under-girding
which serves something like a
dam to keep back a flood of
fat. That is why she looks so
much smaller than you remem-
ber the last time you saw her
Firestone rubber companieslege education? , are overcrowded but won't I purchased a ticket for this •"The Erie community Bela- slightest pretense of even re- show from that lovely lads,
Long ago I forewent t h e
women can acquire that Venus-they always be?
---- Like shape in a matter of
We deplore the conduct of any man Segregation and discrimi-bons Center lists three major "young men in their early twenties made who will prevent a woman from walking factors 
motely concerning myself with several weeks ago. minutes. I believe they callpreventing the Negro nation are not local problems what to expect at a Tea. Which lovely lady, did you those strappings. which push
some ugly remarks as she passed. Later the sidewalks of Memphis unmolested. from going to college. The first peculiar to the South. They Despite my amusement at ask? That blonde, I knew her and pull the flesh around,
they tried to brush up against her . .. The report of the incident gives us is economic. The 1950 census are national problems that Teas, I must admit that they a long 
time foundations. They are supposed
according to a very reliable report we leave to believe that those young hood- lists only 10 per cent of the must be met head fol:. s 1 e. tend to confuse me once I have 
 ago. How long?
to take a few pounds from
received. lums are begging for trouble. About six hair shades ago. I
knew her when she was a red- where they should not be and
Negro wage earners in Erie as primary instrument is ed o v arrived. Many times as I ap-ing these 
problemsal etica- 
proached the scene of the Tea,earning over $3,000 a year. A --- head. No. I believe it was when put them where they wantfamily can hardly afford to tion. The educationa om-I have heard melodious voices she had brown hair. Excuse them. I believe they call itsend a child to college with 'its on the whole and col- giving out with the beautiful me, it was when she was pre- "Featuring Your Best Point."this income. It has become in- leges in particularte    b 
that 
t a cannottbrot lyrics of songs. I'll say to maturely grey. Butl one thing Those shoes they are wear-creasingly difficult to work euscoaopetbtem by
their existence. 
myself. I have made a mis-
I do know, this is a fashion ing are called spike heels. Oh
and here the Negro is faced Colleges must lead the way I remember now. This is that dok Boy,
whsh! Get an eye all about how they chew-up
through college, take. This is not a Tea .at all. show. Look at those lovely mo- yes. You are right. I know
a company is reportedly calm and polite. one's way
A delegation of four or five ministers and they can lead.with the problem of discrimi- musical to which I purchased '' full of that one. No. Those are floors and rugs.
would call on a company executive to 
nation A special recruitment drive in employment. The " that ticket.
not a new kind of short-shorts Sure they can see from under
ask how many Negroes are employed by Negro is the last to be hired for capable Negro students Once inside I reassure myself
she is modeling That i I'll those hats. No they are notthe firm and in what capacities.. Usually, and the first to be laid off or should be undertaken, and at that it is a musical because I have  -. • , called hoods. They're hats. Iyou know the latest inthis information is given willingly. fired. In any job which the the risk of being called social-7 . sit for the next 45 minutes lis-
smart, day-time wear. Wouldn't have no idea how many birdsThe first visit is exploratory. At a Negro must compete with ist might we fsuggest a special c ni tening to solos, duets, trios, ,_ _ _..y would are naked because of thatsecond meeting a week or two later the whites he must not be justNegroes.. quartets, qunitets, sextets, and ___u__u_7 
those gird
if they
lady's hat. But they say those
scholarship or
what have I have on such wear  le-length dres-delegation states a specific list of de- equal in talent and ability; 
such vigorous action isnot
he t ken will the resent sit - 
you. 
' ses at night. Thi would not 
hats are the very latest.
tion correct itself. We think I further 
Alabama, but right here in but have the colleges done
anything to meet their respon-Erie, Pa. In June of 1960, there Thaddeus T. Stokessibility? It is one thing to saywere 47 Negroes who gradu-
that a college does not bar en-
Being a trained social worker, she none have enrolled in college. trance because of race or col- '
these under-girdings. paddingil,or, but is this enough? Should NOT TEA—BUT COFFEE self. Oh! no. . . this is not ahandled the situation with calmness and Why? And what is being done 
and some othei things put oellirnot more positive action be I am always amused by musical at all. This is that fash-composure until she returned to her of- to encourage and enable the
capable Negro to obtain a col- taken? It is true that colleges Teas, the market by Goodyear andfice at the corner of S. Main and Beale ion show. Now I remember.
St.
Struvole For Job Riphts
The struggle for equal job rights has
been sharpened by the use of the boy-
cott as a powerful economic weapon.
"We're not mad at anybody. We just
want companies to allow Negroes to hold
jobs for which they are qualified, the
same as white people.
This is how a spokesman justifies the
"selective patronage program." which he
and other Negro ministers organized a
year ago. Its strength is the "not-buying
power" of a quarter-million Philadelphia
Negroes.
What concerns the 400 local pastors
.cooperating in the program is not that
companies refuse to hire Negroes: that
corner has been turned. Their objection
Is that Negroes are largely confined to
the lowest job categories, with little
opportunity to rise even when qualified.
"We want to change the image of Ne-
gro workers," commented one backer of
the •
The effectiveness of the program is
not questioned by firms that have been
singled out for attention. A major oil
• producer and distributor was approach-
ed last winter by representatives of the
ministerial group with a request for a
meeting to discuss their employment
practices, The company delayed three
weeks.
A boycott of the company's products
was announced by the ministers from
their pulpits on a Sunday. The next
morning the firm's switchboard was
swamped with heating-oil contract can-
cellations.
The company lost no time in agreeing
o meet with the group and in changing
their employment practices relative to
Negroes. Similarly, the local bottler of a
nationally advertised soft drink felt the
effects of a boycott in just two daysand came to terms promptly.
The group's approach in dealing with
mends, involving the upgrading, hiring
of Negroes for higher job classifications.
In the case of a large baking concern
the demand was for two driver-salesmen,
two clerical workers. and three or four
girls in the icing department, where
Negro women had not previoulsy been
ernnloved.
The company refused. said it did not
need more workers. A boycott was
called. Four hundred pastors informed
their congregations, urged their sup-
nort. Placards suddenly appeared in pub-
lic places: word was passed throughout
the city's Negro communities.
Two months later the company capitu-
lated. The stipulated number of workers
were hired in each department and a few
extra. Although some companies have
sought legal means to counter the
group's boycott power, they have not
to date, found a basis for doing so. There
annears to be no formal organization,
no officers, no documents: hence no
grounds for conspiracy charges.
ut behind the program are at least
a P ua occasions heard a full chorus
are available but usually ar assu e myself that
not large enough to cover the not. Non-prejudice is not this is a musical becauseenough. Positive action is re- ..cost of college. nary tea pot or tea cup is in
HIS ABILITY quired. Perhaps Gannon could sight." Usually after reassuringmake history"."While the Commission con- myself twice, I relax in mySo, there you have it, folks, seat to enjoy the musicalsiders the economic problem
the most important, the second The young Negro is not alone when suddenly I say to my-
must be superior. Scholarships . Hey! what is that guy do
ing up there? No. He is not
a stage-hand, He is too well
dressed. That is a trumpet.
Look! there are some other
guys up there. One is carry-
ing a saxophone. There's the
drummer. I suppose he—that
factor is one of attitude. The in being a New American. He one at the right—is the pian-
Negro population has little has many good, solid white ist. 1 don't know. 1 didn't
faith in and little respect for counterparts. Now, whatchu- know they were going to fea-
education. Disillusionment, on bet turn an orchestra. It could be
the part of the Negroes, who a Jazz combo. Let's see. Oh'
have achieved a college educa- no. They would not have an
or
discrimination, does not help 
reakup Plot
Finally a woman ,will mah-
lion but who were unable to B chestra here. After all it
get employment because of lust a simple Tea.
•••••••.,.
A
groes which is favorable to 
••••••••..._ flounce in a strident voice
to form an attitude among Ne- handle a microphone and an
education. The Negro com- 
Against Tubman 
that tea is being served in
rigs
be nearly as revealing. Yes.
It is fashionable to wear dres-
ses above the knees.
You are wrong, that model
is not wearing a dress intended
for her baby sister. It is not
too small for her. They are
Letters
lo The Editor
altogether. Every night it 
Baptists Don't Vote grammed God out of worship
is 
Such and Such a room.munity does not encourage its MONROVIA, Liberia —
something w h i c h calls for seated at either end of a long
The official pourers will beyoung people to go on to high- (UPI) — The Liberian govern- Dear Editor:er education. ment has announced that a money, table or at several small tablesAfter r e a d in g so much I try to be fair . . . and 1 be and as you approach they wi
"The third factor is the lack Communist plot to overthrow about the Baptists at their re- lieve in a Higher Power. That ask in a bored-to-death voice
of motivation. This springs President William Tubman cent convention in K a ft s a s Power which is — and forever while wearing a Pat Nixon
from the attitude of the Ne- has been broken up.
to the schools. There is not service said Booker T. Brace- lumps of sugar? Cream? You
City, Mo., I'm forced to write will be. So, I„, don't have to fixed-smile. "One or tWo
gro ghetto, but also can be told The government information concerning such childish-like pay anyone to talk to thatfoolishness I b I' . 'enough encouragement from well the apparent leader of Id be 
me, believe in will reply "no cream please, I, WOUlike the Congoleses. God's pattern . . . even the like lemon with my tea." She
/50 Mil of Philadelphia's 700.000 Negroes teachers, counselors and t h e the plot, is being sought. It The whole truth is, when fi- fowls of the air recognize will exclaim with great sur-
and such organizations as fraternal educational community on the said Bracewell and other per- nance is involved, its really leadership . . . but the fowls' prise, ,This is not tea; this is
groups, social clubs, beauticians. Negro whole to overcome the atti- sons "Made contact to over- r o u g h. Naturally . . . when leaders are poor . . . but our coffee.
newsnapers. and the National Associa- tude of the home. Hence the throw the government and t h u g s fall-out somebody is leaders are overweight cruis-
. . .
going to get hurt   th  
Negrotion for the Advancement of Colored
People. 
-The same technique can be used else-
where and with the same effectiveness.
Boycott is the economic weapon that
brings the racist minded merchants to
their senses.•
National Leaders Address at the Shoreman Hotel inWashington, D. C.
Delta s Board Members 
Other leaders of national or-
ganizations who urged Delta's
help were:WASHINGTON, D. C. — community environments and Mrs. Abbott L. Mills, na-Several top-ranking national to help tell the Urban story tional director of the Red Crossleaders urged the help of Del- of non dramatic projects Office of Volunteers; Mrs. Cta Sigma Theta. Inc., in the aimed at mending various so_ E. Cortner, national repre-fight against broad national dal iiis, tentative of the Girl Scoutsproblems, at the organization's Among the social ills men_ USA:executive board meeting held tinned by Dr. Young are em- Robert Donahoe. associatehere recently. ployment, where Negroes out- director of the United Givers
Fund of the National Capital
One of the leaders was Mrs. number whites two to one, and
Area, and Mrs. Barbara Lu-
Esther Peterson, newly-ap- family breakups, involving 62
ther, executive director of the
pointed Assistant Secretary per cent of the nation's Negro
of Labor. families. District of Columbia Menta I
She urged Deltas to help Dr. Young asked Deltas to 
Health Association.
promote passage of state and see to it that the Urban
VERSATILEFederal laws to protect the na- League receives Community
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —tion's workers, particularly its r h est funds in communities
One of motion picture's fore-women workers who, Miss Pet- where local prejudices prevail
most art directors. Don Ash-erson said, often work longer against the League's work,
ton. has signed a new kind ofhours than men for less pay. Dr. Young said that con- contract that takes him awayThe nation's employment trary to popular belief, the from his element.problems will not be solved Urban League is not self-sup- Ashton has been signed forby sending its women workers porting from corporation and a major share of the designhome, she added, noting that foundation funds. Of its $500.- work for The Queen's Hotel inthe challenge is to find em- 000 annual budget, only about Hong Kong—to be one of theployment for all who want to $200,000 comes from time largest luxury hotels in thework. sources. Some $50.000 comes orient.
Another of the leaders • was from local affiliates, with the Ashton will he in charge ofDr. Whitney Young, newly- remainder coming from the interior design of the 28-storygeneral public.appointed executive director of hotel, which already is underthe National Urban League. The occasion for the visit construction. Ashton's part ofHe urged Deltas to help new- of these leaders was Delta's the project will cost $1.5 mil-corners adjust to their new Executive Board meeting held lion.
ig schoolstudent ring in Communists.
SO WHAT?
-wpm YOU WFS ITF -"HAT TICKET...DO Toll SFR INAT TRAT
S IGN SAYS? 1t4AT tie WRY I PARKED HMI"
' ingdown, e avenue.
The Baptists don't have any We have to grow up and 
program at all. And talking look and live -in divine power.
about bondage . . . what a Let these fellows who threat-
joke. I have been reading and en our souls with everlasting
listening for someone to say damnation and eternal fire go
what's wrong. I will say what begging-
I believe is wrong with the If many thousands of per-
Baptists: M one can see, most sons would give me a dollar
Baptists don't vote in the Na- every month, plus other plea-
ion a l Elections at convert- sures — an automobile _ I
tions. Every c h u r c h should certainly could haul a lot of
vote before THE REVER- sin.
ENDS decide what the five So! Go to church if you
million subjects w a n t. Let want — but don't forget to
every church vote its choice. pray.
You might want to vote for Tom Sykes
Dr. J. H. Jackson — and I 1796 Chelsea Ave.
might want to vote for Dr. Memphis, Tenn,





these so-called Men-of -Moved To Tears
God are trying to move ahead Dear Editor:
All 
at the expense of human suf- I have just read your - col-
tering Some are given to u m n, "Notwithstanding" in
down-right lying. Every Bap- your Sept. 23 issue. I was
tist layman should demand a moved to tears by its lofty
bigger voice in the conven- message that came thundering
tion, by voting. One would be to me in such beautiful choice
surprised at the number of of words.
Baptists who don't know This was the finest piece of
Jackson. Most of them just got journalism I have ever read.
acquainted with the man. Of I must keep it for my scrap-
course, I have been reading book,
a lot about Dr. Jackson and Who can deny the pen is
if I were in the Baptist church, mightier than the sword, esoe-
I would get out. At one time cially when it produces such
I was a member of a Baptist a beautiful and artistic pic-
church in C as ton Creek. I lure as your article had done
joined Beulah Baptist church. I shall continue to watch
However, I withdrew some- your paper for similar articles
time ago be 'I am a of prose and beauty and such
Christian in my own right and a challenging message as this
never will I accept organized one has so wonderfully done.
religion again . . . simply be-
but program a. They pro- 
C. W. Westbrooks
cause it does not mean a thing 1851 Freemont ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miss Patsy Blue will place
the crown on the head of the
Junior Miss Jones of 1961-62
when the Junior Miss Jones
Pageant is held at the Scipio
A. Jones High school in North
Little Rock, Ark., on Wednes
day night, Oct. 4. •
The program will begin with
eselections by the band under
•the direction of F. J. Boyle.
mu
ad
JeSchool attire will be mo-
deled by Ester Neasley, Ern-
estine Brown, Linda Wilson,
June Faulkner, JoAnn FOUTI-
tain, Anita Hammock, Rose
Mary Powell. Shirley Cottrell
and Patricia Hunter.
The same students will be
presented in a "display of tal-
ent," with Abraham Marshall
as narrator, and modeling par-
ty dress with Marion Rose
Johnson giving the comments.
CONTEST JUDGES
Judges for the contest will
he Mrs. Vivian Stewart. Mrs.
Louise J. Benton AM Mrs. La-
vern P Harrison.
Serving on the pageant
seittee are Mrs. E. S. TavloW
Ari,4 Mrs. J S. Ivy. co-chair-
men: Clyde Webb. Miss Lo-
















































































































































































DO YOU KNOW WNAT 11 MEANS SUNEN I
PUT MY NAND UP UKE THIS?
Travels In An African Safari•
Not As Bad As We Picture
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Many persons think of high ad-
.Venture at the mention of' an
African safari.
They see themselves in pith
helmets, sloshing through mire
and jungle in a single file line
made up largely of native bear-
ers carrying huge bundles of
ltupplies on their heads and in-
cluding at least one white hunt-
er with deadly aim.
In the jungle lurk poisonous
!makes and deadly beasts wait-
Mg for a chance to pounce upon
.the intruders. Cannibal tribes
.are poised with spears at van-
tage points along the route.
ak This chapter out of "Tarzan,"
Irtays Denis 0. Mathews, gen-
•eral manager of the East Afri-
ca Tourist Travel Association,
is just one of the western mis-
conceptions about East Africa
—made up of Kenya, Tangan-
yika and Urganda.
A safari is any trip, whether
,lpy bicycle, auto, airplane or
on foot. A businessman who
-travels to see a client /00 miles
away is "on safari." So is a
tourist who stays in the best
.hotels and travels by hired
car over paved roads.
Mathews has come to the
United States to try to clear
,tip misconceptions about East
Africa, site of Kilimanjaro, the
snow-capped mountain made
„famous by the late Ernest Hein-
.ingway, and of the storied
Orneeting of Stanley and Living-Aton.
•, Situated on the equator but
"At a high altitude, much of East
:Africa enjoys a uniformly mo-
Aerate climate completely with-
-out seasonal changes, contrary
to a popular western notion
that all the vast continent of
Africa is steaming hot most of
the time.
So mild is the temperature,
whether in May or December,
lahat roses arid chrysanthemusloom all year, in .the same
-gardens with narcissus, daffo-
dils and other blooms regard-
ed in the western world as
spring flowers. Different varie-
Appeals Judge
10 • LOS ANGELES — Gov. Ed-
"round G. Brown last week nam-
-ed Superior Judge Edwin L.
Jefferson to a three-judge tri-
bunal forming a new unit of
California's Second Appellate
district.
Jefferson, first Negro super-
ior court judge in Los Angeles
. County. will be associated with
Justices Louis Burke and Frank
Balthis.
A Mississippi native, Judge
Jefferson is a graduate of the
University of Southern Califor-
nia school of Law and a mem-
ber of numerous legal and fra-
ternal societies.
He was first appointed to
the bench in 1941 by the late
„Gov. Culbert Olson. Prior to
that Jefferson was a successful
trial lawyer.
Justice Jefferson is married
and the father of a 14-year-old
daughter
tee and as a member of the
city council.
During World War II, he
was inducted in the Navy. He
rose to the rank of Lt., USNR
and served with distinction.
Soon after his demobiliza-
tion he returned to Newbury
Port where he remained until
his appointment in ICA as an
industrial specialist.
He is survived by his wife
Alice (nee Curtis), C., a son,
Marron C., graduate student
at the University of Pennsyl-
vania: his mother, Mrs. Irene
Fort, Dorchester. Mass., and a
brother, Dr. Moreland Fort of
Dayton, Ohio; niece, Alice
Irene Fort, Los Angeles, Calif.
Funeral services were held
at Washington Cathedral, and
burial followed at Arlington
National Cemetery with full
military honors.
Among the new faculty mem-
bers joining the Southern uni-
versity staff for the first time
will be Dr. Vancion E. White, a
young chemist, who will be-
come chairman of the Chemis-
try department at the univer-
sity, it has been announced by
Dr. 'Felton C. Clark, presi-
dent of Southern.
Dr. White, a graduate of
Tougaloo college (Mississippi)
and Purdue university for the
M. S. and doctorate degrees,
comes to Southern from Ala-
bama A & M college, where he
was chairman of his depart-
ment with an impressive rec-
ord.
He has taught at the Red-
stone Arsenal, a course in
polymer chemistry, which was
sponsored by the American
Chemical Society, The Ameri-
can Institute of Chemists and
the University of Alabama;
read a distinguished paper at
the 1960 annual meeting of the
American Chemical Society;
has received grants for special
research in chemistry from the
National Institute of Health
and the American Cyanimid
Company; and was one of a
group of select young chemists
to attend an institute on
Chromatography at Kansas
State university and Fisk uni-
versity.
He was also a Purdue Fel-
low while studying at that
institution. He is married to the
former Miss Rose Knowles.
Jackson, Miss., and Is the fa-
ther of two children.
SALOME'S HERE
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Salome Jens has arrived in
Hollywood for the stage show
"A Short Happy Life," which
opens Oct. 3.
Miss Jens makes her screen
debut in Allied Artists' "Angel
Baby."
and holds the rank of associate
professor of philosophy. He is
a graduate of Talladega (Ala.)
College, and holds the Master
of Arts and Doctor of Philo-
sophy degrees from the Uni-
versity of Michigan.
Mr. James, also a Talladega
graduate, holds the Master of
Science degree from Boston
University. He served at one
time as assistant professor of
history and government at
Tennessee State A & I Uni-
versity, and held the position
of archivist at the National
Archives in Washinngton, D.
C. prior to his present ap-
pointment.
Dr. Hurst holds the Bachelor
of Arts, Master of Business
Administration, and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees, all from
Wayne State University in De-
troit. Prior to coming to Ho-
ward he served as professor of
speech and assistant director
of the remedial program at
Wayne State.
Dr. Stevens is a graduate
of the University of New
Hampshire, and holds the
Master of Library Service and
Doctor of Philosophy degrees
from Rutgers University. He
formerly served as instructor
in library service and research
associate at Rutgers.
In other action by the trus-
tees, Wilmer Lawson, dean of
the School of Music since 1943,
was named dean of the new
College of Fine Arts, and Dr.
Carroll L. Miller, former as-
sistant dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, was promoted to
associate dean. Dr. Miller also
serves as head of the Depart-
ment of Education.
Among the new faculty ap-
pointees are Dr. Walter G.
Daniel, professor of education;
Dr. Harold F. Gosnell, pro-
fessor of government; Lt. Col.
James A. Hurd, professor of
air science; and Dr. Raleigh
Morgan, Jr., professor of Ro-
mance languages. Dr. Morgan
also will serve as head of the
Department of Languages.
Dr. Daniel holds undergra-
duate degrees from Virginia
Union University and the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, the Mas-
ter of Arts from Cincinnati and
the Doctor of Philosophy from
Columbia. He formerly served
as director of the Division of
Education and Psychology at
Virginia Union.
Dr. Gosnell is a graduate of
the University of Rochester,
and holds the Doctor of Philo-
sophy degree from the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He held re-
search positions with such
government agencies as the
Department of State and the
Central Intelligence Agency
from 1945 to 1960, and served
during the past year as pro-
fessor of research at American
University.
Col. Hurd is a graduate of
Tuskegee (Ala.) Institute with
more than 22 years service
in the U.S. armed forces. He
holds the rating of command
pilot, and formerly served
with the Air Force in Chateau-
roux, France.
Dr. Morgan is a graduate of
Fisk University at Nashville.
Tenn., and holds the Master
of Arts and Doctor of Philoso-
phy degrees from the Univer-
sity of Michigan. He served as
professor of Romance langua-
ges at American University
prior to joining the Howard
faculty.
New faculty members hold-
ing the rank of associate pro-
fessor include Dr. Allessandra
L. del Russo of the School of
Law; Dr. Martin Danzig and
Dr. Kathleen Hill of the
School of Social Work; Dr.
Hyman Kamel (mathematics)
of the College of Liberal Arts;
William J. Penn (music) and
Dr. David A. Wilkie (art) of
the College of Fine Arts; and
Dr. John A. Kenney, Jr., (der-
matology) of the College of
Medicine.
In addition to the 11 new
teachers with the rank of pro-
fessor or associate professor.
82 new teachers have been ap-
pointed to the Howard facul-
ties with the rank of assistant
professor or instructor.
ties of trees shed their leaves
at different times of the year
and many are evergreen.
The standard, old-fashioned
safaris still are arranged for
tourists who can either track
down big game to kill or to
photograph. Most prefer to
shoot animals with cameras
rather than guns, a trend that
is encouraged by East African
game officials who want to
preserve their herds of ele-
phants, giraffes, lions, rhino-
ceroses and hippopotamuses.
But. Mathews said in an in-
terview, there is much for the
American tourist besides camp-
ing trips in East Africa. There
are vast beaches for sunbathing
and swimming and deep-sea
`ishing expeditions on which
huge marlin can be caught. The
inland lakes abound in fresh
water fish.
Tourists can motor through
the countryside, viewing moun-
tains capped with snow
throughout the year. They are
free to visit coffee and tea
plantations and observe the
harvesting of crops. There are
three and five-day steamer ex-
cursions on Lake Victoria, sec-
ond only to lake superior in
size.
A trip into the bush, over
road systems carefully mapped
by an American Oil Company,
means merely driving into the
countryside, where there are
tall grass, trees and clumps of
bushes.
It is possible to travel by jet
aircraft from New York to
Nairobi, the largest city in
East Africa, in about 20 hours.
The total cost for a three-week
safari, round-trip from New
York, can be as low as $1200
to $1500, including accommoda-
tions at the best hotels, inns,
and lodges and meals.
Train travel is relatively in-
expensive aboard light-weight
cars manufactured in East Afri-
ca and drawn by imported lo-
comotives. First-class hotel ac-
commodations. including "bed
and breakfast," are available
for $8 a day in the cities. The
average cost of travel in East
Africa is about $7 a day includ-
ing meals and room.
About 7,000 Americans now
visit East Africa each year. The
total number of tourists ranges
between 45,000 and 60,000 an-
nually: with many visitors be-
ing attracted from other Afri-
can countries. There w a sa
slump in tourist traffic after
the Congo disturbances, but
Mathews said visitors are ap-
pearing in greater numbers
now that they realize that East
Africa is far from the scenes of
other strife on the continent.
"If someone throws a stone
in Durban, 1500 miles away,
it frightens people over here to
death." Mathews said. "Stan-
leyville, the most important
city in the Congo, is 1,000 miles
from Nairobi. It is almost in
another world."
Dr. Marron W. Fort Rites
Held With Military Honors
Marron W. Fort, industrial Newbury Port school commit-
specialist for the International
Cooperation Administration
died recently at Georgetown
University Hospital after a
brief illness. He was 55.
Dr. Fort had returned in
January from Karachi, Pakis-
tan, where he had served since
1959 as chief of the industrial
division of the ICA Mission
there. Earlier he had been
deputy chief of the industry
division of the Ankara, Turkey
mission and an industrial spe-
cialist in Tel Aviv, Israel.
Before joining the ICA, Dr.
Fort had been a professor of
physics at South Carolina
State College and director of
the physics department of
West Virginia State College.
He had also held a post as
vice president of the A. & G.
J. Caldwell Company, Inc., a
distillation company in New-
bury Port, Mass. He was a
World War II veteran.
Dr. Fort was born in Cam-
bridge. Mass., and was edu-
cated in the Cambridge. Mass.
public schools. Received his
B.S., M.S., and P. H. D. degrees
from the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. Upon
graduation from MIT he join-
ed the faculty at South Caro-
lina State College and West
Virginia State College.
He later became an officer
of the A. & G. J. Caldwell
Company in Newberry Port,
Mass. While residing there
he was active in civic affairs.
He served as a member of the
Dear Mme Chante: I would
be delighted to hear from ma-
ture, single, Christian men
and women between the ages
of 30 and 60. I am a school
teacher, single, 28, 5 feet 6
inches tall, 135 lbs., light
brown complexion, dark
brown hair. Enjoy writing to
shut-ins and to people living
in rural, isolated areas. All
letters will be answered. No
post cards, please. — Miss
Rachael C. Starling, 411 E.
13th, Anchorage, Alaska.
. • • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
read where you have helped
others. Please help me find a
Christian lady between 40 and
55 years old, who wants a de-
pendable. Christian mate and
companion. My children are
grown. I ant a widower, tall
good health, nice looking, 45
years old. Willing to relocate
if necessary. — James Gee, P.
0. Box 2237, Main P. 0. Box
2237, Washington, D. C.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am 50
but look much younger, 6 feet,
2 inches tall, 172 lbs, medium
brown skin. Interested in
meeting a woman between 35
and 50 who is neat, broad-
minded, considerate, generous.
Race or color does not matter.
— Robert T. Washiinglon, P.
0. Box 9188, Chicago 90, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
read your column each week
and like it. Would like to hear
from a few who are 50 or old-
er, the handicapped or some-
one interested in handicapped
persons. I am 51, a Baptist,
handicapped and lonely—Miss
Ruby Davenport, 871 Waddell
St., Athens, Ga.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
Jamaican who would like to
correspond with a nice lady
or gentleman in the USA. I
sin a dressmaker, 28 years old,
dark complexion. Will answer
all letters and exchange pho-
tos.-- Ruby Smith, 31 A. Lin-
coln Ave., Kingston 13. B. W.
1.
• • •
Dear Mine Charlie: I am a
widow, 48 years old, no chil-
dren, and very lonely. A high
sehool graduate, 5 feet, 6 inch-
es tall, 200 lbs. medium brown
complexion. Have a good
trade. Would like to nieet a
man who has marriage in
imid, no small children or
family ties. Would like respec-
table man in his 40's or 50's.
Will answer all letters.. — F.
Williams, c-o Mrs. Phinney,
402 E. 61st street, Los Angeles.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like to correspond with young
service men between the ages
of 18--25. I am 18, 5 feet, 5
inches tall, weigh 116 lbs
Promise to answer all letters
and exchange pictures. Alfree-
chi Alexander, 5303 S. Shields,
Chicago 9, III.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
gentleman, 5 feet, 9 inches. tall.
155 lbs., a tailor and self- em-
ployed. Would be more than
glad to correspond with young
ladies between the ages of 22
and 32 from all parts of the
United States and foreign
countries. If sincere please en-
close photo with reply. — Len-
ord Davis, Box 11256, Pitts-
burgh 38, Penn.
0I4CE AGA‘KI LADIES-1i YOU DONT NAVE IT—.
- -DOK'T WORRY ABOUT IT! IN OVER DI..




MIAMI — ( CPC —From out
of the Everglades each month
comes the voice of the "un-
conquered" Florida Indians, the
Seminole Indian news.
The second issue of the four
page, tabloid newspaper went
into the mails here this week.
In the centuries-old history of
Howard University Adds Five Officers
And Eleven Ranking Faculty Members
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Howard University officials
today announced the appoint-
ment of five administrative
officers and 11 ranking faculty
members as the 94th year of
instriaction began at the in-
stitution with an enrollment
which is expected to exceed
7,200 students.
Approved by the executive
committee of the University's
board of trustees at its re-
gular September meeting yes-
terday were the appointments
of three student personnel of-
ficials, an acting director of
University libraries, an assis-
tant dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, four full pro-
fessors, and seven associate
professors.
One woman was among the
new administrative officers
announced by University Pres-
ident James M. Nabrit, Jr.
She is Patricia Roberts Harris,
a 1945 graduate of the College
of Liberal Arts at Howard,
who was named to the post of
associate dean of students.
Dean Harris holds the Master
of Arts degree from the Uni-
versity of Chicago, and the
Doctor of Jurisprudence de-
gree from the George Wash-
ington University Law School.
At the latter institution she
was the ranking student in
the law class of 1960. Prior to
her present appointment she
served as a member of the
appeals and research staff in
the Criminal Division of the
U.S. Department of Justice
In addition to her duties as
dean, Mrs. Harris also will
serve as a lecturer in the
Howard School of Law.
Other new administrative
officials include Dr. Winston
K. McAllister as director of
admissions, Josef C. James
as associate director of admis-
sions, Dr.. Charles C. Hurst,
Jr. as assistant dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, and
Dr. Norman D. Stevens as
acting director of University
libraries.
Dr. McAllister has been a
member of the Liberal Arts
faculty at Howard since 1946.
, .1r• INAS AG4T
TO IAI<E ViVACA-Ttot4
NOW ? 'IOU KNOW
WHAT HE SAID
TO ME?
the Florida Indians, it is their
first written publication. And
as the lead editorial proclaims:
"This newspaper is free of all
censorship by tribe, state or
federal government. Its policy
is to print the truth."
The other editorial endorses
Howard Tiger for president of
board of directors of the Semi-
nole tribe of Florida, Inc.
Co-editors Alice Oacola and
Betty Mae Jumper don't pull
their punches.
The headline story is about
a claim for $350 million filed
against the federal government
by the Seminoles and asks:
"Will Kennedy honor U.S. com-
mittments? Will Udall deny
Miccosukees legal representa-
tion?"
To educate those readers who
do not know a Miccosukee In.
dian from a Muskogee Semi-
nole, there is part two of a his-
tory lesson on page 3 telling
why it is "improper to call
Seminoles 'one' tribe." And
there is a continuing English-
Miecosukee-Seminole dictionary
on the back page that shows
the two Indian tribes speak
different language.
Miccosukce for Indian man
is pronounced gaht-kitis-no-
gee."
In the Miskogee Seminole
language, Indian man is ''istee-
cha-tee."
The Miccosukees lived near
Tallahassee, Fla., when Christo-
pher Columbus discovered
America, the history portion
relates. The Muskogee Semi-
nols migrated from the Caroli-
nas about the year 1750.
The Miccosukees never sign-
ed a peace treaty with the
United States at the close of
the infamous and expensive
Seminole wars of the early
1800's.
Since then they have refused
to live on reservations.
And the Miccosukees want
no part of the $350 million
claims filed by the Seminoles.
The Miccosukees want land,
the watery expanses of the
Everglades along the Tamiami
trail where they now live.
Several times the Miccosu-
kees are referred to as the "un-
conquered" the "unsurrender-
ed." The newspaper issue
crowds in reports on Indian po-
litics, the annual snake dance,
how to prepare swamp cab-
bage, criticism of state and fed-
eral Indian agents, a column
of praise of the newspaper and
two columns of personals.
Personal notices of biths con-
tain "congratulations" from
the editors. One reports the
birth of six baby pigs to Doris
Osceola's sow with added nota-
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"Poor gay is sure handicapped—he was born with
only SEVEN legs!"
THE CISCO KID -:- -:- By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
NO! ST JUsT SEEMS
A POSSIBILITY!
YOO KNOW soBETHIWG! you
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TRY To RoB THE ToWN! WHILE
THE CIRCUS is WERE!
_
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ALL. THE CROOKS!  
YOU HAVE
A PROBLEM!
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Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CERF 
FOR GENERATIONS, one of the standard products offeredfor sale by circus hawkers has been "pink lemonade."
The origin of this peculiar potation, according to John Ring-
ling North, goes back to
the day when one Peter
Conklin was handling the
refreshment concession
for Mabie's Mighty Cir-
cus in the South.
One afternoon was such
a scorcher that lemonade
sales reached unprece-
dented heights, and Pete
Conklin ran out of his
principal ingredient:
water. He rushed into
the dressing room of Fan-
nie Jamieson, the Fat
Lady, and heedless of her
protests, seized a tub of water in which she had been soak-
ins her bespangled red dress. "A little dye never hurt no-
body." pronounced Pete.







THREE STARS for the Chicago Packers professional basketball
team, new entry into the National Basketball Association, are seat-
ed during breakfast in dining room of their plush training camp
in Burlington, Wis. (Seated 1-r) Andy Johnson, Walt Bellamy and
Max Jamasen.
HORACE WALKER (left) and Walt Bellamy go through shooting
practice during Chicago Packers training session at the Burlington
High School gymnasuim. Walker is a former star with the D.C.
Truckers of Denver.
MEMBERS of the press, radio and television were recently invited
to open house at the Chicago Packers' training camp in Burling-
ton, Wis. Here they are shown seated in stands at the Burlington
High School gymnasium watching team in inter-squad game.
PACKERS-DRILL — First four photo sequences show on George Bonsall's back for rebound, Walt Bellamy made him an All-American center. In first photo he shot with either hand, third his tremendous reach and(from L-R) Horace Walker hooking in basket, Max making shot while Johnson watches. In remaining four, displays his dribbling talent, secondly his ability to finally he goes up for a dunk shot.Tamasen leaping for rebound, Andy Johnson jumping Bellamy displays his greatness and versatility which
DAVE FAHS, formerly of Michigan State, attempts to drive around
Big 6-8 Charlie Tyra during squad game at Burlington High School.
Fahs only five feet, seven inches, is the fastest man on the ball
club and his speed and versatility makes him as tall as the tallest.
(LEFT PHOTO) Head coach Jim Pollard (center) (left), business manager for the Chicago Packers and (Right Photo) Coach Pollard explains a few defensive squad game at Burlington High School. (Photo by Taw
watches Walt Bellamy and Max Jamasen go through Mickey Roffner, former All-American and now an of- tact ics to members of the Chicago Packers during Rhoden)
a c-"-• of one-on-one. (Center Photo) Jerry Kobirte ficial, were referees during Packers' inter-squad gale.•
MESDAMES ETA PAGE,
EMMA T. JOHNSON AND
MAGGIE D. JORDAN chose
Lelia Walker Clubhouse as
the scene of the first meet-
ing of Fall for the Clara
Barton Health Club recently.
Amid delightful hospitality
provided by the well-known
hostesses, members eagerly
heard plans for the year and
put the final touches to the
nurses graduation exercises
which were held Friday, Sept.
22, at Collins Chapel church.
Miss Clara Burton, the nurse
that the club has assisted with
scholarship aid through her
training period, received her
diploma in the graduating
class. Mrs. Zana Ward was
the able chairman of the
scholarship committee.
In keeping wth the organi-
zation's interest in the health
and welfare of the community,
a check for $50 was sent to
St. Jude hospital.
Clara Barton members pre-
sent were Mesdames Willa
Briscoe, Alberta Sample, Zana
Ward, LaBlanche Jack son,
Hollingsworth, Pearline B.
Saunders, Edith Scott, Mc-
Adams Sloan, Rebecca Tate,
and Frances E. Tharpe. Guests
at the meeting were Mrs.




club is that of Delta MOTH-
ERS, who annually contribute
a scholarship to a college
student. Delta Mothers were
the guests of Mrs. Minnie
Brinkley at her home at 2694
Supreme avenue on Sunday,
Sept. 24. Members were glad
to see their hostess able to be
up and around by means of
a. wheel chair, resulting from
the fall she had sustained
which resulted in a fractured
hip.
Oct. 22 looms large on their
horizons, as the club made
preparations for their annual
tea, to be hold on that day at
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse,
where a clock radio will be
awarded to some lucky indi-
vidual. Happiness w as ap-
parent also over the fact they
are sending another young
lady to college and a subse-
quent career. A check for $100
was turned over to LeMoyne
college., Attending the meet-
ing were Mes6mes Beatrice
McDowell, Ida Lenoir Ethel
Douglas, Ruth Anderson, Ca-
therine McFadden, Alice Bur-
chett, Estelle Campbell and
Mignonette Sneight.
BRIDGE PARTIES
SKC CLUB was the guest
of MRS. MARION PRIDE, who
entertained with a lovely party
at the Flame club on Outer
Parkway last Saturday. The
hospitality of the affair match-
at HOME Ni one sesy application,
You can have natural-looking straight
hair the safe, easy SILKY STRATE
way. Your hair stays 'Weight for
months, won't go back even when
wet. Easy-to-follow directions for
professional-like reeulta.
FOR WOMEN: Gentle Strength
FOR MIEN: Reroute. Strangth $125
Do... xi, SI 96 pin Ns • With ttotitrahr«
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
In every package
ed the vivid red carpeting
which adorns the private din-
ing room of the establishment.
Cocktail hour found members
and guests exchanging gay
repartee and savoring the
warm feeling emanating from
the gathering of close and en-
during friendships.
Delicious Southern fried
chicken was the main fare on
the menu . . . and the bridge
session that followed dinner
revealed the contents of
smartly beribboned and be-
wrapped distinctive boxes .. .
sets of luxurious towel en-
sembles and beautiful mod-
ern ceramics. Top scorers for
the SKC's were Louise Davis.
Juanita Arnold and Gertrude
Walker, and for the guests,
Addie Jones and Esther Brown.
Other SKC's present were
Minnie Woods, Julia Hopson,
Melba Briscoe, Alma Booth,
Harriet Davis, Mildred Craw-
ford, Charlesteen Miles, Ann
Reba Twigg and 'your scribe.'
Marion's other guests were
Bernice Barber, Jewel Gen-
try and Delores Soctt.
• • •
LA FABULOSAS CLUB
was complimented by a beau-
tiful party given by Matlida
Whalum at her home at 1775
Glenview last Saturday eve-
ning. Gourmet menu featured
baked ham, turkey, hollandaise
sauce topped asparagus, toss-
ed salad and hors d'ouevres
... all served from a glass
wrought iron table . . .
The orange color scheme
seen in the lovely home of
the Whalums was caught up
in flower arrangements of
orange gladiolus and mums.
La Fabulosas members pre-
sent were Nina Brayon, Hazel
Bass, Erma Black, Eloise Flow-
erse, Odiestiene Herndo n,
Kathleen Johnson, Nora Jones,
Nedra Jordan, Ruby Jean
Lewi s, Juanita Lewis, Mary
Ethel Jones, Doris Shackel-
ford and Laurie Sugarrnon.
Scores of guests included
Ann Willis, Vivian Willis,
Cecelia West le y, Maxine
Smith, Nell Northeross, Pearl
Gordon, Rita Olive, Velma
Lois Jones, Erma Laws, Mil-
dred Horne, Elene Phillips,
Anna Clark, Ann Robinson
and Leatrice Bell.
Smart prizes were won by
Laurie and Nina; and the luc-
ky guests — Maxine Smith
and Velma Lois Jones.
FETE YALE GUEST
Mrs. Frances Laws and her
daughter Miss Erma Lee Laws
entertained for Mrs. Rhetugh
Dumas and her precocious lit-
tle daughter, Ordrienne (Coo-
ky) and Mrs. Laws' sister-in-
law, Mrs. Julia Russell, all of
Natchez, Miss., Sunday, Sept.
25. at their home on Dunna-
vent st,.
The party was enroute to
St. Louis, Mo. where Mrs.
Russell was to stop while
Rhetugh continued on to New
Haven, Conn., where she has
received a fellowship to teach
in the famed University's gra-
duate school and do research
in public health nursing.
Meeting the delightful vi-
sitors were Miss Velma Lois
Jones, the Misses Helen and
Marie Bradford, Mrs. Rubye
Gadison and Marjorie Ulen.
It is believed that Mrs. Dumas
is the first person of her race
• SERVING THE FINEST FOOD
• FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
• LOWEST PRICES
Private Diniug Room for Social Clubs
CLUB AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER
For Reservations Coll
CO-ETTE MODELS . .
Among the lovely models at
the Alphabettes' Champagne
Luncheon on Oct. 28, at the
Flamingo Room will be these
members of the Memphis
CO-ETTE OFFICERS —
Among the newly elected
officers of the Memphis chap-
ter of Co-Ettes. Inc., are these
sub-deb lovelies. Seated left
to right, Sally June Bowman,
chapter of Co-Ettes, Inc.
They will model junior fash-
ions from the collections of
outstanding American design-
ers in the fashion show inter-




and above, left to right. Bev-
erly Guy, treasurer: Ann
Burford, president and Jana
to teach in the school in her
field.
CONGRATULATIONS
Mrs. Alma Booth, a mem-
ber chapter of Links, Inc. and
principal of Keel School for
Crippled Children, has re-
ceived a certificate of achieve-
ment in the Action in Edu-
cation Awards Program of
1960-61 sponsored by the Bet-
ter Homes and Gardens maga-
zine. The award was made for
the "A College Night For
Parents" presented at Pente-
costal Temple last year by the
Memphis chapter of the Links.
The 35 national award recip-
ients are listed in the maga-
zine's October issue. Along
with the National Education
Association and the National
School Boards Association, the
Better Homes and Gardens
magazine sponsored the pro-
gram to encourage individuals
and organizations to work for
the improvement of local edu-
cational facilities and oppor-
tunities.
The program presented by
the Links informed parents
about the nature and purposes
of the guidance services of-
fered in local high schools
and the value of counseling.
Booth is the chairman of
the group's civic program.
Other members of the com-
mittee are Mrs. Addie Jones.
counselor of Manassas; Mrs.
Lillian Campbell, a counselor
at Hamilton; Mrs. Maritta Lat-
ting and Mrs. Julia Atkins.
In an interview with a staff
member of this newspaper,
Mrs. Booth said that the Mem-
phis Links are looking for
academically talented children
who need stimulation, and that
the chapter plans to 'make
trips to museums available,
and to provide these children
with newspapers, magazines
and encyclopedias. Anyone
who knows of such children
are invited to submit their
names to her.
The Memphis Links repre-
sent 22 local women united
for civic action.
SAD CONDOLENCES
We join the countless mem-
bers of the community who
were stunned to hear of the
sudden and tragic demise of
the late Mrs. Jewel Brawner
while enroute to New York
City from Europe, enflight,
last Saturday. Mrs. Brawner,
the widow of the late Dr. Jeff
Brawner, was the guiding
light in the lives of her two
talented daughters who mourn
her loss, Dr. Clara Brawner
and Miss Alpha Brawner.
Mrs. Brawner left for
Munich. Germany on Sept. 1,
accompanying her daughter,
Alpha, rising concert artist,
who was representing the
United States in an interna-
tional music festival at Munich,
and later at Geneva, Switzer-
land.
She was present to see Miss
Brawner win first place in the
Munich festival, and was re-
turning to the States because
of the illness whichad pla-






Let Mrs. MARY MOORE
keep him or her for you
In her home.
PRACTICAL NURSE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
CALL BEFORE 6 P.M. WH 8-0256
rn SAXON NEAR LeMOYHE COLLEGE
will be entirely French—in-
spired. Seen left to right are
the Misses Beverly Hooks,
Annie Ruth Phillips, Jaqua,
line Brodnaz, Paulette Brink•
ley and Ann Burford.
Davis, chairman of the junior
board of directors. Miss Erma
Laws is the group's sponsor;
and Mrs. A. A. Letting the
co-sponsor.
Our deepest sympathy
reaches out to Dr. Brawner,
who flew to New York last
Friday night to meet her
mother . . . and to Alpha, who
was cabled to come home im-
mediately, since she remained
there to continue her concert
tour, which found her in
France when the news was
received
She was well-known for her
charm and graciousness of
manner, and for her diligence
in assisting her daughter, Dr.
Brawner in her office and
while visiting ill patients.
A registered nurse, who had
also assisted her husband, her
presence will be a loss to the
community in civic, social and
religious circles, and especially
in the Bluff City Medical So-
ciety's Auxiliary, where she
was a devoted member.
The Young People's City
Union No. 2 has planned a
Tea and Fashionette for Sun-
day, Oct. 8 at Owen college
from 4 to 7 p.m. The affair is
being given for the benefit of
the Baptist Educational .Fund.
The tea will culminate a
Queen's Contest. Participating
in the contest will be Miss
Beverly Truitt, Mrs. Georgia
Bratcher, Miss Barber Lanos,




"Champagne Sur La Rive
Gauche" with these lovely
models and others in the
showing of creations by
America's most famous de-
signers. The champagne
luncheon will be held Satur-
day. Oct. 28, at I p.m.. at
the Flamingo Room. Luncheon
entertainment will also fea-
ture the Alpha musicians.
The subscription event is ex-
pected to be a highlight of
the season, and the menu will
feature French cuisine. The
Fashions And Music To
Be Featured At Y-Show
There will be fall and winter
fashions, a 65-piece concert
orchestra, a jazz trio, lovely
models and beautiful secre-
taries when the second annual
public show is sponsored by
the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
Sunday, Oct. 29 at the Ellis
auditorium, starting at 8 p.m.,
announces the director of the
show, A. C. Williams, a board
member at the Branch YMCA
and also promotional consul-
tant at WDIA radio.
This year's theme is "Y"
Fashions With Music."
Featured at the show will
be the 65-piece concert orches-
tra band and of the_Mislissippi
Vocational college in rtti Bena,
Miss. The music makers, play-
ing on $80,000 worth of muscial
instruments are preparing to
play everything f rom sym-
phony to pop . . . plus jazz se-
lections.
President of the college, Dr.
J. H. White when contacted
by Williams for the engage-
ment of the college's musicians,
said: "We are happy for our
concert band and orchestra to
be a part of this wonderful
program . . We have many
fine young musicians from
Memphis in our band. This
elves us a chance to say thanks
to the Memphis schools and
their fine band directors who
sent them to us. Our band
will sunort the YMCA and we
urge all Memphis and the
mid_South to do the same."
rosiTeREON
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attending weekly chapel ser-
vices Wednesday morning stood
in silent tribute to the late
Dag Hammarskjold, the United
Nations secretary-general, who
was killed in a plane crash in
Northern Rhodesia while try-
ing to bring peace to the Congo.
The silent tribute was re-
quested by Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of the college, who
was chapel speaker.
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Alphabettes is composed of
wives and sweethearts of the
members of the Alpha Delia
Lambda chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity. Models
shown left to right are Misses






ter fashions with creations by
Memphis' most outstanding de-
signers and creators. Direct-
ing and producing this part of
the show will be done by Mrs.
Martha Jean Steinberg.
Another feature el the shew
will be the culmination of the
"Secretary Of the Year Con-
test" which is being directed
by Mrs. Frances Hassell of
Universal Life Insurance com-
pany.
A specialty on the show will
be Honeymoon Garner Jazz
Trio and the vocal styling of
"Two and Two," the mid-
South's most different vocal
group.
Admission to the show is by
subscription only . . . which
can be obatined from secre-
taries competing for the title
"Secretary of the Year," or at
the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
254 S. Lauderdale st. Sub-




The Mademoiselle club has
made plans to hold its annual
Tea & Fashion Revue, Sun-
day, Oct. 22, at the Vance Av-
enue Branch YWCA from 4
until 7 p.m., announces the
club's reporter, Mrs. Georgia
Larry. Narrator for the show
will be Mrs. Martha Jean
Steinburg. Local models will
feature fall fashions.
Meeting of the club was held
at the home of Mrs. Perline
Banks, 162 W. Dison at. Im-
mediately following the busi-
ness session, the hostess served
a turkey dinner.
The next meeting is sched-
uled for Sunday. Oct. 8 at the
home of Mrs. Men Carson, 206
Leath at., announces the presi-
dent. Mrs Dozie Tuggle.
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
Itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and <canna
with an amazing new scientific formula
called LANACANE. TIth fasoscting, stein•
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
perms while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—so
speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
Get LANACANEi today at all drug stores.
Dean A. A. Branch of Tou-
galoo Southern Christian col-
lege was honored by the Bluff
City and Shelby County Coun-
cil of Civic Clubs at its first
annual Foinider's Day celebra-
tion Sept. 10, at the Abe
Scharff YMCA.
Dean Branch, who was the
founder and a past president
of the Council, received a life
membership in recognition of
his distinguished and meritori-
ous performance of public
service to the community.
The Council was organized
in 1951 to help improve the
status of Negroes in Memphis.
At that time there were 9,000
registered Negro voters in
Memphis, but during the ten
year period the number has
increased to 73,000.
County schools have been
improved, high schools accred-
ited, the Zoological Gardens
opened to all citizens. Negro
firemen employed, recreation-
al facilities have been improv-
ed, voting machines have been
installed, and the Council co-
operated with the city in the




The Walker Avenue School
PTA has made plans for its
first meeting of the fall, an-
nounces Mrs. Georgia B. Lewis,
assistant chairman of publicity.
The meeting is set for Thurs-
day, Oct. 5 at 3:30 p.m., at
the school.
President of the group, Mrs.
Earnestine Young, urges all
members and parents of pupils
attending the school to attend
the meeting. She said "we are
in need of a projector a n d
slides for the school as well as
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Fall attire is beginning to
make its debut in Jackson and
many are adding tur to their
wardrobe to keep up with the
fashion minded world. With
warm weather trends here and
there, the opportunity is just
beginning to present itself for
these fabulous fashions to be
worn. A fall fashion review
is being planned by the New
Idea club which will depict
what the best dressed women
are wearing.
Jacksonian.s have already
begun to talk about homecom-
ings as football plays a most
important part in the sports
field. Homecoming is set for
Oct. 28 against Cairo, Ill.
Game time will be 8 p.m., at
Rothrock stadium.
Information has been receiv-
ed that a record-breaking group
of Lane college Alumni is ex-
pected for the homecoming
which will be on Saturday.
Nov. 4 at 2 p.m. This game
will also be at Rothrock sta-
dium when the Lane Dragons
will meet the Fisk Bulldogs.
Keep those dates in mind.
MERRY WINNERS
. It appears that former Mer-
ry-itess lightly took the elec-
tion in the freshman class
when it was held last week.
James May, past president of
the Merry high student coun-
cil was named vice-president.
Millicent Brown, an honor stu-
dent who was named to Who's
Who Among Student Leaders
in High Schools of America,
was named secretary.
Serving in the position of
parliamentarian is Albert Ber-
ry. Other graduates in the 1961
class attending Lane are Rose
Louise Brooks. Loretta Clark,
Jeraldine Cox, Barbara Jean
Hadley. Juanita Hunt. Bettie
Owens, Jacqueline Parham,
Nell Smith, Carolyn Vaulx. Ce-
cil Berry. Henry Cole, Robert
Lee Fuller, George L. Hob-
son, Percy Lee Jones. Percy
Lee. Michael Perine, John W.
Morrow, Cedric Neilson, Willie
Ed Poe, and James Tanner.
Patricia Hampton is Student
Council representative. S h e
was also selected to appear in
Who's Who Among Student
Leaders and honor student.
Student Council representa-
tives have been elected at
Merry High. The number of
frirepresentatives is on the basisof the number of homerooms.
The students to serve with
Mary Katherine Jones as their
leader are Elaine Shea& An-
nie Ruth Williamson. Ralph
Johnson, Dwan Gilmore. Jean-
ette Brinkley, Paulette Willis,
Robert Smith, Una Carol In-
gram, Jerry Neal, Mary Den-
MEN, AT LAST ITS HFRi
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ms, Castle Curry, Sonja Trice,
Walter Thomas, Minnie L. Ov-
erton, Raymond Puckett, James
La whorn, Barbara McKorkle,
Jacqueline Gibbs, Kay Bell,
Robert L. Brown, Maxine
Wortham, Ruthie Tyson, Mur-
ray Pearson Bond, Cornelia
Randolph, Walter Newbern,
Camille Long, Robert L e e
Jones, Geraldine Kennedy, Lu-
ellis Boublin, Barry Car e y,
William Bowman, and Barbara
Brinkley. These are above av-
erage students scholastically
and they plan to do their ut-
most to help carry out the
policies of the school.
ANNOUNCES ENGAGEMENT
Announcement h a s been
made by Mrs. Agusta Light of
the forthcoming marriage of
her daughter, Rachael which
will take place in the spring
of 1962. Miss Light who is at-
tending Lane college graduated
from the Homer G. Phillips
School of Nursing in St. Louis
on Sept. 25 of this year.
The groom to be is Oscar
Montgomery, assistant direc-
tor of Russell Undertaking co.,
inc., in St. Louis, Mo. You will
hear more about definite plans
at a later date.
The time is drawing closer
for the Broadway Theatrical
Extravaganza which will be
presented in Jackson on Thurs-
day, Oct. 26 at 8 p.m., in the
Lane college gymnasium.
This presentation, under the
direction of Clyde Turner will
feature such personalities as
Irving Barnes. baritone; Juani-
ta King. soprano; Walter P.
Brown, bass-baritone; Ben-
jamin Gray, pianist; Doris
Galiber. mezzo soprano, Aaron
White, tenor.
They have appeared in such
productions as "C a r m en
Jones," "Arabian Nights" and
"Paradise Island."
Tickets m a y be obtained




Members of Salem Gilfield
Baptist church will observe
"Harvest Day" during a special
program at the church on Sun-
day evening, Oct. 8, at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Samuel M. Peace, a member of
Metropolitan Baptist church.
President of Memorial Gar-
den cemetery, Peace is a gradu-
ate of LeMoyne college and has
worked on his master's degree.
He also studied theology at
Southwestern university.
The public is invited to be
present.
James Dawson is chairman
of the program. Rev. A. L. Mc-
cargo is pastor of the church.
FOR SALE
Pick Up Poym•nts On
French Provtnc Furnriurt
L,wIng Room 13on.ng Roo,
Bedroom and Strre0
1.1pphpne GL 8-8357
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE FOR SATISFACTORY SERVICI
N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Parlor
219 JOUBERT AVE.
EXPERIENCED AND RESPONSIBLE FUNERAL [RECTO'S
We accept any burial policy, old age funeral
benefits, or agency bene'its.
N. J. FORD, licensed Embalmer
Established 1932
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phones: WH 8-7155: WH 8-8789; ti 1-9005
—•-
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock —7 days a week
—.—
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
Did you know that the
jeweler's carat owes its origin
to a lowly bean? And did you
know that lima beans have
been found in Peruvian burial
mounds? Beans, a well known
standby on many family ta-
bles, have a fascinating and
glamorous past. When the
Spaniards overran the coun-
try, they found the dappled
pink bean a staple of the In-
dians. They named it pinto, a
Spanish word for paint. Since
then the Pinto has been cred-
ited with helping to build rail-
roads and clear the settler's
land. We know why—t h is
"stick-to-the-ribs" bean has an
abundant supply of B vita-
mins, proteins, iron and some
calcium.
Today bean dishes are fea-
tured in most restaurants in-
cluding the Congressional din-
ing rooms at the Nation's
Capitol. Although they need
long cooking homemade bean
dishes are easy to prepare and
can be made quite delicious by
the addition of spices and
other seasonings.
If dry beans are cooked by
boiling, they can be combined
with other foods, such as to-
matoes, meat, or cheese, and
seasoned with different herbs
or made into soup.
SLOW COOKING
To prepare beans for cook-
ing wash the beans then soak
in water to replace the water
lost in drying. Home econo-
mists with the U.S.D.A. say
that a quick way to soak beans
is to boil them in water (3
cups water to one cup beans)
for two minutes, remove from
heat, then let stand an hour
or overnight. The quick boil
will help prevent souring if
the beans stand in warm room
overnight. For best flavor and
most nutritive value, use the
smirking water for cooking.
For plain boiled beans, add
a teaspoon of salt for each
cup of dry beans. Simmer
slowly 1 ti to 2 hours or until
tender. Meat. onions, herbs or
other seasoning can also be
added while the beans simmer.
But add tomatoes, catsup or
vinegar only when the beans
are almost done, because their
acids slow the cooking.
Adding an eighth teaspoon
of baking soda to each cup of
water at the start of the soak-
ing helps tenderize bean skin
and shortens cooking. More
soda than this affects flavor
and lowers nutritive value.
BEFORE SERVING
Plain boiled beans, put
through a sieve or food mill,
make a puree that is a good
start for quick hearty soup.
Chill the puree immediately
by setting the pan in cold wa-
ter or crushed ice, then re-
frigerate. It keeps 3 to 4 days
in a good refrigerator.
Here's a recipe for cream
soup using the bean puree.




2 cups bean puree
2 cups milk
salt and pepper
Melt butter and blend in
the flour. Add puree and milk
slowly. Cook over low heat
until thickened, stirring con-
stantly. Cook 2 to 3 minutes
longer, stirring occasionally,
Season.
For variety: Add 1-2 cup of
chopped celery and leaves, 1
small onion juice to the soup.
Or sprinkle with grated cheese
or crumbled bacon just before
serving.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De-
fender through the coopera-
tion of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a









Mrs. Flora Knox, Prop.
SYDNEY'S BIRTHDAY —
Nine candles were placed
atop the cake recently when
Sydney Bradfield III was
feted by his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sydney Bradfield,
jr., of 1259 College st., with




Southern Bell will spend al-
most $3 million to expand
long distance telephone facili-
ties between Memphis, Jack-
son, Humboldt, and Nashville,
according to C. R. Wood,
Southern Bell's manager here.
The new facility will con-
sist of a microwave system
with a capacity of 1.800 cir-
cuits, to be expanded to 3,000
circuits by 1965. In a micro-
wave system, telephone calls
are transmitted over radio
frequencies between towers
that must bc in sight of each
other, since high frequency




wave system will involve the
erection of buildings and tow-
ers at Arlington, Bronwsville,
Jackson, Lexington. L o b el-
ville, Dixon, and Brentwood.
Southern Bell has purchased
the sites on which the towers
arc to be built.
Construction on the Mem-
phis -Jackson - Humboldt por-
tion of the microwave route
began this month and is sched-
uled for completion by June
of next year. Work on the
portion between Jackson and
Nashville begins late this year
and will be completed by Oc-
tober 1962. when the entire
system will be in service.
Initially, the microwave sys-
tem will be equipped to fur-
nish 600 telephone circuits
and two television channels.
CATERING
For All Occasions
Flne Foods A Specialty
Helen Green• Barnum
809 Alma St. BR 6-6231
Easiest Tem. In Town
—Isctroxs
tislar Rm. C.Trelt
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on the cake was "Home on
the Range,- With complete
Western design, ice cream,
or a ng e punch and hors
d'ouevres were also served.
Guests were Carl Reynolds,
Charles Griffin, Marilyn and
Barbara Wooten, R o n cl a
Lane Chapel CME church
observed Annual Woman's Day
Sunday, Sept. 24. Mrs. Jewell
Ridley a member of Lane
Chapel was guest speaker at
11 a.m. services. Mrs. Ridley is
a member of the Senior choir
and Stewardess Board No. 3.
She used as a subject, "Why
Women Should Work Togeth-
er as Living Examples of
Christianity." She was poised.
graceful and charming as she
thrilled her audience with her
address. Music was furnished
by the ladies chorus of Lane
Chapel with Mrs. Nedda Wil-
liams at the organ and Miss
Erlene Jacocks at the piano.
Mrs. Addie Roe was mistress
of ceremonies and conducted
the morning worship. At 3
o'clock in the afternoon we
gan prelude started at 10 min-
concluded the program. The or-
utes of three. The processional
started at three by singing,
"Just a Closer Walk." with
Barbie Butler soloist. Mrs Ol-
ga Baskervil, Si. James Bap-
tist church was mistress of
ceremonies. Mrs. Lucile Rob-
inson of Morning Star Baptist
church gave a inspiring devo-
tion. Mrs. U. V. Watt gave
Steinberg. Kirt and Bennie
Woods. Eric Johnson, Pearl
and Joyce Parker, Sheryl
Johnson. Terry and Joyce
Spicer, Sheila and Lin d a
Bell. Roslan Iles, Georgette
Roberson, Wyne Lovelace,
Danny and Spring Milan.
Leonard J. Hawkins. Terry
and Phillis Dandridge and
other friends. Also present
were Mr. and Mrs. Benito
Casein, godparents of the
host.
greetings and made presenta-
tions the speaker was intro-
duced by your scribe (Cottrell
Thomas). Mrs. Beulah Dumas
of South Fulton, Tenn., deliv-
er...1 a soul stirring address us-
ing the subject, "Victorious
Women." Music for the after-
noon service was furnished by
the women's chorus of Morn-
ing Star, St. James Baptist
churches and Lane Chapel
Stewardess Board No. 3 spon-
sored the program. Mrs. Jewell
Ridley, General chairman. Rev.
C. D. McKelvy is pastor of
Lane Chapel.
CARD OF THANKS
The Marsh and Porter fami-
lies are grateful to their many
friends both here and away
who were so kind to t Ii e m
when fire strikk their home.
The telephone calls, donations.
gifts, and sympathetic words
meant more to them than
words can express. To each of
you a heartfelt "THANKS."
The board of directors of the
Gillespie Kindergarten, met in
the home of the chairman, Miss
Lila Northcross. Reports from
the workers on the activities
of the school, and from other
committees, The "Block Drive"
report is continued as follows:
Mrs. C. H. Mims, solicitor, $2.-
64, Mesdames Mary Buckley,
Mannie Shuler, Mr. D. C. Mit-
chell 25c each; Mrs. Cora Ward
Lovejoy, Illinois, 75c: Mrs. Em-
ma Donald., $1, Mrs. Dave
Reed, 50c.
Miss Virginia Rogers, solici-
tor, 5.25, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sims, $5; Mrs. Winefred Rog-
ers. $1.25; Mrs. Pearlie Brad-
ford and Emma Deberry, 50c;
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wells, $1.
Mrs. Sula Ellison, solicitor,
Mrs. Ellen Seward, $1.00; Mrs.
Ada Palmer Buckley, $1.50.
Mrs. DO/TIS Woods, soloici-
tor, $2: Mesdarnes Susie Beard
Inez Rowans, Mrs. Newell;
Mr. A. C. Martin, John Henry
Nolan Cox, 25c each; Mr. Jas
Floyd, B. Holloman, Jimmy
Newbern, Ernest Locus. Billy
Moore and Mrs. Agnew, 50c
each; Mr. Jimmy Robinson,
60c; Mr. Robert Woods a n d
Dock Dunnigan, $1 each.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody,
sr., $13; Mrs. Lola McDora,
Bee Johnson. Carrie Bell Beard,
Orstell Bailey, 25c each; Mrs.
Sallie Campbell, 50c; Mr. A.
T. Pulliam and Mrs. Julia
Marsh, $1.00 each.
Other reports will follow
next week.
AFL-CIO Confab
To Open Dec. 7
In Miami Beach
The AFL-CIO recently sent
to its affiliated unions a for-
mal call to its fourth constitu-
tional convention, which opens
Dec. 7 at the American:, Hotel
in Miami Beach.
Each o: the 133 national and
international AFL-CIO unions
is entitled to representation in
proportion to membership.
State and local central bodies,
national trade and industrial
departments and directly dill-
ated local unions are entitled
to one delegate each.
The text of the call signed by
AFL-CIO President George
Meany and Secretary-Treasurer
William F. Schnitzler, places
heavy emphasis on two prob-
lems—the danger of war and
persistence of unemployment.
While praising the Kennedy
administration for having "re-
sto,red a liberal philosophy to
the White House" and for
le: dine the way to "a signifi-
cant number of long-pending
social and economic improve-
ments," the call warns that
"The Soviet Union's threat to
world peace and the unsolved
need to achieve full, productive
use of America's human re-
sources cast a shadow over the
record of solid achievement" in
the last two years.
A "strong, free labor move-
ment" is an "indispensable
force" in meeting these prob-
lems, the call asserts, a n d
"those who strike at the labor
movement . . strike at the
very roots of American liberty
and the hopes of democracy
throughout the world."
"For our part, we in the la-
bor movement must fulfill
without stint the heavy respon-
sibilities we bear . . .," the call
continues. "We cannot afford
the luxury of divisive quarrels;
the times denicnd the best that
is in us all. We must be united
in carrying forward our com-
mon purpose."
The call sets these tasks for
the convention: "To shape a
ogram for the perfection of
American society and the full
utilizatien of its human and
material resources; to evolve,
with that end in view, a cam-
paign to expand the labor
movement and confound its
enemies; to strengthen our
country and the free world
against the communist peril,
and as a basic prerequisite for
all these goals, to reaffirm
and enhance the solidarity of
our movement."
With this wonderful thought, how easily sleep will come. A sleep
that's alive with carefree dreams of happy times forever. And
who's to change these dreams info reality? The opportunity is
shared by many, including our business and industrial leaders.
The services all of tlft render, the products we make, the jobs
we create, and the support we give to civic activities are helping




By A. L FOSTER
EXECUTIV E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
I apologize.
I apoligize to W. L. Post-
weiler and to the Common-
wealth Edison Company. In
naming members of the Study
Committee of the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber of Commerce in
this column last week, I in-
advertently identified P o s t-
weiler with the People Gas,
Light and Coke Company.
That was a mistake. Postweiler
is and has been an employee
of the Commonwealth Edison
Company for 28 years.
I am sure that Peoples Gas
would be honored to have a
man of Postweiler's stature on
its staff but actually I had no
authority to make such a desig-
nation so I apologize. I n c
dentally, two employees of
Peoples Gas, Louis Baldacci
and James Price are perform-
ing members of the Chamber's
board of directors.
Postweiler was born in Blue
Island. His wife teaches Eng-
lish in the Blue Island High
School. Both participate ac-
tively in community civic af-
fairs.
Postweiler attended Gregg
Business College, Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology and North-
western University. He is an
active member of the Kiwanis
service club, and has served
as a vice president of the
Southend Chamber of Com-
merce. He is a member of the
board of directors of the Cos-
mopolitan Chamber of Com-
merce.
On September 28, he was
honored with an award from
the American Red Cross for
20 years service as a volunteer
instructor. For 10 years he was
a member of the Red Cross
disaster group a n d several
times gave personal service
during floods in Robbins with
the Red Cross emergency
corps. He will prove an asset
to the Chamber's Study Com-
mittee.
As a matter-of-fact, all
members of the Study Com-
mittee have special qualifi-
cations which assure the mem; The next Cosmopolitan
bership of a thorough analysis Chamber of Commerce broad-
of the chamber's structure and cast is Sunday afternoon. Oc-
program. Martha Frye, chair- tober 1 with a discussion of
man, is a Vice President and the problems of youth. This is
Special Analyst of Supreme a sequel of the last broadcast
Life Insurance Company of when Louise Daugherty and
America. She was anofficerofBaxteroftheSpecial
the Dunbar Insurance Corn- Board of Education Drop Out
pany of Cleveland when it Project interviewed business
was merged with Supreme, people involved in their pro-
She was a vice president of gram. The programs are heard
the Cleveland Business League over Radio Station WGES
and first vice president of the rum 2:30 to 3:00 p.m.
Cleveland Chapter of the Na- When the Robert R. Taylortional Business and Profession-
al Women's Association. Cur-
rently, sh eis a vice chairman
of the 1961 campaign to be
launched October 29 by the
Leukemia Research Founda-
tion, Dr. William Cunningham
is chairman. It is my privilege
to also be a vice chairman and
now ask all members of the I•aembers of the 51st and 47thCosmopolitan Chamber to
work in the campaign or to
make generous contributions.
Miss Frye is the Chamber's
secretary.
Another member of the com-
mittee is Chris Howard who
has been associated with the
business department of the
Fuller Products Company for
the past 14 years. I first met
Howard when he came out of
the army and started working
with 0. P. A. He is one of Chi-
cago's most outstanding young
business executives. Howard
was born in Dermott, Arkan-
sas. He studied at Du Sable,
Wilson Junior College, the Uni-
versity of Illinois and North-
western University from
which he was graduated with
a degree in business adminia-
tration. He was the Company
Commander of an ordinance
ammunition division in the
First Army and saw service in
France, Germany, Belgium
and other European countries.
His wife, Elizabeth, is in full
sympathy with his civic ac-
tivities which makes it possi-
ble for him to give much leis-
ure time to his work as a
board member of the Chamber
and other organizations. He is
especially interested in work-
ing with young teople.
John P. Morning, a graduate
of my own Alma Mater, Wil-
berforce, is Vice President and
Director of the Agency force
of Supreme Life. Since I have
given his background of work
experience in a previous col-
umn, / now simply mention the
fact that he gained excellent
organization experience both
with the Booker T. Washing-
ton Trade Association in De-
troit and the Cleveland Busi-
ness League of which he was
president.
Lawrence (Larry) St il I, a
writer for Jet magazine, is the
fifth member of the study
group. Still is away from the
city at this time so we will
have to discuss him more at
length in a subsequent col-
umn. This much we know, he
was born in St. Louis and
studied journalism at Iowa
University. I first met him
while promoting the sale e
Parker House sausage in th,
St. Louis-East St. Louis area.
Still was city editor of the S.,
Louis American—and a die
good one at that. He was also
president of the Press Club
and invited me to its meetings
where I met some mighty in-
teresting folk and got involved
in stimulating discussions. He
was active with the business
and professional organization
and later, I am told, served a,
its executive secretary.
It was my pleasure Thurs-
day to attend a reception hon-
oring Frederick D. Pollard as
he assumed the duties of Direc-
tor of the Grand Boulevard-
Oakland Unit of the Commis-
sion on Youth Welfare. Pol-
lard distinguished himself as
assistant director of the Com-
mission on Human Relations
and it is expected that he will
do a good job with the Youth
Commission. Oldtimers will
remember his dad of football
fame. I met the "old master
Fritz" when he played pro-
fessional football with the
Canton Bears. I was then the
executive secretary of the
Canton Urban League.
It was also my good fortune
to be on the guest list of those
invited to witness the "instal-
lation and investiture" of the
Hon. James Menton Parsons
as Judge of the United States
District Court for the North-
ern District of Illinois. Chief
Justice William J. Campbell,
presided. I first met Judge
Campbell when he was the at-
torney for the Catholic Youth
Organization and later enjoyed
a friendly relationship with
him as he served as State Di-
rector of the National Youth
Administration and I was a
member of the Advisory
Board. Judge Parsons has al-
ready proved his capabilities
and has won the high respect
fellow Judges, attorneys 
of everyone. Judge Campbell
ikewise has the respect of his Fl.rre Labor Saving Appland 
Plymouth LINE-UP for 1962
features two stars in the
Plymouth cast of cars, they
are the fashionable run,
4-door hardtop, above, and
the Fury convertible, sports
model. In all, there are 23
distinctively new looking
models in the three series.
Savoy. Belvedere and Fury.
Four engine offerings range
from the standard 30-D
economy six to the optional
high performance Golden
Commando V4.
VALIANT, the Signet 200.
is America's lowest priced
hardtop with bucket seats.
The smart 1962 sports car
interior and distinctive ex-
terior styling make the Sig-
net completely unlike any
other model in the Valiant
line-up.
citizens generally.
housing project is completed,
it will have a total of 4,415
units accomodating a popula-
tion of 26,770 of which 8,263
will be adults and 18,263 min-
ors. The project extends from
39th street to 54th place. This
will be a big boost to business
n the south central district.
street Area Units of the Cos-
mopolitan Chamber are pro-
testing the establishment of a
shopping center at 51st and
State.
We welcome John Moore to
Chicago. Mr. Moore is the new
chief executive of the National
Insurance Association, taking
the position vacated by Mur-
ray Marvin. We hate to see
Marvin and his wife leave
Chicago.
President Edgar Heymann
president, has announced the
appointment of Nathaniel Drea-
zen as general sales manager
of business development for
the Exchange National bank
which is a Cosmopolitan
Chamber member. Welcome
Mr. Draezen. Another Cham-
ber member, the Central Na-
tional bank is moving from
728 Roosevelt road to 120 S.
LaSalle. In its 25th year, Cen-
tral National has assets in
excess of *110 million. J. Ross
Humphreys is president.
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
You've provided your wife
with the latest labor-saving
appliances in kitchen and
laundry and mechanized your
own outdoor chores. You guess
you've gone about as far as
you can go in autoenating the
home. But have you? Just
see what's in the offing.
Instant snow removal: Chase
Brass & Copper Company, Wa-
terbury. Conn., predicts snow
removal systems are on their
way to becoming as common-
place as plumbing.
True, Chase concedes, the
average home owner is not
likely to feel that a snow re-
moval installation is some-
thing he has to have. "How-
ever. air conditioning was
something the average home
owner didn't think he would
have to own 20 years ago,"
the company said.
It said heating systems for
sidewalks and driveways to
melt the snow before it has a
hence to accumukte already
are within the price range of
most home owners.
The appointment of Earl
B. Dickerson to the new Illi-
nois Fair 'Employment Prac-
tices commission was a master
stroke by Governor Kerner.
Dickerson had wide experi-
ence as a member of former
President Roosevelt's fair
employment practices com-
mittee. Dickerson and I served
together on a Commission on
Urban Affairs Among Negroes
appointed by former Gover-
nor Henry Homer and he
proved an effective interroga-
tor. Charles W. Gray of Bell
and Howell Company will
prove an excellent chairman.
Mickey Feldstein sponsored
his 4th annual appeal for the
NAACP and, as usual, turned
in a suhstantial number of
memberships. Willard Harris,
realtor, was at the mike two
days straight and a bevy of
lovely girls were present to
take applications.
Be sure to get tickets for "A
Night at McCormick Place,"
cocktail - dinner - dance, spon-
sored by the Southend Junior
of Commerce, October 7. We
can supply you at the Cham-
ber office.
lances
A system using hot water
and antifreeze solution in a
pipe installation just bleow
pavement might run about
$600 for a 40 by 8-foot wide
driveway, Chase said. Another
firm says an electric, grid-
transformer network for im-
bedding in concrete would
run about $200 for the average
10 by 30-foot driveway.
• • •
Rapidly gaining approval is
a new appliance that promises
to eliminate that most disa-
greeable of all household
chores—taking out the gar-
bage.
The gas appliance manufac-
turers association says handy-
sized appliance-styled enamel
disposers. selling in the $150
to $200 price range, will in-
cinerate food waste, paper and
trash without trace of smoke
or objectionable odor. Gama
notes that several communi-
ties in various parts of the
nation have been completely
equipped with disposers and
have found that, with house-
by-house disposal facilities, lo-
cal taxes are reduced and civic
problems such as air pollution
Buffalo Couple Suspected
Of PntasticFraud Scheme
BUFFALO, N. Y.—(UPI)— p
rie County officials have in-
•estigated a "fantastic" wel-
are fraud in which a Buffalo
ouple allegedly cheated the
county of some $50,000 in as-
istance over a 15-year period.
It came to light in city court
yesterday when Marvin Her-
od, 36. appeared on a charge
I public intoxication brought
by his wife. Wilhelmina.
The Herrods, parents of six
children, live in a rundown
ection of the city.
Arrested early Wednesday.
Herrod told details of the al-
eged fraud, first to arresting
officers, then to City Judge
Joseph P. Kuszynski and fin-
ally to assistant County At-
torney Ronald W. Plewniak,
For 15 years, the suspect
said, he had received weekly
salaries from $150 to $300
while his wife remained on
the relief rolls at $280 a
month.
Herrod said he had worked
at a variety of jobs including
carpenter, painter and general
handyman. He said he was
presently employed as a paint-
er.
Kuszynski termed the case
"One of the most fantastic in
my experience and I have
worked for the welfare de-_
George S. Harris. chairman
of the board of the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber has been selected
as the honoree for the Joint
Negro Appeal dinner Decem-
ber 10, Mi.
artment."
He referred the case to coun-






NEW YORK (UPI) — How
much do you know about min-
erals and vitamins — what they
do and to what extent they oc-
cur naturally in foods you pre-
pare every day?
This homemaker thought she
knew all there was to know —
.intil forced to review the sit-
sation when a member of the
nousehold developed a vitamin
deficiency.
What was learned was worth
sharing with thaw who want
to brush up on the subject with
an eye to being better in the
kitchen.
Generally, a vitamin is de-
fined as any group of accessory
organic substances existing in
most foods in minute amounts
in their natural state.
What's mysterious about vit-
amins is that some unknown
substance in the stomach seems
necessary to activate them.
What's not mysterious: the ab-
sence of a vitamin or two in
sufficient amounts can result in
malnutrition and specific dis-
eases. Consider these capsules.
—Vitamin A is important
for normal growth in children,
necessary for good vision, es-
sential for healthy skin, eyes.
and hair. It is found in milk,
butter, fortified margarine,
eggs, liver and kidney. The
body also makes use of its own
vitamin A from foods contain-
ing Carotene—leafy green and
yellow vegetables.
—Vitamin B-1 is necessary
for proper function of heart and
nervous system. Early signs of
deficiency include loss of appe-
tite, constipation, insomnia, ir-
ritability. Also called Thia-
mine, this vitamin is required
to obtain energy from food. It
is found in enriched cereals
and bread, fish lean meat.
liver, milk, pork. poultry. drier'
yeast.
—Vitamin B-2 is necessary
for healthy skin. It helps pre-
vent sensitivity of the eyes to
light and is essential for build-
ing and maintaining body tis-
sues. It is found in eggs, en-
riched bread and cereals, leafy
green vegetables, lean meats.
liver, dried yeast, milk.
—Vitamin 13-6 is important
and use of valuable land for
garbage dumps have been
eliminated.
• • •
The electrostatic air filter is
another appliance seemingly
destined for a big future, act-
ing as a "mechanical maid,"
collecting the fine dust and
dirt which finds ready en-
trance into a house and cut-
ting down the "drudge" tasks
of dusting, mopping wood-
work washing, curtain laun-
dering and the like.
Richard R. Cook, president
of Radex Corp., Chicago, fore-
sees a mass movement soon
toward homes with all the air
comforts; central heating. air
conditioning, humidity c o n-
trol and air cleaning. Electro-
static air cleaners, he said,
now have been brought into
a once range which allows
their inclusion by a builder
for less than $500 additional
in a five or six room house.
• • •
The Tappan Company,
Mansfield, Ohio, looks for
electronic cooking for the mass
market within a few years. An
electronic oven is one that has
a heating element composed of
a magnetron and a power
supply that generates micro-
waves which cook food in less
time than that required by a
conventional range.
A Tappan spokesman said
electronic cooking is here now
for the prestige market and is
gaining in acceptance as a sep-
arate built-in and probably
will continue to do so since i
Herrod's state- is a supplementary cooking
device.
Plewmak refused to "d r a w
any conclusions" before re-
ceiving a final report.
"If Herrod's statements
stand up, we will immediately
file fraud charges against both
him and his wife," said Wel-
fare Commissioner Paul F.
Burke. "Naturally, they will
be taken off relief."
Burke explained that the
caseworker who handles the
Herrod family had the case
only about three months.
"We are checking the ve-
racity of Herrod's story and
are calling persons for whom
he said he had worked," said
Burke. "This is an odd case—






Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
II you buy your Defenders trom a sioesboy please
pay him Promptly
lie w a young merchant who owns and operates Ma
own business. As such be nes lila obligations to meet. ll
you don't have Your wooer ready - if you ash bins to
wait for his cash—you place a treat hardship oh him
Unless be pays promptly for nis Papers. ne will low
Ma opportunity to earn liberal profits Valuable Prises
ggid a real ROSIft•t1111 training And the Defender's reg
ow visits to your somef /M tieGU interrupted.
eLsAss PAY IBS F11011PTLY.
The Chicago Daily Defender
for healthy teeth and gums the
health of the blood vessels, the
red blood cells and the nervous
system. It's found in wheat
germ, vegetables, dried yeast,
meat and whole grain cereals.
—Vitamin B-12 helps pre-
vent certain fonts ,of anemia
and contributes to health of
nervous system and proper
growth in children. It's found
in liver, kidney, milk, salt-
water fish, oysters, lean meat,
foods of animal origin in gen-
eral.
—Folic Acid helps prevent
certain forms of anemia and is
essential for integrity of the
intestinal tract.
It is found in leafy green
vegetables, food yeast, meats.
—Pantothenic Acid is essent-
ial for synthesis of adrenal hor-
mones, the health of the nerv-
ous system and production of
antibodies. It is present in all
plant and animal tissues.
Niacin is necessary for con-
verting food to energy. It aids
the nervous system and helps
prevent loss of appetite. It is
found in lean meats, liver,
dried yeast. enriched cereals,
enriched bread, eggs.
—Vitamin C is essential for
healthy teeth, gums and bones.
It builds strong body cells and
blood vessels. It is found in cit-
rus fruits, berries, tomatoes,
cabbage, green vegetables
peppers, new potatoes.
—Vitamin D is necessary far
strong teeth and bones. It t
found in fortified milk, cod
liver oil, salmon, tuna, egg
Welk.
—Vitamin E is essential for
integrity of red blood cells. It
is found in vegetable oils
wheat germ, whole grain cere.
els, lettuce
—Vitamin K is necessary 'or
normal blood clotting. It is




One of the oldest traditions
of the Scotch whisky industry' k.
will give way to modern mer-
chandising ideas this month
when the Barton Distillers Im-
port company introduces full
quart-size bottles of House of
Stuart Scotch whisky to the
Chicago area.
The Barton move will be the
first major effort by a leading
Scotch importer to gain wide-
spread acceptance of the larg-
er size bottle, Scotch consum-
ers have long been accustomed
to the traditional 4/5 quart,
commonly called a "fifth".
In explaining the Barton ac-
tion, Abraham Schecter, see
'or vice president of the com-
pany, pointed to the signifi-
cantly increased consumption
of Scotch whisky in this coun-
try—up eight per cent from a
year ago.
"Quarts offer the consumer
not only convenience, but
ereater dollar-savings, too"..
Schecter said. "Barton is tak-
ing the successful path pioneer-
ed by manufactOrers of other
commodities in bringing out
an economy 'king-size' pack-
age, so popular with today's
budget-minded public."
"Though some distillers are
currently arguing the use of
new smaller bottles to reduce
nurChase price, Barton feels
the economy-minded consum-
er will quickly recognize the
ereater value in the full quart
bottle," Scheeler added.
WRESTLING COUP
CHICAGO — (UPI) — The
U. S. wrestling squad com-
pleted an unprecedented grand
slam by winning all eight
championships at stake with-
out the loss of a match during
the 1959 Pan American games HEW VON( 29. N.
SAY WITH MUSIC
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Dec-
orator Marion Heuer wants to
bring back the old-fashioned
music room—circa 19th cen-
tury and complete with grand
piano. harp and music stand.
Miss Heuer said the musical
cultural center has been lost
to split level architecture.
MEN. AT LAST II'S HERE
5.5, vie* RuMIOR En Ana knit", 04
lo ,,,,, /reps/4110n NUM )0115% Wee.
whte,e   leaves oft A P14551
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Remember how great
cigarettes used to
taste? Luckies still do
JAMES 0. KING designs bridges, smokes Luckles.
As a Civil Engineer, Mr. King plays an impor-
tant role in the new billion-dollar highway program.
He started smoking Luckies regularly back at col-
lege. Today he says, "As an engineer, I notice
how things are put together and I know
that Luckies are well made. They're packed
full, they draw smooth and easy, they
taste mild. The reasons why Luckies
are my favorite smoke are taste,
quality and fine tobacco. That's
why I recommend them."
Change to Luckies
and get some taste for a change




























































































































































































The Student Council, the
e
ly governmental body on
r campus run by students,
was the first in a sense to pre-
sent its intercom devotional
program just recently. High-
lights of the program included
a brief talk on school decorum
by Coby Smith, the school
motto, and the gold and blue
by Chief Justice Henry Mont-
gomery.
This was the first time the
Student Council president,
James Phillips, spoke to the
newcomers in our student
body. He, too, made a striking
Impression on many of his fel-
low classmates. Evertina Ro-
derick lyric soprano sang
"Getting to Know You" which
was quite appropriate on this
particular occasion and de-
votion was led by Gwendolyn
Robinson, Student Council
Aft ,.,tary.
111111 Finnie, Miss Fultz and
all 0 T. Peeples are Student
Council advisors.
TEEN-AGE MARRIAGES
Too often we place values
on the social whirl of life
which tends to leave no
room for the truly essen-
tial objective of getting an
education. Howev Cr "All
work and no play makes
Jack • dull boy." so the so-
cial whirl is also necessary.
Too often our teens become
serious and before high
school and college they are
confronted with the ques-
tions "Should I marry?" or
"Does teenage marriage al-
ways work out?"
Listen to the pros and cons
from our Billie Doss: "In my
opinion, the matter is left
solely up to 'the individuals
drved. The personalities andlings of the couple have asin part in the situation.
however. If the couple feels
that full maturity is possess-
ed by both, then it is okay.
One great poet said "Experi-
ence is the best teacher," but
in this ease the couple learns
by experience, and an unnoc-
'; cessary mistake has been
made."
• Helen Kinnard' am
against teenage marriages be-
cause, the first thine a teen-
ager usually does after mar-
., nage is quit school. And today
alit a decent job requires at least
- a high school education, which
he wouldn't have if he quit. I
also think that he should give
himself ample time to choose
the right companion, and the
teens is definitely not ample
time."
Helen Coleman: "In my
opinion, teenage marriages,
st most other subjects hasphases; (1) teenage mar-
riages are allright for teen-
agers who are mature enough
to accept responsibilities and
who have courage to go
through hardships that might
occur during the marriage.
121 On the other hand teenage
marriages, in most cases are
mistakes. Because, the couple
. is too much in love to try
and figure out each others
personalities and shortcom-
ings, which makes the mar-
riage end in divorc e. This
quick teenages divorces could
have easily been avoided.
Gwendolyn Robinson: "I do
not feel that the average teen-
ager is mature enough for the
responsibility of marriage
Most young people need the
companionship of many
ends and they're not ready
settle down to one person
A teenager is not mature
enough to take on the res-
ponsibility of a wife and usual-
ly an offspring. A teenager
who marries cuts off all his Reginald Bonner, Vernon Sea-
Carver
privileges. He misses going
out frequently and participat-
ing in school activities. Even
if he does continue school he
cannot concentrate fully be-
cause of problems on his mind.
There are many problems in
married life; teenagers are
too mentally unstable and




This week the spotlight
falls on our magnificent and
victorious Tigers, who are
well on their way toward
gaining the prep league cham-
pionship. They have done ex-
ceptionally well thus far with
these scores: Manassas vs.
Melrose 32-0, Manassas vs.
Douglass 15-9, and Manassas
vs. Carver 63-13.
The captain and co-captain
are Billy Doss and Benjamin
Malone, respectively. Billy,
the alert and ideal captain, Is
a senior, enjoys almost all
athletic sports and excels in
them. He is quite versatile,
and a proven leader as class
president in both the ninth.
tenth, and eleventh grades.
Benjamin Malone, serious-
Minded and always prepared
to bring the Tigers on to vic-
tory, holds the position of
quarter back and fills this ca-
pacity well. Benjamin enjoys
in his spare time dancing and
having clean wholesome fun.
In spite of all his extra cur-
ricular activities, he maintains
"B" average.
Stepping up next to take the
limelight are: Frank Dilworth,
William Brown and Benjamin
Malone, quarterbacks. Watch
these valuable players in ac-
tion with Dilworth No. 10,
Brown No. 11. and Malone No.
12.
Coining into view are Rob-
ert Mitchell, James Thomas,
and Robert Williams left backs
all assets and envy to most
of the prep-league teams.
Can you identify Robert
Mitchell well he's No. 21, and
Robert "Hound" Williams 22,
and James Thomas, 23.
Our powerful full-backs now
stepping into view are: Frank
McGraw, Rodgers Matlock
and James Walker. See these
full-backs in action with Mc-
Graw 37, Matlock 38, and
Walker 39.
Still in the cool glow of
the limelight are our fabulous
ends No. 50 Ellis Maupin, No,
51 Billie Doss, No. 52 Thurman
Tucker, No. 53, James Sand-
ers, No. 54, Lawrence Carterno
and 55 Sammy Bruce.
Still in view are indestruc-
tible tackles No. 60 Clyde
Evans. No. 61 Landis Staples,
No. 62 Louis Reed, 63 Frank
alcRee, No. 64 Robert Rich-
mond, and No. 86 Willie Salter.
Guards are: Albert Buford,
70; Lawrence Hill, 72; Curtis
Owens. 73; Anderson Harden,
74: and Frank Fitzgerald, 75.
Lastly, but certainly not
least come our centers and
right backs. Lorenzo Childress,
82; and Cassell Gilmore.
Right backs are Jeff Mat-
thews, 44; Sam McDowell, 45,
and Rudolph Myers, 46.
The right backs of course
neded no introductions. for
they have shown themselves
to be a vital link in making,
the Tigers glorious and vic-
torious!
Also in training to take the
places of our players to gra-
duate and also give Manassas
the honor of another cham-
pionship team are Sammie
Bell, Roderick Diggs, Alvin
Curry, Julius Jones, Jesse
Evans, Jack Martin, Ronald
Peterson, Fred Pierce, Aaron
Sayden, Leon Phillips, Wil-




I am making my debut as re-
porter for the Carver High
News. I hope I will arouse
your curiosity, and you will
enjoy reading about us. I am
going to fill my poistion to the
best of my ability.
HONOR SOCIETY
The R. B. Thompson chapter
of the National Honor Society
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OWEN FRESHMAN -.Pot- student freshman class, the only a "pilot" student group. M. Ball,
ing in front of the Owen largest in the history of the This year's class represents William
college administration build- two-year community school high schools in ix tate. Ad- librarian.
ing are members of the 171 which started in 1954 with viors for the class are Charles
Yes We
All Talk
By MARCUS H. BOULWAREl
MEET THE CONSONANTS
Mane children have diffi
'tilts; in learning the conso-
nant speech sounds and will
need some help in mastering
their production. In this re-
spect teachers, parents, and
the speech remedial teacher
can help.
I should like to recommend
to teacher s, parents, and
speech specialists a helpful
book on this subject of con-
sonant sounds.
Dr. Mamie Thompson Wil-
son. chairman of language
arts division of Miles college.
Birmingham, Ala.. has just
published a book with the
title -- MEET THE CONSO-
NANT S. published by the
R oyal Publishing company,
Dallas 17, Tex., at $4.50 a
copy.
This book may also be pur-
chased from Miles College
book store, Miles chilege, Bir-
mingham, Ala.
READERS: Formyfree
pamphlet on grotto discussion,
send a self-addressed long
business envelope to Dr. Mar-
cus H. Boulware, Florida A.
and M. university, Box 156,
Tallahassee, Fla.
made plans for the yc-ar. The
officers are: president. Eugene
Campbell; vice president, San-
dra St. Clair; asst. secy, Cath-
erine Williams: treas., Willie
Ann Hughey, and reporter.
Sallye Bowman.
Other members a r e Ellen
Crowe, Marie McKee, Julia
Glover, Kennett Wilkins, Doro-
thy Harris. Beverly Parker,
Betty Jones, Beaty Johnson,
Lenora Lindsey. Henry Robin-
son, Charles Ff. Brown, Geral-
dine Logan, Bonnie Bailey and
Barbara Morris,
Mrs. Dorothy Evans and Mr.
William Cross are the advis-
ors.
They started the year by
decorating the bulletin board
in the halls. They had a rib
bon sale last week to suppor
the game against Mana.ssas.
The Honor Society is t h e
most outstanding organization
on our campus. The members
are looked up to as great lead-
ers of tomorrow. We should
try to join them.
PEP SQUAD
The team is backed by a
very boisterous Pep-S quad
lead by Lena Dooden. Her fol-
lowers are; Christine Cald-
w e I 1, Marva Cunningham,
Barbara Durham, Ora Glaspy,
Mary McKee, Ingrid Dixon and
Jojo Bell.
CARVER COBRAS
The Cobras made a good
See CARVER, Page le
bom, Larry Vaulx. and Ruben
Hall.





a "mad crush" on Beverly
Hooks!
James Flagg is not respon-
sible for his actions!
Freddie Rollins has the cold-
est heart of any monitor at
first lunch!
Everything between James
Phillips and Linnie Lott is
eoing to work out fine!
Elmo Logan is a sweet fel-
low!
Gwendolyn Ficklin had the
boys "knocking themselves
out!"
Cuby Smith has reached the
twilight zone!
Frankie Matthews is avail-
able!
Evertina Roderick and Ed-
ward Harris have developed a
right "crazy" relationship!
Adell Smith thinks of C.
M. as his girl.
Verdia Foster is onthe war-
path for the heart of A. S.
(Upset yourself.)!
Joe Duckett is a good thing
in a small package!
Robert Williams has been
running touchdowns for a
certain chick at Carver. (No
trouble)!
Benjamin Malone has a
secret admirer (E. H.)!
Gwendolyn Robinson is on
the lookout for available fel-
lows! (Young men, BEWARE!)
CUPID'S CUTIES
Joan Bingham and Bobby
Burns; Marea Love/ace and
Lesley Neely; Loretta Shores
and Elmo Shipp (Melrose);
Barbara Kimble and Billie
Moore; LaVerne Custis and
Melvin Barton; and Ernest
Moore and Josephine McClel-
lan.
QUOTES OF THE WEEK
"Sweet-s-ss-s." Allen Dil-
lard.
"It's been so long," Mariet-
ta Wells.
"Girl, I told him not to




Bertha Smith, Claudia Wal-
ton, Marvis Williams, Milton
Brooks, Carol Wilson, Mary
Wade, Bertrand Shores, Rita
Phillips, Carol Laws, Terry
Harris, Willie Salter, Frank
Dilworth. Sammie Br or e,
Doris Gammon, Jimmie Lee,
Clarence Nelson, Carl Maple.
James Doss and Melvin Bled-
soe.
DID YOU KNOW
The Missing Persons Bureau
is looking for James Cross?
Frank Fitzgerald makes it
hard for girls to quit him?






On Sept. 26, the music ad-
visors introduce the student
body to the various suites. The
advisors were Mr. D. Ward.
and Mr. 0. Robinson. The mu-
sic was well appreciated by
toe student body.
On Wedesday, Oct. 4. they
will set up another education-
al program in order to aid the
students.
SENIOR or TUE WEEK
As we enter the various
class rooms our gleam light
spotted a very charming lady,
a member of the 12-1 home-
room, member of the Elite So-
cial club, Sweetheart of the
Royal Gents.
She was second alternate in
the Miss Jubilee, a represen-
tative in the Miss Douglass
contest. We are sure you have
guessed this person. Of course,
she is none other than Lois
Jubirt, daughter of Mrs. Earlie
Mae Jubirt.
Miss Jubirt resides at 1332
Sprinciale. Religiously she is
a member of the Springdale
Baptist church.
Miss Jubirt is liked not only
by her classmates. but the fac-
ulty as well.
We would like to wish you





















9. S. L. Smith
9. Robert Weaver
10. William Henderson
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
Who will be Mr. and Miss
Douglass?
If Beverly Anderson had an
ardous time going through her
initiation?
What would happen if Mr.
Miller couldn't locate the hand
bell?
Fred Jackson about this we
saw at the game? (huh)
What happened to Ruth In-
gram anl George Carr? Was
it just infatuation?
Who is this sophomore that
Bob Stamps has been seen eat-
ing lunch with?
If freshmen have set goals
for the coming years?
If Charles Henderson has
heard about this certain Junior
of 11-2? we'll keep your ears
open and you will hear.
If the girls you know that a
certain Senior is waving his
magic wand? Look out, he
might touch you.
Bonner are quiet?
John Greene and Lela Carr
are the No. 3 couple?
Geraldine Hurst and Isaac
Hayes could not sing?
Betty Hurst cut her first
period class?
Vance Moore is a drum
major?
Beverly Allen and Gladys
Williams are sophisticated?
Melba Watson is the captain
of the girls' basketball team?
Frank McCree is a campus
casanova?
Annie Ruth Phillips is cap-
tain of the pep squad?
Rosie Miles is "Miss Jun-
ion?"
Helen Coleman is a drum
majorette?
Who is the senior that An-
drew Hall has been seen with
lately?
IS IT TRUE.
James Garner that a certain
senior boy is now talking with
a current friend of yours?
T. C. Harrawey that you dis-
like being called by your name
Theoplis? oop! I forgot you
didn't want them to know it.
Delza Parrish that Ervin
Little is what's happening
now?
Juniors that you say some
of our Seniors don't act like
Seniors? Watch out Seniors.
Robert Weaver that every-
thing worked out fine between
you and Kay Kirk?
DEDICATIONS
Authur James and Amanda
Taylor, "Baby You're Right."
Betty Miller and Sterling
Thomas, "I Don't Worry."
Willie Kimmons and Y K W,
"Too Much In Need."
Edward Byrant and Ina Ed-
wards, "Your Love."
Barbara_ Tooles and Wallace
Henderson. "Everythings Gon-
na Work Out Fine."
Clyde Griffin and Y K W,
"Soothe Me Baby."
TOP COUPLES
Daisy Parrish and Darnell
Smith.
Luella Nibley and B e n
Warr.
Edmond White and Au-
drey Yates.
Robert Weaver and Kay
Kirk
Linda Lee and Y K W.
S, until next week, this is
Thomasine and Mary sienine
off.
College Choirs
To Sing On ABC
During October
NEW YORK - The student
choirs of Livingstone, Paine,
St. Paul's and Clark colleges
and Virginia Union universi-
ty will be heard during Octo-
ber on the ABC Radio Net-
work series, "Negro College
Choirs." The weekly programs
feature choral groups of the
member institutions of the
United Negro College Fund.
The month's broadcasts are:
Livingstone college, Salisbury,
N. C., Oct. 1; Paine College,
Faugusta, Ga., Oct. 8; St. Paul's
college, Lawrenceville, Va, Oct.
15; Clark college, Atlanta, Oct.
22; Virginia Union university.
Richmond, Oct. 29.
The programs originate in
New York City. In other areas,
ABC affiliated stations carry
"Negro College Choirs" on
varying days at different
hours. Check local newspaper
listings for air-time in your
city.
dean of men. and
E. Jones, college
LeMoyne Enrollment
555 For Fall Term
A total of 555 students are
enrolled at LeMoyne college
for the fall semester, it was
announced this week by the
registrar, Mrs. Margaret
McWilliams.
The enrollment includes 114
freshmen, 144 sophomores, 99
juniors, 78 seniors and 80 un-
classified and late afternoon
students.
LeMoyne is on a 9-hour daily
schedule this year, with classes
being held from 8:30 a. m. to
5:30 p. m., Mondays through
Fridays.
An in-service institute,
sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, is conducted
on Saturday mornings for high
school teachers of general
science and mathematics. Ap-








Hello, these are your re-
porters bringing you the latest




Stepping into the COW
limelight is a very ambitious
and versatile young man.
He is a native of Memphis
who resides at 700 Marianna
st. He is a graduate of the 1950
class of Manassas high. He
matriculated at Arkansas State
college and majored' in music
and is a member of the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity.
At present he is working on
his masters degree at Tennes-
see AR.-.1 State university.
He is affiliated with t h e
Hamilton High school as band
director. He is also a number
of the St. John Baptist
church.
We are sure by now every-
one have guessed this versa-
tile young man, He is none
Other than Mr. Thomas Wil-
liam Doggett,
Mr. Doggett is very popular
around Hamilton, and we are
sure all Hamiltonians join us
in saying "thanks for being
a wonderful- -- and dedicated
teacher.
"SWINGING GRAPES"
Staton Parham has inform-
ed us that he has so many
young ladies, he will not em-
barrass anyone by calling a
special name, and he does not
want anyone to feel left out.
Lynnard Wallace said Judy
Burnett has a nose job on him
that makes him breathe like
a gorilla. But Barbara Thomas
is steadily supplying him with
an ample amount of oxygen
to carry him through the day.
Juliana Potter, we will not
tell anyone that you said you
had a romantic eye for D o n
Brownlee.
Pete Cashicr. is it true that
you prefer a certain junior
namely, Wandra Carter before
Erma Williams.
Carol Gates said that she is
on the hunt for a freshman
young man because she felt
that they were more capable
of playing of football than
the junior and senior. Caro:
do not tell us that you are a
season girl now.
Howard Einle y, Florida
Taylor, Samuel Quinn a n d
Verna Hooker are on a merry-




John Cato to know that
through thick and thin, he still


















I. Phyllis Davis and Harry
Manning.
2. Morris Webb and Mary
Weeks
3. Evelyn Bolden and Curtis
Smith
4. Carol Gates and Robert
and her freshman
5. Larry Johnson and Lilts
Ann Abron
6. Fred Griffin and Dorothy
Burns
Thought of the Week: Be-








Capturing the title of Per-
sonality of the Week is a very
talented and congenial young
man.
He is well noted for his
scholastic and sports ability.
He needs no further introduc-
tion: Billy Dos, the son of
Mrs. Mamie Doss, 1098 Barn-
bell, is a senior at Manassas
high school. He is captain ot
The football and basketball
teams, a member of the Crown
and Ole Timers club. He is
also the president of his home
room.
Religiously he is a member
of the Antioch Baptist church.
After graduating from Manas-
sas in June, Billy plans to
further his education at UCLA.
SCORE BOARD
The Manassas Tigers ripped
through the Carver Cobras 62
to 13, with the Tigers under
the leadership of Billy Doss
and Benjamin Malone playing
a splendid game. Congratula-
tions to the Manassas Tigers.
We would like to pay spe-
cial tribute to a very wonder-
ful person Mr. W. P. Porter.
who through the years has led
the Thunderbolts. Coach Port-
er has worked extra-hard this
year, along with his assistants
Mr. L. Miller, Mr. Lester Snell.
Keep up your splendid meth-
ods of coaching and sportsman-
ship. The Thunderbolts are al-
ways tops to us.
KLUB KORNER
The Bondads Social club will
present a Fashion Review at
Curries on Oct. 15, 1961, from
4:00 to 6:00 p.m. Everyone
plans to attend this affair.
The public is invited. Presi-
dent of the Bondada is Miss
Lynn Howell. The 10 best
dressed Coeds will be chosen.
TOP GIRLS
1, Zennie Hill (BTW)
2. Claudia Revolts (Man)
3. Bettye Laster (F131-1)
4. Ruth Davis (Lester)
5. Mary Wallace (Mel.)
6. Elaine Alexander (FBH)
7. Freddie Rooks !Douglas)
8. Diane Grey (Ham.)
9. Ricki McGraw (FBH)
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10. Jessie Webb (Mel./
TOP TUNES
I. "Operation Heartbreak,"
Teresa Thompson and Arl Wil-
liams.
2. "Look in my Eyes," Vi-
vian Barnes and Leo Kol-
heilm.
3. "I've got to get away
from it all," Jana Davis and
Andre Williams.
4. "Think It's Gonna Work
out Fine." Authrine Holman
and Richard House.
5. "Much in Need," Rubye
Washington and Otis Britt.
TOP COUPLES
I. Janice Hill and Carl
Maple
2, Ricki McGraw and Floyd
Price
3. Beverly Watkins a n d
Marvin Alexander
4. Margaret Abernathy and
Lawrence Moore
5, Belita Miller and Charles
Bell
6. Barbara Bowles and Cal-
vin Joyner
7. Joan Ford and Thomas
Elrod
8. Jackie Walker and Hol-
mer Fouch•
9. Minor Graham and Mor-
ris Wilson
10, Beverly Guy and Billy
Doss
Did You Know . . . Edward
Harris's favorite movie was
Butterfield Eight," starring
(Elizabeth C a r r). Bertrand
Shores has planned to settle
down with a certain junior at
Lester . . . Vance Moore and
Margaret Jones were tight ..
Loretta Shores admires Jim-
mie Ellis . . . Bonnie Kind
and Anabelle Brasswell went
for boss tough around Douglass
. . . Bia-hop Totter is the heart
throb of a certain Manassas
grad Lynn Howell and An-
nie R. Phillips have something
in common . . . Authriene Hol-
man was looking for a House.
Could it be Richard ? ? ? Ju-
anita Robinson thinks she's in
Nashville, majoring in Sci-
ence at Tennessee State. . .
Henrietta Hall "Competition
is good for you . . . Mary Wal-
lace was chosen Miss Melrose
. . Lucinda Stovall is search-
ing . . Peggy McKissack says
Lyncha Johnson is the only one
for her . . . Georgia Garmon
is what's happening at Ber-
trand . . . Bettye Jones and
Charlie Tood are "the most"
. . The Koolas of Bertrand
are definitely .. .
EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says
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St. Paul CME Church, 4650
S. Dearborn of which Rev. J.
M. Pettigrew is pastor, was
host to the South Eastern Mis-
siouri and Illinois Annual
Conference this week. The
conference began on Sept. 26
and will continue to Oct. 1.
Bishop J. Claude Allen pres-
iding.
. • • •
DR. FOUCHE TO
LA GRANGE
The Second Baptist church
of La Grange, 28 Washington
Ave., announces its 27th An-
nual Women's Day program
for Oct. 15. The general chair-
man, Mrs. Charles Peyton and
her committee, have planned
an excellent program.
Guest speaker for the
morning services will be Dr.
Ruth Allen Fouche of Chi-
cago, one of the nations lead-
ing professors of music.
The afternoon program will
consist of a Musical Tea,
which will climax a contest
sponsored by the Women's
Day Committee.
Contestants competing for
the title of "Queen" are: Mrs. The
 Annual Men's Day ob-
Lavoni a Washington, Mrs. servance 
of Christ Temple
Frances Lee, Mrs. Hazel Col- Cathed




And the Child grew, and waxed strong, filled
 with wisdoms
' end the Grace of God was upon 
Him."—tuke 2:40.
How Jesus Grew
THE DIVINE IDEAL FOR A HOME WHERE GOD
/S WORSHIPPED AND OBEYED.
doripture--Deuter000my 6:1-9; Luke 1:39-5e.
By N. SPEER JONES
WITH this lesson we begin
the fourth quarter of the year's
studies. As the third quarter
MO devoted to personalities of
the New Testament, this one
will center on the theme of
"Christian Growth."
The first lesson offers us the
perfect example of Christian
Growth—the boyhood of Jesus.
The only record we have of
Christ's home life as a boy is
contained in the verses cited
from Luke. These few short
verses make it quite plain that
Christ grew up outwardly as a
normal child.
Like all Jewish childien of
the time, he had a great deal of
early religious training from
his mother. He undoubtedly was
sent to synagogue, like the
other Jewish boys, to learn the
scriptures, a little writing and
arithmetic.
Unlike Paul, he had no special
training at a college of scribes,
ligion into their children. This
can be done, Mows implies, on-
ly by constant histruction in the
early years. Only parents can
do this successfully, as only
they spend that much time with
their children, "walking by the
way. lying down and rising up."
The effectiveness of this con-
stant educational process can
be judged from the successful
Communist. brainwashing of
American POW's during the
Korean War, not by torture,
not by force or fear, hut by
constant repetition — morning,
noon and night—of anti-capital-
ist propaganda.
Just as such methods work
for evil purposes, an can they
work effectively for good, with
parents setting' good examples
and providing careful Instruct-
tion for their children.
To return to the section front
Luke. we come to the famous
incident of Josue' return to the
temple in Jerusalem to talk
GOLDEN TEXT
'And Me child grew, osid waxed strosig, fined with sob-
doss: and the gross of God was epos Him."—Lske 1:40.
This eccoimts for the rabbis'
amazement Si Jesus' learning.
The religious instruction
Jesus did receive as an average
Jewish boy centered • on the
passages cited from Deuteron-
omy, especially chapter 6, verse
4. This is known as the Shama,
the Hebrew word for "hear."
It is the basic article of the
Jewish faith, even more import-
ant than now, for its assertion
of monotheism in pagan days.
With verse 5 it later made up
the firs', • ,,ttimandrnent of
Christ
The speaker in Isciiteronomy
k Moses. who spends the book
reviewing the experiences of IN-
raers wandering (the first three
chapters) and restating the
laws recorded before, in Exodus
and Leviticus. His major theme
Is the importance of obedience
to God's word.
An important point in WIWI'
allthortatIons is the responeibil-
iffy of parents to inculcate re-
us, enpyrltted nutlInen PYR,15,54















with the rabbis. It was 80 miles
to Jerusalem from Jesus' home
In Nazareth, a white-rocked
town several hundred feet up a
rotten path from a plain in Gal-
ilee
Jesus may never have made
the trip with his parents prior
to his twelfth year, perhaps he-
cause Herod had tried to kill
Him and Joseph wanted Sc, pro-
tect Hun from licrod's succes-
sor.
The crowds coming to Jeru-
salem for Passover were enor-
mous—nearly three million, tic-
cording to Josephus. F. W. Far-
rar points out ("Peloubet's Se-
lect Notes," p. 328) that 12-
year-old Eastern boys were
pretty sulf-eufficient, and that
it is quite plausible that Jesus
MIN not missed
Verse 49 contains the first re-
corded words of Christ.
In summation, Christ's
growth was one of perfect in-
nocence to perfect holiness
es the Thrift. of Christina IdUOIRIOn•




Working with Mrs. Payton on
the committee are: Mrs. Mitch-
ell L. Stevens as co-chairman,
Mrs. Jesse Gilbert, Mrs. Le-
florn Tapps, Mrs. Paul Sims,
Mrs. Willie Wheeler, Mrs. Lyle
Watts and Mrs Harry Ferguson
jr.




Prophet Mallett, of the
Prayer and Faith Church of
the First Born, 5822 So. State
St., will observe the 3rd an-
niversary of his prayer book
beginning Thursday Sept. 28
through Sunday Oct. 1.
Service during the week-
day nights will begin at 8
p.m., with pastors from Great-
er Hope Missionary Baptist
church and Christian Love
Missionary Baptist church as
special guest speakers.
Closing services will be held
t 3 p.m. on Sunday Oct. 1.
The Winson singers and others
will appear on the program.
• • •
MEN'S DAY
be on Sunday, Oct. 15.
Guest speaker for the oc-
casion will be Bishop T. D
McGee of Detroit, Mich., who
is Chairman and Overseer of
the Church of God. Special
music will be rendered by the
Cathedral Male Chorus.
The public is invited to at-
tend the 11 a.m. and 5 p.m.





For the 4th Annual Pastor's
Retreat, held last Monday at
the Museum of Science and
Industry, the discussions were
centered around the theme,
"Chritianity and the Space
Age." The Retreat is spon
sored by the Church Faders
tion of Greater Chicago and
the Illinois Council of Church
es.
Speakers and panel leaders
in the all-day sessions includ
ed well known members of
the clergy and outstanding
figures in the scientific, edu
cational and newspaper
worlds.
Climax of the program was
an address on "The Theological
Implications of the Space
Age," by Dr. George A. But-
trick. Formerly a minister at
the Harvard University Chap-
el and the Madison Avenue
Presbyterian Church in New
York, Dr. Buttrick is now as-
sociated with the Chicago






Superior Court Judge B.
Parson, nedly installed to the
federal bench, will be the
speaker for the opening an-
niversary services at Pil-
grim Baptist church, 3301, S.
Indiana.
The 45th anniversary of the
church and the 35th anniver-
sary of its pastor, Rev. J. C.
Austin, will begin a week-long




Program plans for the
seventh biennial Conference
of the Archidiocesan Council
of Catholic Women, Oct. 19
and 20 at McCormick Place,
have been announced today
by the Right Rev. Msgr. Thom-
as J. Fitzgerald, executive di-
rector.
Thirty-eight sessions slated
for the two-day gathering con-
sist of lectures, discussions and
workshops on family life,
woman's spiritual formation
and the place of women in
community and civic affairs.
The Archidiocesan Council
of Catholic Men will act as
co-sponsor with the Council
of Catholic Women presenting
a special session on the work
of joint-committees for de-
cency on Oct. 19. The Right
Rev. Msgr. Thomas F. Little,
executive secretary of the Na-
tional Legion of Decency. New
York, will speak at the Thurs-
day evening session.
Reservations for the Con-
ference may be obtained from
the ACCW headquarters, 50
6




KINGSPORT, Tenn. — The
first of what is termed "Fall
Conferences" of the A.M.E.
Zion Church, got unde
rway
at Bethel A.M.E. Zion Church,
Sept. 20th and continued
through the 24th, with Bishop
D. C. Pope presiding, the 
East
Tennessee & Virginia Con-
ference.
It has been reliably report-




is studing, at an Atl
anta
school, Mrs. Charlotte Hasel
-
rig. Chickamauga, Ga., 
will
have charge of the missionar
y








Spottswood Church, 3301 Mil-
waukee Street, Denver, 
Colo.,
Sept. 28.
This is one of the most 
re-
cent Conferences of the 
deno-
mination and due to the 
in-
flux of people in the 
area
bids fair to being a big 
factor
in the church life of the 
area.




slated for the month of 
Oct.
and will be held in
 North
Carolina, South Carolina, 
Ala-








of the Chicago Je
wish Com-
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pher and mathematician. "His
almost desperate search for
dependable truth in a chang-
ing world is worthy of our
consideration," Reverend Ca-
vileer holds.
Lord Russell, now eighty-
nine is currently in prison in
England for demonstrating




The first Friday of each
month has been designated
for special noon spiritual ex-
ercises for students attending
Saint Joseph's College Calu-
met Center, 4721 Indianapolis
blvd., East Chicago.
Plans for the special Friday
services were announced by
the Rev. Joseph Smolar, C.PP
S., Dean of Students at Saint
Joseph's.
The first noon Mass will be
held on Oct. 6 at Immaculate
Conception church, 4862 Olcott
Ave., East Chicago, Rev.
Smolar said. Subsequent First
Friday noon Masses will be
on Nov. 3 and Dec. 1.
"Students are urged to take
advantage of these spiritual
exercises since the spiritual
training and growth are the
more important part of Cath-
olic education," the dean said.
• • •
NAMED CHAIRMAN
CAMBRIDGE, Md. — Mrs.
Helen C. Waters, prominent
laywoman of Waugh Method-
ist Church here, has been
named chairman of the com-
mittee on women's work of
the proposed merger of The
Methodist Church and the
Evangelical United Brethren
Church. Committees to study
problems of the proposed
merged were set up in Chica-
go recently.
Mrs. Waters was the first
woman to be elected to lead
the lay delegation to the
Methodist General Conference
from the Delaware Annual
Conference, of which Waugh
church is a part. She was thus
DEFENDER
How Jesus Grew ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
 AlleildliMm•Destarcematy 4151-1; Lake 2:1111-82,
By Alfred J. Buescher
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The boy Christ grew up in the rocky
town of Nazareth, like any other nor-
mal Jewish boy. He learned His
early religion from Mary, His mother,
then attended synagogue to learn
eoriptares. writing and aritkinctio•—•
Luke 3.111-40.
a committee to select the firs
winners of the group's new
"Shofar Award" which has
been adopted by the loca
group after approval by the
national committee.
The "Shofar Award" will
be awarded annually to those
adults who do the best work
in promoting relationships be-
tween the Boy Scout move-
ment and persons of the
Jewish faith and who con-
sistently try to implement the
committee's eleven-point pro-
gram:
The first presentations, ac-
cording to Mr. Weinstein, will
be made Tuesday evening,
Oct. 24, at the "Eternal Light"
dinner of the Chicago Jewish
Committee on Scouting at
Congregation B'nai Zion, 1447
W. Pratt Boulevard, Sidney




"The Faith of Bertrand Rus-
sell" will be the Sermon-topic
of Reverend Jesse Cavileer at
the 11:00 a.m. service on Sun-
day, Oct. 1, at the First Uni-
versalist Church, 910 E. 83rd
St. "Lord Russell has been
often wrong but always bril-
liant, and undoubtedly one of
the most influential men of
our times," says the Minister
of the famed British philoso- University of Illinois in Cham-
When He was 12 Joseph and Mary
took Christ with them on their an-
nual pilgrimage to Jerusalem, 80
miles away, for the Passover. The
Jeans who came for those resets were
wad to nurnber as many an Mete
adakeas•-idat•LAineti,
honored both- in 1956 and in
1960.
Another Baltimore Area
Methodist named to a commit-
tee was the Rev. Dennis R.
Fletcher, also of the Delaware
Conference, who is a staff
member of the Division of Na-
tional Missions of the Board
of Missions of the church.
Other Negro leaders hold-
ing committee chairmanships
are: Bishop Charles F. Gold-
en, Nashville, Tenn., Commit-
tee on Missionary Program
and Policy, and Bishop Mat-
thew W. Clair, Committee on




Rev. Robert E. "Bob" Rich-
ards, twice Olympic pole vault
champion, was speaker at a
special assembly of students
at George William College,
Tuesday, Sept. 26, Classes for
the new year commence that
day.
Richards is now director of
the Wheaties Sports Founda-
tion, promoting fitness among
youth and adults. He recently
toured Russia to obtain a first-
hand view of the youth fit-
fleas program in that country.
Lerdained a minister of the
Church of the Brethren in
1946, Richards attended the
paign and following gradu-
ation was an assistant in the
department of sociology there.
Later he joined the faculty of
the Brethren-affiliated La-
Verne College in California




MILWAUKEE — The pro-
gram for the annual Arch-
diocese of Milwaukee Cath-
olic Teachers Institute was
recently announced.
More than 3,000 teachers in
Catholic graded and high
schools from Milwaukee, Wis-
consin, and several adjoining
states, attended the Institute.
The two-day annual gather-
ing was held on Thursday and
Friday, Sept. 21 and 22. The
general and sectional sessions
of the Institute took place in
the Milwaukee Auditorium.
Highlight of the program was
the 'keynote' address given by
Milwaukee's Archbishop, Wil-
liam E. Cousins, who was also
the celebrant of the Mass
opening the event.
Other speakers on the two-
day program included Dr. Vin-
cent Smith, . director of the
Philosophy of Science Insti-
tute at St. John University,
Jamaica, New York; Fr, Wil-
liam J. Cogan, Chicago.
founder of a non-profit
foundation which provides
parish priests with materials
and tools to aid in teaching
religion; and, several local
priest-speakers.
Included among the Mil-
waukee area individuals who
addressed sessions at the Ins-
titute are: Dr. George E.
Vander Beke and Dr. William
H. Conley, both of Marquette
University; Father i..awrence W
.
Friedrich, Dean of Marquette's
Graduate School, Father Jos-
eph T. Konkel, Professor of
Catechics at St. Francis Major
Seminary; and Mr, Eugene M.
Cox, public health education
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the Woo, Ads IN OW paper. A
few minutes sown sosienkle




Returning, Joseph and Mary trav-
eled a whole day before they real-
ized that Jesus was no longer with
Use company. For three days they
marched for Him 'among their




signed to stations in the Con-
go's rebellious Katanga Pro-
vince are reported safe and
remaining in their homes dur-
ing the heavy fighting be-
tween Katangans and United
Nations forces .
Confirmation of this report
was made by the Board of
Missions of the Methodist
Church in New York.
The Methodist Church has
84 missionaries in Katanga
Province. Nine serve under
the Board's Woman's Divi-
sion, and 75 serve under the
Division of World Missions.
According to the Board, 28 of
the missionaries in Katanga
were transferred there from
the Central Congo early this
year when conditions became
unsafe.
Christ was found, finally, m the tam-
Me in Jerusalem, talking with Uwe
Rabbis, When Joseph and Mary re-
buked Him for disappearing, He
said He had to be in His Pather'11
housa,—Luke 2:4649.
GOLDEN TEXT: Luke 2:40.
NEW POST
The Rev. Clifford P. Al-
bertson, pastor of the First
Methodist Church in Corn-
wall, N. Y., and a district mis-
ionary secretary, has been
named circulation manager of
World Outlook, Methodism's
magazine of missions. He be-
gan his work in the Metho-
dist Board of Missions office.
in New York Sept. 1,
McCORMICK PLACE, SUNDAY, OCT. 1ST, MO P.M.
THI N./ORLI:J.5 ORES TI ST FAMILY 005PFI L GROUP
The Staple Singers Of Chicago
Will Celebrate Their 12th Anniversary
GUEST STARS AND GROUPS APPEARING:
THOMPSON COMMUNITY SINGERS a Chicago — WILLIE WEIS
GOSPEL CHORUS of Chicago — THE DIXIE NIGHTINGALES of
Memphis — WILLIE MORGANFIELD of Memphis -- WOMACK
BROTHERS of Cleveland — IMPERIAL GOSPEL SINGERS of
Philadelphia — THE BLIND BOYS of Birmingham.
ADVANCE DONATION S1.50—AT DOOR Si 00
RESERVED SEATS—S3.00
DON'T MISS IT!!








1E IL. 13 Ft IT X
Who will be crowned
Mrs. Homemaker of 1961?
4 Big Days and Nites
OCT. 5,6,7,8
Doors Open 2:00 p.m. Adm. 50C Cents
INTERNATIONAL AMPHITHEATRE



































































































































•-• Progressive ideas concern-
..,g the Memphis sports pie-
:Mire really have been played
reetip in the past few weeks,
-according to some, very much
t of proportion. It seems
-that E. H. Crump Stadium,
-.deemed for the energetic poli-
tical "boss" of yesteryear, is
somewhat inadequate to at-
tract the likes of big time
college football officials. The
stadium, located at Cleveland
and Linden, seats to capacity
31,000, scarcely enough to
compete for the big Saturday
spectacles. It would take at
least 40,000 spaces to be ser-
`feisty entertained by the ath-
letic directors of the major
schools. Furthermore, Crumpdi ',chum is located in a con-
isested area that presents park-
ing problems.
, Several proposals for a new
stadium site have been pon-
elered by the City Commission
and a private stadium group.
;They include the city-owned
:land at Park and Pendleton,
,an area near the municipal
airport and recently, the Un-
eon Station yards.
Thome,. who have spoken out
against the stadium and coli-
seum projects, emphasized
needs far greater for the city
than the plan to satisfy the
'whims of sports addicts, who
'represent a small percentage
of the bearers of the burdens
—Memphis tax payers. The
following list includes a few
of the things that me iy citi-
zens feel should get prefer-
ence before the excavating
*equipment goes into action:(1) Neighborhood fall - ous
shelters; (2) More public ath'
letic facilities and training t.
make our citizens stronger am'
healthier through participal
tion, than spectators at spurt*
events; (3) More and bette
instruction in our schools, o;
any number of constructiv,
purposes including (4) A tai
REDUCTION. •
RAIDERS MAY MOVE HER*
One assumption indicate'
in this stadium panic loom
very promising in that it ap
pears that Memphis official
have finally geared a propose.
around the interest of th4
sports aggregate. When, ans
if the new stadium is erected;
the barriers of segregation apS
parently aren't in the blue-
prints. The tip off: A grou
of Mernphians, headed by At
torney Hal Gerber, has pub
Anklicly expressed a desire to get
wthe Oakland American Foot-
ball League franchise moved
here in 1962. The Raiders have
several Negro players; in order
to get the pro team. 18.000
season tickets must be sold
before the end of this year.
The Memphis group stated
that they could get many Mid-
South players to beef-up the
squad. The Raiders presently
have some Mid-Southerners,
including their giant tackle.
Ernie Ladd from Grambling.
, On the West Coast, Oakland
doesn't 'really have a home,
because they had to play their
home games across the Bay
in San Francisco's Kezar Sta-
dium and this year, they are
scheduled for Candlestick Park,
home of the Giants, also. They
could have had access to the
AitIniversity of California's
'Memorial Stadium, but some
of the Cal regents didn't think
tlie campus located field
would be the ideal spot for
the rowdy Sunday beer drink-
iing crowds.
• With the competition offered
by the already established
49'ers, most East Bay fans
;Weed on their side of the
bridge until the NFL teams
dame to town. According to
Wayne Valley, one of the
Oakland owners, this prefer-










World's Largest Ford o.otm
THIRD & GATOS°
JA 6 8871
$500,000 hole, despite a six
games won and eight lost
season, in the initial AFL
campaign
MSU DISLIKES IDEA
Memphis State has done a
lot that locals can be proud
of during the infant schoo
year. They have equalized
facilities for all students with-
out regard to race, creed or
color. Negro students at Mem-
pris State are allowed to sit
in the student section at the
home football games played
in Crump Stadium. The in-
dependent school is fielding
the strongest team ever as-
sembled at MS11, gaining na




Humphreys, opposes the idea
of moving a pro club to the
Bluff City. He doesn't feel that
the city will support both the
Tigers and a pro outfit. Mem-
phis State's attempt to be-
come big time, has been an
expensive item in the school's
budget and just when it starts
to pay off, they naturally
want the dividends to be in
rich gate receipts as well as
victories.
In concluding remarks, it
can be said that it'll be hard
for Memphis not to pattern
after cities comparative in size
who have these mammoth
stadium and arenas.
LUCKY TICKET HOLDERS
Tickets for the World Series
were sold in blocks of four
for the games at Yankee Sta-
dium. They were the first two
games--Oct. 4 and 5; and the_ _.s..
Yorker, is a graduate of Co-
lumbia college and the Colum-
bia University Law School,
and has devoted all but one
year of his professional legal
career to the work of the Fund.
During his twelve years on the
Fund staff, he worked on vir-
tually every major civil rights
case in which it has partici-
pated.
He helped prepare the Le-
gal Defense Fund brief in the
School Segregation Cases of
1954 and 1955, and argued in
those cases before the Supreme
Court. He will argue the de-
fense of Negro students con-
vited in sit-in demonstrations
in Baton Rouge, La., before
the Supreme Court on Oct. 18,
the first sit-in case which the
Supreme Court will hear.
WROTE BOOK
Greenberg is the author of
"Race Relations and American
Law," a book which the New
York time§ reviewer called
"indispensable for anyone seri-
ously interested in this coun-
try's oldest and probably still
gravest domestic problem, the
status of the Negro." He is now
conducting a study, under the
auspices of the Columbia Uni-
ersity Council for Research in
ial Science, of civil liber-
ies in seventeen countries.
He is married to the former
ma Ann Tenzer AL Warn i.n es
tionals. He was equally res-
pected when he took over the
reins of these same Nats, and
only Red Auerbach, colorful
Boston Celtic's floor leader,
had racked up more decisions.
In his first year at the helm
for St. Louis last season, Sey-
mour led the Hawks to the
finals against the world cham-
pions Celtics.
Coach Charlie Wolfe of the
Royals will be faced with the
problems of how to hold down
the scoring of the Hawks' big
three: Bob Pettit, Cliff Bogen
and Clyde Lovelette. Wolfe
would have it solved if he
could find a third man to go
along with Jack Twyman and
the great Oscar Robertson.
TIGER TORMENTORS
Bob Vanatta and Mem,:his
State fans will be able to see
again two former nemeses.
Hub Reed of the Royals was
the key man on some tough
Oklahoma City teams that
played the Tigers here. How-
ever, one of the sharpest
thorns to pierce the hopes of
Memphis State will be with
the Hawks. Lenny Wilkins,
one of the few rookies to
crash the starting line-up of
a NBA team, teamed with Jack
Egan at Providence to leave
the Tigers bewildered with
their marvelous ball handling
to lead the Friars to a 1960
NIT win in New York.
The tormentor of another
Tennessee team is also with
the Hawks. He is highly touted
rookie, Cleo Hill from Wins-
ton Salem Teachers college in
North Carolina. Hill helped
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
$14,000 TERMSFULL SET OF TOOLS
CONTACT:
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.




DURHAM, NC.—In a series
of moves at North Carolina
College. tennis coach Jame:
NV, Younge recently became di
rector of athletics, replacing
Dr. I. Gregory New ton, who was
named chairman of the Athletic
Committee.
As committee chairman.
Newton suceeds Dr. Howard
Wright, now president of Allen
university in Columbia, S.C.
Newton has been director of
athletics at NCC since 1952.
The, new AD has been on the
North Carolina College faculty
once 1949 He o. a graduate 01
l. W. YOUNGE
Virginia State college with a
master of science degree in
education from the University
if Indiana.
Younge, who has also studied
11
 University of Florence in
, is a candidate for the
rate at Temple university
ow Philadelphia. He pub-
one book. "Games for
"- dren," in 1959.
duly joined the physical edu-
LI' n at NCC after producing
Pli pionship teams in both
a all and basketball at Mor-
wn college, Morristown,
Ki . His tennis teams at NCC
ab CIAA championships in
a , 1958 and 1959. In add)-
, Younge is end coach with
NCC football team.
ngf 
II. having fought in Italy 
assi s tant professor,
• e is a veteran of World
' 
el 1942 until 1945 with the
eti 92nd Infantry Division.
and his wife have one son,
es jr., who is enrolled at
Pearson elementary school.
-
team to down Tennessee
I State in the NAIA dis-
t play-offs last March to
vent the three time NAIA
nips from returning to
ass City. Heavily favored,
Tigers' trip to Winston
em, was to have been just
atter of formality.
he Hawks' Woody Saulds-
ry is likewise well-known
the followers of Tennessee
& l's cage fortunes. While
Texas Southern, Saulds-
ry led his Alma Mater to
e of seldom earned vic-
tories by visitors in the "Lit-
tle Garden" in Nashville.
TIE FOR TITLE
The Letter Carriers, Mem-
phis Semi-Pro League titlists
and Nashville champions, the
Elm Hill Giants, exchanged
visits in state semi-pro series,
and when the dust had cleared
after four games, everything
was all even. The fifth game
was called off because of dark-
ness.
Elm Hill lost the two games
at Bellevue Park with the
Letter Carriers needing to
salvage only one game in
Nashville to win the series and
give Memphis its first champ
in the last five years.
Besides breaking even in
games played, there was simi-
larity in their protests, neither
liked the other city's umpir-
ing. Over the winter, seeing
eye dogs could get top money.
NOVEMBER FOES
WIN LOSES
Tennessee State tasted de-
feat for the first time of the
season 21-8 last Saturday in
Atlanta at the hands of Mor-
ris Brown college. It was the
first win the Purple Wolver-
ines have snatched since the
resumption of the series with
State in 1952. The Tigers tied
Prairie View in their opener
and whipped North Carolina
A&T before meeting reversal
in the Gate City.
It'll be interesting to note
the outcome of their rugged
encounter Saturday night with
Grambling in Nashville, who
were slashed by the claws of
A. W. Munmford's Southern
Jaguar Cats 20-9 last Satur-
day. Southern plays host to
Tennessee at Baton Rouge.
La. Nov. 4 in their annual big
game. The local TSU Alumni
Club is sponsoring a special
bus to that affair.





First Cles• Shoe Repairin g
R 0 nn..6 WIt..66.m..11 p.m Sot
561 Mississippi Boulevard
BERTRAND SPOILERS —
Bobby Smith, loft, and Wal-
ter Boll were the combina-
tion that led to the Melrose





caught two touchdown pass-
es. including • 90-yard clin-





The Douglass Red Devils
continue to be plagued by
the uncertain bounces of the
football, losing a 33-32 hair
raiser to Booker T. Washing-
ton last Wednesday night in
Washingtoil Stadium, practi-
cally being eliminated from
the prey title race they were
favored to take.
Scrappy Carver became the
third victim of Manassas as
the Tigers coasted to a 62-13
avalanche. The win put the
defending champs ahead of the
pack, just a notch above
swooning Lester. undefeated
with two victories.
The Lions will keep their
high perch at least for another
week. Idle since their Sept.
14 conquest of Hamilton, Les-
ter won't play another league
contest until they clash with
Manassas Oct. 12,
Easily subdued by Manas-
sas, and the issue with Hamil-
ton very much in doubt for
nearly three quarters, Melrose
got their forces up to win an
important game with Father
Bertrand 13-6 Friday night
in Melrose Stadium,
ERRORS AID WARRIORS
Washington, fired up when
game films of their one point
loss to Bertrand revealed that
clipping didn't happen on a
score that was called back,
took advantage of two Doug-
lass miscues to take an early
lead, and held on to turn back
a miraculous last ditch rally
by the Red Devils. The game
was very important to both
teams, representing the cross-
roads of their championship
ambitions with the loser vir-
tually eliminated with two
losses.
Washington parlayed the
bull-like rushes of Oscar Reed
at fullback with the speedy
outside running of halfback
William Hayes to break the
backs of their opponents.
Hayes scored three touch-
downs to become the sixth
prep leaguer to turn the trick
this season. Hayes is tied with
Reed and Rudolph Myers of
Manassas with five touch-
downs each. Myers' overall
total is 33 points—one more
than Reed. Reed had one
score called back, his second
in two weeks, and seemed en-
route to another until he was
caught from behind by James
Garner of Douglass, the city
100-yard-dash champion.
Douglass' troubles started
on the opening kickoff when
James Lee' received the kick
on the one and walked into
the end zone and downed it.
The officials ruled a safety
Then on the first Washington
play from scrimmage Hayes
took a short pass from quarter-
back Howard Finley, and
twisted his way through
would-be tacklers for 65 yards
to paydirt. Moments later a
Washington punt that Dou-
glass put in play close to its
own goal line resulted in a
Warriors' touchdown when
they recovered a fumble by
the Red Devils behind the
goal. Howard Jones made the
recovery.
Douglass, behind 0-20 with
time running out in the open-
ing half, was helped by a
bad decision by the Warriors'
captain on the declination of
a penalty that left Douglass
with a fourth and one yard to
go situation. Three passes from
Walter Winfrey to end Wil-
lie Kimmons, set-up the touch-
down sneak from the one by
the Douglass signal caller.
With 18 seconds left Kim-
mons was on the scoring end
of 14 yard Winfrey pitch.
The Red Devils outscored
Washington 20-13 in the second
half, but throughout that
period they found it hard
to come closer than within
eight points, the deficit they
were responsible for getting
them selves under. With less
than a minute to play, Dou-
glass' All-M emphis tarele
Clyde Griffin jarred the ball
from the Warriors center when
it was angled beyond regu-
lations. Douglass recovered in
Washington territory and
quickly cashed in on another
Winfrey aerial, a 22 yarder
to end Julius Goodman. A
pass to Kimmons for the point
after found the Devils need-
ing a point.
Needing the ball Douglass
tried an onside kick-off that
they couldn't get possession of
before it went out of bounds.
It was last touched by Dou-
glass, but the rules give the
ball to the receiving team on
all kicks that haven't been
secured.
MANASSAS IN ROMP
Carver, lacking heavily in
experience, ran into unexpect-
ed troubles when the Tigers
blocked a series of Cobra
punts and intercepted passes.
Manassas converted these mis-
cue into easy touchdowns.
Manassas gave no indication
that they were going to be so
hostile. The Tigers led by 7-0
at the end of the first quarter.
The Tigers scored at will in
their 35 point second quarter
spree, getting a chance to
score the final touchdown on
an extra play after time had
expired in the first half. My-
ers led the TD parade with
three and two points for con-
versions. His half-back mate
Robert - Williams registered
three touchdowns also.
Roger Matlock and Lawrence
Carter took kicks off the toe
of the Carver punter for tal-
lies. James Walker scored
once and Billy Doss caugh!
three point after touchdown
passes. Included in that total
is a safety.
Carver fans got some con-
solation when little John
Calling All Men!
%Ants to SPY I 011
CAPITOL KING
Burton' Shoos
941 - IIALLemore - 94.1
Rel•onoh e
COC•'III Smith MO...v.,
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5.10 pern.nt-up to 36 niontkis to PeY
BMA HOME IMPROVEMENT CO
BUILDERS & REMODELERS
Ja. 7-4032 1163 Vollentine Avenue
FAM Coach Named To
Track Committee
HAYS, Kan -- Pete Griffin.
head track coach at Florida
A & M university, has been
appointed to a second term on
the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics Track
and Cross Country Committee.
The appointment was made by
Alex Francis, president of the
track association.
SPENDING SOARS
NEW YORK — (UPI) -
From 1956 to 1960 consumer
spending for grooming items,
education, foreign travel and
medical care jumped by ap-
proximately 40 per cent each.
Spending for such services as
insurance, brokerage fees and
investment counseling rose
from $14.6 billion in 1956 to
$20.6 billion last year.
Jackson, leader in kick-off re-
turns, (it spears he'll get many
opportunities this season) dis-
played some more of his ex-
plosive running while unreel-
ing a 95 yard runback of a
kirk-off in the third quarter
Jackson went 80 yards in
Carver's opening game against
Mangrum, Carver full-
back, completed the Cobras'




with a year of prep experience
under his belt as a basket-
ball player, scored twice on
passes from quarterback Walt-
er Bell to lead Melrose to its
13-6 upset over Bertrand.
Bertrand had a Rood chance
to go ahead late in the fourth
quarter with the score tied at
6-6. However, the Bertrand
receivers, had trouble holding
the ball. Melrose anxious to
keep in contention, made good
their chance when the ball
swapped hands. The pay-oft
heave was a 90 yard strilo
to Smith, who rambled in foi
the score. Bell kicked the
point.
PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team Won Lost Tie
Manassas 3 0 0
Lester 2 0 0
Melrose 2 1 0
Washington 2 1 0
Douglass 1 2 0
Bertrand 1 2 0
Carver 0 2 0
Hamilton 0 3 0
LEADING SCORERS
Player, Team, TD's, PAT. Total
Myers, Manassas 5 3 33
Reed, B.T.W. 5 2 32
Hayes, W., B.T.W. 5 1 31
Williams, Manassas 4 2 28
Jackson, Carver 4 0 24
Lee, Douglass 3 1 19
THIS COUPON IS GOCO FOR 75 CENTS'
I AT FRONTIERS & M.I. CLUBS' FOOTBALL GAME
1 AL CORN vs MISSISSIPPI INUOSTRIAL COLLEGE






I PERSONS 19110 PLAYED FOOTBALL SINCE 1950 ARE NOT
ELIGIBLE TO USE THIS COUPON,
State's Tigers Tamed
21-8 By Morris Brown
EARL S. CLANTON Ill
ATLANTA, Ga .— Under a
hot sultry Georgia sky, the
Aunble-fingered Tennessee
State eleven 'set the stage for
their first season's loss last
Saturday, and the first victory
tor Morris grown over the Big
Blues in the teams' histories.
An alert Wolverine eleven
bested the Tigers 21 to 8 in
Herndon stadium, making the
Simmons-coached Nashvillians
1-1-1 for the season, while the
Morris Brown team niade it a
2-0 perfect season.
"Six fumbles and our own
mistakes were the factors that
kept the pressure on us all
afternoon," Coach Lawrence
Simmons moaned.
The first three times Coach
Simmons' butter-fingered lads
got the ball on fumbles. The
fourth time Morris Brown's
Eddie Dean plucked a Frank
Wynn aerial and raced 15 yards
for the Wolverines' opening
-score. Halfback Sol Brannon
booted the extra point with
only 57 seconds left of the first
quarter.
Opening the second stanza,
Morris Brown forced Tennessee
State to punt from their own
30. Simon Hubbard blocked the
punt and David Croff covered
the pigskin in the end zone for
Morris Brown's second score
with only 30 seconds gone. Full-
back Cal Thomas boomed over
for two.
Wolverine defensive specialist
Hubbard blocked another punt
to set up the Georgian's third
tally. Tennessess, punting from
their own 37, got off a poor snap
from center Hub Alexander and
Morris Brown took over on Ten-
nessee's 21.
Quarterback Sam Hill's sixth
call was a pass to Halfback
Brannon 17 yards away.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 6-8391
sonnelni
Trailing 21 to 0 with less
than three minutes to half-
time, the Big Blues drove TO
yards in nine plays. The even-
ing's leading groundgainer (88
yards in 14 tries) Paul McNeal
danced down the sideline pay-
dirt 17 yards away notching the
Big Blues lone touchdown.
SopSomore end Wilkie Buch-
anan, from Shelbyville. Tenn.,
downed Wolverine Brannon in
his own end zone for a safety
in the third period for Tennes-
see State's final tally.
"My buys just were not up,"
Coach Simmons analyzed after
the game "During the first
half we had no zip, no drive.
By the second half I felt we had
a chance to win it, but every
time we'd get a drive going,
we'd make a mistake. And the
mistakes were the things that
killed us.
"The only thing I can think
of is that the boys were just
looking over Morris Brown
with their minds on next
week's game with Grambling






There Is a reason why people
lit., to do business with us.
You, too, will lik• out cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
'Open Thursday and Priddy
Nights Until 8:U0 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE 'NANCE CO.
Horn• Owned - Home 0110,07•41
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We lik• to soy ye. to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
BROTHER BOb
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
GOLDEN GIRL




Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to1:30
CANE COLE
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DOWN TO EARTH
Pura! 1 (Ilk
By James G. Gregory
Clicrk On Seed and Fertiliser
For Top Yields Of Small Grains:
If you are not satisfied with
the yield of your small grains
last year you may need to ex-
amine your seed stock and soil
fertility. Poor seed stock and
inadequate fertilization are the
general causes for low yields.
Cht.ck your seed stock with
cer tified seed of recommended,
adopted varieties. Certified and
commercially available varieties
for fall planting include the
following:
Oats — Forkedeer, Victor-
grain 48-93, and Blount. Forke-
deer is very winter hardy, but
it has a tendency to lodge on
very fertile soils. It matures a
few days later than Victor-
grain 48-93, which is less winter
hardy than Forkedeer. Victor-
grain 48-93 should be planted
early in the fall to reduce yin-
ter injury. Blount is a recently
released variety. It is winter
hardy, although not as much as
Forkedeer, and it matures a
little later. Seed is somewhat
limited for this fall.
MATURES LATER
Wheat — Dual. Knox, Seneca
and Thorne are winter hardy
Knox, a high yielding and early
maturing variety, is resistant
to leaf rust. It tends to stool in
warm periods of early spring,
and may be injured by late
freeze unless grazed to delay
maturing. Dual is resistant to
the Hessian fly; thus it may be
planted early for fall grazing.
It is more resistant to leaf rust
than Seneca, but it matures
later.
Barley — Dayton, Hudson,
and Kenbar have good winter
hardiness. Dayton, a high
yielding variety, has good
standing ability but is suscep-
tible to mildew and scald. Ken-
bar is an early variety; it
yields less than Dayton, and
does not stand as well. It has
good resistance to the Hessian
fly. It can be pastured earlier
in the fall than other varieties.
Fertilizers — The fertility
needs for small grain will vary
from field to fieldi and farm
to farm therefore the soil test
is recommended to determine




E. H. Crump Memorial Hos-
pital:
Mr. and Mrs. Clard Baker,
Rt. 1, Box 232, Collierville,
Tenn., (f) 9-10-61, JUDY YO-
LANDER.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ar-
mour, 1180 James St., (f) 9-11-
61, Jacqulyn Devils.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Brown,
414 Glencoe Rd., (f) 9-11-61,
Phyllis Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Jen-
kins, 2154 Eldridge, (f) 9-12-
61, Vicki Yvonne.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Betts,
828 Heiskell, No. 2 (twins)
(f) (m), 9-13-61, Daphne Be-
nita and Darryl Bernard.
Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Shipp,
2427 Bridgeforth, (m), 9-13-61,
Gregory Lavelle.
for seeding small grain in Ten-
nessee are; 300 to 400 pounds
of 4-12-8 per acre for the major
soil regions and 150 to 200
pounds of 10-10-10 for high
phosphate soils (Dental and
Outer Central Basin). Apply 15
to 30 pounds of additional
nitrogen at seeding time when
The fertilizer recommendation early fall grazing is desired.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bonner,
1772 Hunter, No. 7, (m), 9-14-
61, Eric Thran.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Gilbert,
1106 So. Orleans, (m), 9-14-
61, Armand Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Gray, jr.,
1397 So. Orleans, (m), 9-14-61.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Relther-
ford, 1210 Tunica, No. B, (m),
9-14-61, Carl Odell.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Boyd,
1611 Eldridge, (m) 9-15-61,
Johnny Lewis.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Ford,
1320 Brown, (f), 9-15-61, Jac-
queline Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Har-
ris, 1622 Locust, (m), 9-16-61,
Benjamin, jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George T.
Gwin, 1344 Wabash, (m), 9-16-
61, Richard Harrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin F. John-
son, 1020 Patton st., (m), 9-16-
61, Dedrick Fletcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas La-
Flora, 1542 Alcy Rd., (m), 9-
16-61, Thomas Andrea.
Mr. and Mrs. Haywood
Nichols, 1268 Cummings, (f) 9-
16-61, Lisa Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Wal-
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section






You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defer l.er
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
MADAM DONNA
SPIRITUALIST READER AND ADVISOR
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAO."
I give you seldom failing advice upon matters of life.
such as love, courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits.
speculation and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail
to reunite the separated, cause speedy and happy mar-
riages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil
habits stumbling, blocks and bad luck of all kinds. I
lift you out of sorrow and trouble, and start you on the
path to happiness and prosperity. There is no heart so
sad or home so dreary that I cannot bring it sunshine:
in fact, no matter what may be your hope. fear or am-
bition, I guarantee to tell it all before you utter a word
I cane and after I am finished, if you are not absolutely
satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN
AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
HANDS-5 Miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N.
at Hanks' Grocery, DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTH-
ER READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday.
Tuesday is my day off.
MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING NEGRO CHRIST-
MAS CARDS IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL-
ING KIT. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. COST YOU
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE
TO—
Fashion Greeting Cards




Age 35 - AS filets School Education
Men irith tales experience preferred
Must um neat In appearance. Car Is
Neeeesary. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN







Will take trade-in and finance
the balance
20 MAIDS NEEDED
Per Chicago New York
To MIS Weekly Age. r ell
Pres Room Board. T.
riallsa Sent Referenees neeneet
Writs or 001
United lernoleymens 
1672 lamer Ifernescs, Tenn
PA 1 11:4 OL 11-1710
CHRISTMAS CARDS
New 1961 slim line
The fastest growing line





254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6 2523
YMCA
EMS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I 19 Dormitory Rooms: - Clean. Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath - Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 - $10
2 Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75a30 ff. —
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating,
3 Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 seating capacity -- For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Match•s, Classes — Boeing — Community Programs
4. 7.Larg• Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Classes — Forums --
Conferences -- Teas -- Socials





YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragetV
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you ha‘e fail
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
ORDER YOURS NOW




ker, 1234 Smith, (m), 9-16-61,
Darryl Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bow-
man, 2090 Benford, (m), 9-19-
(31, Louis Andre'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D.
Glover, 1685 Azalia, (f), 9-19-
61, Tobytha Cheri.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mays,
1415 F., So. Wellington, (f),
9-19-61, Demetris Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Plommie L.
Pewitt, 160 W. Duvant, (m),
9-16-61, Kevin Cavell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sherfield,
1214 Tunica, No. A, (f), 9-20-
61, Veronica Bonita.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd C.
Brown, 123 W. Duvant ave.,
(0, 9-21-61, Cynthia Renee.
Mr. and Mrs..Frank Delk, 238
Walker ave., (m), 9-21-61, Ge-
rald Keith.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Pink-
ston, 1438 Majorie, (m), 9-21-
61.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Byrd,
1891 Grand Opera, (m), 9-21-
60. Robin L.
Carver
(Continued from Page 13)
showing on their hitt appear-
ance to the public. This being
their first year in the league,
some feel that they should not
make a touchdown, but John
Jackson and James Gray, two
star players are showing them
differently.
The Cobras are. captain,
Charles 'Cabbage, John Smith,
co-captain, Eddie Lauderdale,
James Gray, John Jackson, R.
C. Mangrum, Guss Heath, Ray-
mond Jones, Freddie Washing-
ton, Carl Turner, Edgar Wiley,
Henry Vaughn, Roy Norman.
Bradie Epps, James Rhodes.
Jerry Love, Jerry Spencer.
Willie Wilkerson, James Clark.
F. Parker, MacArthur Roberts,
Henry Bates, Mitchell Brown,
Edward Taylor, Johnnie Brum-
ley, Glendall Boykins, Larry
Cox, James Rudd, William
Farmer and Patterson.
The coaches are, Mr. William
Woodrow, Mr. Robert Craw-

























Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
COME IN TODAY FOR TOMOINOW MAY BE TOO
LATE. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO
CHARGE.
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily . Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be
sure to look for the right sign and the right name.
BEAUTICIAN NEEDED. Coll Warren
Leah, JA 5.9705 - 12041 Thames of
firestone.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
WH 6 2831 WH 8-2669
Pick up payments on
FRENCH PROVINCIAL
FURNITURE
Living Rm. • Dining Rm. -
Bed Rm. and Stereo
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main




MEDIUM UP PtiOKT PIANO RIC!
crmelltIon end finish. Price alas 00—
Term,
Te'ephorte BR 5-711115
Baker Electric CO., inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electrician,
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions.
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
sat.seiss ro 54 OhiKlv
Guaranteed Mb*. 
row
,ondittnne r.•111 room 'mare unl
forms. TV Ticket. .
ant 4.1
A fancy 101I A. 
Male St H•,.




'Breaking into the soft cool
rays of the limelight this week
is Miss Carolyn Jean Davis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Davis, Sr. of 215 Brooks
Road. She is a member of the
12-1 homeroom class. Her in-
structor is Mrs. Daisy Scott.
Tarolyn is affiliated with the
Glee club, secretary of t h e
Dramatic club, president of
the New Homemakers of
America and president of the
Student Council.
Her off campus activities in-
clude the Teentowners. Re-
ligiously, Carolyn is a mem-
ber of Walker Memorial Chris-
tion church where she is presi-
dent of the Junior Choir and
secretary of the Christian
Youth Fellowship.
Her ambition is to obtain a
college education at Tennessee
A and I university and become
a psychiatrist.
These assets combine to
make Carolyn Jean Davis the
limelighter of the week.
YMI NWS
The ung Men Incorporat-
ed (Y I. the top social club




Johnson E. Saulsberry has
been re-elected president 
of
the Negro Semi-Pro B
aseball
League for the fourth consecu-
tive term. The election was h' Id
during a regular meeting
the Abe Scharft Branch YM
last Tuesday evening.
Other officers elected inch.
Herman Prude, vice r,
dent; Harold Walker, reccii,i
secretary; Z. P. Pittman, fina










Florida A & M university cage
Tommy Lee Mitchell, hi
signed a contract with the Alle
town Jets of the Eastern P
fessional league. Mitchell w
scheduled to report to Alle
town, Pa., last weekend.
While at A & M. Mitch
played guard and earned t
letters at that position.
played his prep basketball
Griffin and Florida A &
university high schools. He w
named to the All-Star team
1956. The former FAMU ca
performer averaged 6.8 ppg. I
season.
W. E. DuBois Gives
His Library To
Fisk University
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr.
W. E. DuBois, possibly the
oustt internationally distin-
guished alumnus of Fisk uni-
versity, has made a gift of his
private library and personal
papers to the university.
The collection is of such
generous proportions until
Arna Bontemps, Fisk libra-
rian, has estimated that. it will
not be completely processed
for at least a year.
Included are six steel files
of manuscript material in let-
ters and published and un-
published writings, several
large boxes of pamphlets and
hard-to-find fugitive publica-
tions collected over three-
quarters of a century, perhaps
2,000 books — many of them
scarce — and scores of mis-
cellaneous items.
IMPRESSIVE
Bontemps said that "as a 4111
primary source of scholarship
dealing with the Negro in
America, only the Booker T.
Washington Papers in the Li-
brary of Congress compares
with the DuBois collection."
He said the collection's value
cannot be calculated in mon-
etary terms, adding that
"placed beside the manuscript
collections of the Charles S.
Johnson Papers and the Ar-
chives of the Julius Rosen-
wald Fund, the collection
forms an impressive basis for
research."
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
t
president, said, "This is a gen-
erous gift of immeasurable
worth from Dr. DuBois. We at
Fisk must remain eternally
grateful to this distinguished
son of the university for hav-
ing chosen his alma mater as
the recipient of this Collec-
27th ANNUM
Jesse B. Simple, better K
Simple, born in the pages of the
DEFENDER, now lives anew in a





This book combines everybody's favorite stories from SIM
PLE SPEAKS HIS MIND,
SIMPLE TAKES A WIFE, and SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM
 into one highly hilarious,
socially penetrating, and sometimes moving panorama of Harlem 
life, its trials and
tribulations, its humor and its tears—THE BEST OF 
SIMPLE. Order your copy (Hard
cover $3.95. Paperback $1.65) now from your local 
bookshop or by mail enclosing
this coupon with check or money order mode out to: 
Market Place Gallery, 2305




I CITY AND STATE. 
tration exercises for its n e w
members last Thursday at the
home of Owens Lewis, secre-
tary of the club.
The officers are Clarence
Mitchell, president; Perry
Withers, vice president;
Owens Lewis, secretary; Jo-
seph Jackson, treasurer; Mil-
ton Harris, financial secretary;
Clayton Barrett, parliamentari-
an; Percell Duckett, business
manager; Lester Echols, chap-
lain; Herbert Goodloe, Charles
Davis, Algie Williams, George
Scott, Adrian Hubbard, and
Harry Sinclair, reporters.
The new members are Gas-
ton Armour, Arthur Patterson,
George Puckett, Roland Beas-
ley, David Wrushen and Lu-
cious Nelson.
TEEN TOP TUNES
"Much in Need" Ida and
Aaron.
"In Your Spare Time" Doro-
thy and Louis.
"Gonna Work Out Fine"
Emerson and David.
"Baby You're Right" Jewel-
me and ??
"Hit the Road Jack" Betty
and Carl.














DuBois graduated from Fiskcago Dady D,icv.aerntehethpeh 
in 1896. His con-
f.DirstfrNomegrHo atrovarred-liversity
• the class of 1889. He later
pts on Negro development
this country first came to
ternational attention when
took issue with ideas on
ich Booker T. Washington
d based his program of Ne-
o leadership.
YEARS AGO
DuBois founded the Niagra
overnent which later became
e Nalipnal Association for
e Adtincement of Colored
ple. He started the NAACP
cial organ, The Crisis, and
veloped it into the power-
] irritant that awakened
.merica's racial conscience
nd aroused a dormant racial




tion being given to Fisk 111,
as mentioned to DuBois by
ontemps nearly 10 years ago.
;ince then, the Collection has
een coveted and sought by a
ozen other libraries, includ-
ig the Library of Congress
nd major American universi-
es.
DuBois had expected to
eep his papers and books to-
ether in his Brooklyn home
or the rest of his working
ife. But recently he decided
o make the gift before de-
(parting for an assignment in
IlAfrica to direct preparation of
an 'Encyclopedia Africans."
When completely processed
the Collection will add to a
rapidly growing treasure at
Fisk documenting social, reli-
giou s, historical, economical
and cultural development of







school officials figured 
vandal-
ism costs at nearly 
9400,000 a




spend $80,000 yearly just to 
re-
place broken glass; in Minneap
-
olis the cost tops 00.000.
In an effort to combat the in-
creasing problem of school
vandalism and theft, many
schools are turning to modern_
electronic security eevices, re-
ports The Nation's Schools, the
magazine of better school ad-
ministration.
Electronic fences and motion-
detection systems can sense
even the slightest movement;
long-range electronic eye r and
ears watch and listen without
tiring.
When anything goes wrong,
these silent sentries trigger an
alarm automatically. And, as
school authorities have discov-
ered, one of the greatest values
of a security installation is psy-
cological. A burglar who knows
an alarm will go off as soon as
he tries to get inside a school
will keep away.
IT'S TEXAS
HOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI)
—Neiman-Marcus, the Texas-
style department store (his
and hers airplanes, gift-wrap-
ped steers on the hoof) re-
cently came up with a new
gimmick — box lunches for
shoppers "sent right to your
fitting room."
•••••••
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